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Abstract: Behavioral scientists routinely publish broad claims about human psychology and behavior in the world's top journals based 
on samples tlra\\~1 entirely from \Vestern, Educated, lndushialized, Hich, and Democratic (WEIHD) societies. He.~earchers - often 
implicitly - assume that either there is little vaJiation across human populations, or that these "standard subjects'' are as 
representative of the species as any other population. Are these assumptions justified? Here, our review of the comparative 
database from across the behavioral sciences suggests both that there is substantial variability in experimental results across 
populations and that WEIHD subjects are particularly unusual compared \\~th the rest of the species - frequent outliers. The 
domains reviewed include visual perception, fairness, coopemtion, spatial reasoning, categorization and inferential induction, moral 
reasoning, reasoning styles, self~concepts and related motivations, and the heritability of IQ. The findings suggest that members of 
WEIRD societies, including young children, are among the least representative populations one could find for generalizing about 
humans. Many of these findings involve domains that are ~L~sociated ''~th fundamental aspects of psychology, motivation, and 
behavior - hence, there ;u·e no obvious a priori grounds for claimiJlg that a particttlar behavioral phenomenon is tul iversal based on 
sampling from a single subpopulation. Overall, these empirical patterns suggests that we need to be less cavalier in addressing 
questions of human nature on the basis of data drawn from this particularly thin, and rather unusual, slice of humanity. We close 
by proposing ways to structurally re-organize the beha~oral sciences to best tackle these challenges. 
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1. Introduction 

In the tropical forests of New G uinea, the Etoro believe 
that ror a boy to achieve manhood he must ingest the 
semen of his elde rs. This is accomplished through rih1a
lized rites of passage that require young male initiates to 
fellate a senior member (H erdt 1984/ 1993; Kelley 1980). 
In contrast, the nearby Kaluli maintain that male initiation 
is only p roperly done by ritually deliveling the semen 
through the initiate's anus, not his mouth. The Etoro 
revile these Kaluli practices, finding them disgusting. To 
become a man iJ1 these societies, and eventually take a 
vvife, eveq boy undergoes these initiations. Such buy-inse
minating practices, which are enmeshed in rich systems of 
meaning and imbued with local culh.1ral values, were not 
uncommon among the traditional societies of Melanesia 
and Aboriginal Austmlia (He rdt 1984/ 1993), as well as 
in Ancient Greece and Tokugawa Japan. 

Such il1-depth studies of seemingly "exotic" societies, 
histmically the province of anthropology, are c rucial for 
understanding human behavioral and psychological vari
ation. However, this target a1t icle is not about tJ1cse 
peoples. I t is about a truly unusual group: people from 
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Western, Educated, Indushialized, Rich , and D emocratic 
(vVEIRD) 1 societies. Tn particular, it is about the Westem, 
and more specifically American, undergraduates who form 
the bulk of the database in the expelimental branches of 
psychology, cognitive science, and economics, as well as 
allied Jlelds (hereafter collective ly labeled t he "behavioral 
sciences"). Given that scientific knowledge about human 
psychology is largely based on findings from this subpopu
lation, we ask just how representative are these typ ical 
subjects in light of the available comp<native database. 
H ow justified are researchers in assuming a species-level 
generality for their findings? H ere, we review the evidence 
regarding how WEIRD people compare v~th other 
populations. 

vVe pursued this question by consb·ucting an empilical 
re~ew of studies invol~ng large-scale comparative eJ~.'Per
imentation on impmtant psychological or beha~oral 
variables. Although such larger-scale sh.1dies are highly 
informative, they are rather rare, esp ecially when com
pared to the f]·eque ncy of species-generalizing claims. 
vVhen such comparative projects were absent, we relied 
on large assemblies of studies compming two or three 
populations, and, when available, on meta-analyses. 

1 
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Of course , researchers do not implicitly assume psycho
logical or motivational universality with eve1ything they 
study. The present review does not address those phenom
ena assessed by individual diHerence measures for which 
the guiding assumption is va1iabibty among populations. 
Phenomena suc.:b as personal values, emotional expressive
ness, and personality b·aits are expected a p riod to vary 
across individuals, and by extension, societies. Indeed, 
the goal of much research on these topics is to identify 
the ways that people and societies differ from one 
another. For example , a number of large projects have 
sought to map out the world on dimensions such as 
values (Hofstede 2001; lnglehart et al. 1998; Schwartz & 
Bilsky 1990), personality traits (e.g., McCrae et al. 2005; 
Schmitt et al. 2007), and levels of' happiness, (e.g., 
Diener ct al. 1995). Similarly, we avoid the vast psycho
pathology literature, which finds much evidence lor both 
variability and universality in psychological pathologies 
(Kleinman 1988; Tseng 2001), because this work focuses 
on individual-level (and unusual) variations in psychologi
cal functioning. Tnstead, we restrict our exploration to 
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those domains which have largely been assumed, at least 
until recently, to be de facto psychological universals. 

Finally, we also do not address societal-level behavioral 
universals, or claims thereoC related to phenomena such 
as dancing, fire making, cooking, kinship systems, body 
adornment, play, b·ade, and grammar, lor two reasons. 
First , at this surface level alone, sucb phenomena do not 
make specific claims about universal underlying psycho
logical or motivational processes. Second, systematic, 
quantitative, comparative data based on individual-level 
measures are typically lacking for these domains. 

Our examination of the representativeness of \1\TEIRD 
subjects is necessmily restJicted to the rather limited data
base curre ntly available. We have organized our presen
tation into a series of telescoping contrasts showing, at 
each level of contrast, how 'vVETRD people measure up 
relative to the available reference populations. Our first 
conb·ast compares people from modern industrialized 
societies with those from small-scale societies. Our 
second te lescoping stage contrasts people from Western 
socielies with those from non-VVestern industrialized 
socie ties. Next, we contrast Ame1icans with people fi·om 
other 'vVestern societies. Finally, we contrast unive rsity
educ.:ated Ame1icans with nou - university-educ.:ated Amer
icans, or university students with non-student adults, 
depending on the available data. At each level we 
discuss beh avioral and psychological phenomena lor 
which there are available comparative data, and we 
assess how WEIRD people compare with other samples. 

\Ve emphasize that our presentation of te lesc.:oping con
trasts is only a rhetorical approach guided by the natme of 
the available data. It should not be taken as capturing any 
unidimensional continuum, or suggesting any single theor
e tical ex'Pianation for the valiation. Throughout this article 
we take no position regarding the substantive oligins of the 
obse1ved cliHerences between populations. While many of 
the diffe rences are probably cultural in nature in that they 
were socially transmitted (Boyd & Richerson 1985; 
Nisbett et al. 2001), other diHerences are likely e nvi ron
mental and represent some form of non-c ultural phenoty
pic.: p lasticity, which may be developmental or fac.:ultative, 
as well as eithe r adaptive or maladaptive (Ganges tad e t aL 
2006; Tooby & Cosmides 1992). Other population differ
e nces could arise from genetic variation, as observed for 
lactose processing (Beja-Pc re ira et al. 2003). Hegardless 
of the reasons unde rlying these population dillerences, 
our concern is whether researche rs can reasonably gener
alize fi·om WEIRD samples to humanity at large. 

Many radical versions of interpre tivism and cultural 
relativity deny any shared commonalities in human psy
chologies across populations (e.g., Ge rgen 1973; see cri
tique and discussion in Slingerland 2008, Cb. 2). To the 
conb·my, we expect humans from aU soc.:ieties to share, 
and probably share substantiaUy, basic aspects of cogni
tion, motivation, and behavior. As researchers who see 
great value in applying evolutionmy thinking to psychology 
and behavior. we have little doubt that if a full accounting 
were take n across all domains among peoples past and 
present, the number of similmities would indeed be 
large, as much e thnographic work suggests (e.g., Brown 
1991) - ultimately, of course, this is an em pi deal question. 
Thus, our t besis is not that humans share few basic psycho
logical prope rties or processes; rather, we question our 
current ability to distinguish these reliably developing 
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aspects of human psychology from more developmentally, 
culturally, or environmentally contingent aspects of 
our psychology given the disprop01tionate reliance on 
\¥EIRD subjects. Our aim he re, the n, is to inspire 
etrorts to place knowledge of such universal features of 
psychology on a firmer footillg by empirically addressing, 
ratl1er than a plimi dismissing or ignoring, questions of 
population variability. 

2. Background 

Before commencing vvith our telescoping contrasts, we 
first discuss two observations regarding the existing litera
ture: (1) The database in the behavioral sciences is drawn 
from an extremely narrow slice of human diversity; and (2) 
behavioral scie ntists routine ly assume, at least implicitly, 
that their findings from this narrow slice generalize to 
the species. 

2. 1. The behavioral sciences database is narrow 

Who are the people studied in behavioral science 
research? A recent analysis of the top joumals in six sub
disciplines of psychology from 2003 to 2007 revealed 
that 68% of subjects came from the United States, and 
a fu ll 96% of subjects we re from vVestern industliali
zed count1ies, specifically those in North America and 
Europe, as well as Australia and Israe l (Arnett 2008). 
The make-up of these samples appears to largely reflect 
the count1y of residence of the authors, as 73% of first 
authors were at American unive rsities, and 99% were at 
unive rsities in vVeste rn countries. Tl1is means that 96% 
of psychological samples come from countries with only 
12% of the world's population. 

Even within the West, however, the typical sampling 
me thod for experimental shiClies is far from representa
live. Tn the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 
the premier journal in social psychology - the subdisci
pline of psychology that should (arguably) be the most 
attentive to questions about the subjects' backgrounds -
67% of the Ame1ican samples (and 80% of the samples 
from other countdes) we re composed solely of under
graduates in psychology courses (Arnett 2008). In other 
words, a randomly selected Ametican undergraduate is 
more than 4,000 times more likely to be a research pmtici
pant than is a randomly selected person from outside of 
the West. Furthermore, this tende ncy to rely on under
graduate samples has not decreased over time (Peterson 
2001; Wint1·e et a!. 2001 ). Such studies are therefore 
sampling from a rathe r limited subpopulation \vithin 
each countly (see Rozin 2001). 

I t is possible that the dominance of Ame tican authors in 
psychology publications just reflects that Ametican univer
sities have the resources to attract the best international 
researchers, and that similar tendencies exist in other 
fields. However, psychology is a distinct outlier he re: 
70% of all psychology citations come from the United 
States - a larger percentage than any of the other 19 
sciences that were compared in one extensive inter
national swvey (see !vlay 1997). In chemistly, by contrast, 
the pe rcentage of citations that come fi·01n the United 
States is only 37%. It seems proble matic that the discipline 
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in which there are the sh-ongest theoretical reasons to 
anticipate population-level variation is precisely the disci
pline in which the Amelican bias for research is most 
extreme. 

Beyond psychology and cognitive science, the subject 
pools of e;\:p etime ntal economics and decision science 
are not much more diverse - still largely dominated by 
Westerners, and specifically Western undergraduates. 
However, to give credit where it is due, the nascent fie ld 
of experimental economics has begun taking steps to 
address the problem of narrow samples.2 

In sum, the available database does not reHect the fuU 
breadth of human diversity. H.athe r, we have largely 
bee n studyu1g the nature of WEIH.D people, a certainly 
narrow and pote ntially pecul iar subpopulation. 

2.2. Researchers often assume their findings are 
universal 

Sampling from a thin slice of humanity would be less pro
ble matic if researchers confined the ir interpre tations to 
the populations from which they sampled. However, 
despite their narrow samples, behavioral scientists often 
are interested in drawing inferences about the human 
mind and human behavior. Tllis infe rential step is rarely 
challenged or defended - with important exceptions 
(e.g., Medin & Atl·an 2004; Hozin 2001; Triandis 1994; 
Witkin & Beny 1975) - despite the lack of any general 
effort to assess how we ll results from vVEIRD samples 
generalize to tl1e species. This lack of epistemic vigilance 
unde rscores the prevalent, though implicit, assumption 
that the findings one de rives from a particular sample 
will gene ralize broadly; one adult human sample is 
pretty much the same as the next. 

Leading scientific journals and university textbooks rou
tinely publish research findings claiming to generalize to 
"humans" or "people'' based on research clone e ntire ly 
with WEIRD unde rgraduates. In top journals such as 
Nature and Science, researche rs frequently extend their 
findings fi·om unde ri:,TJ'aduates to the species - often 
declaring this generalization in their titles. These contli
butions typically lack even a cautionary footnote about 
these inferential exte nsions. 

In psychology, much of this generalization is implicit. A 
typical article does not claim to he discussing "humans" 
but will rather simply describe a decision bias, p~ychologi
cal process, set of correlations, and so on, \vithout addres
sing issues of generalizability, although findings are often 
linked to "people." Commonly, the re is no demographic 
information about the participants, aside from the ir age 
and gender. In recent years the re is a h·end to qualify 
some findu1gs \vith disclaimers such as "at least within 
vVestern culture," though there remains a robust tendency 
to generalize to the species. Arnett (2008) notes that psy
chologists would surely blistle if joumals were renamed 
to more accurate ly re flect the nature of their samples 
(e.g., journal of Personality and Social Psychology of 
American Undergraduate Psychology Students). They 
would btistle, presumably, because they believe tl1at 
their findings generalize much beyond this sample. Of 
course, there are impottant exceptions to this general 
tendency, as some researchers have assembled a broad 
database to provide evidence for universality (Buss 
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1989; Daly & Wilson 1988; Ekman 1999b; Elfenbein & 
Ambady 2002; Kenrick & Keefe 1992a; Tracy & Matsu
moto 2008). 

When is it safe to generalize from a narrow sample to 
the species? First, if one had good empi1ical reasons to 
believe that little variability existed across diverse popu
lations in a pmticular domain, it would be reasonable to 
tentatively infer universal processes from a single sub
population. Second, one could make an argument that as 
long as one's samples were drawn from near the center 
of the human distribution, then it would not be overly pro
blematic to generalize across the distlibution more 
broadly - at least the inferred pattern would be in the 
vicinity of the central tendency of our species. In the 
following, with these assumptions in mind, we review 
the evidence for the representativeness of findings from 
WEIRD people. 

3. Contrast 1: Industrialized societies versus 
small-scale societies 

Our theoretical perspective, which is informed by evol
utionary thinking, leads us to suspect that many aspects 
of people's psychological repertoire are universal. 
However, the current e mpirical foundations for our suspi
cions are rather weak because the database of comparative 
studies that include small-scale societies is scant, despite 
the obvious importance of such societies in understanding 
both the evolutionary history of our species and the poten
tial impact of diverse environments on our psychology. 
Here we first discuss the evide nce for differences 
between populations drawn from industrialized and 
small-scale societies in some seemingly basic psychological 
domains, and follow this with research indicating universal 
patterns across this divide. 

3. 1. Visual perception 

Many readers may suspect that tasks involving "low-level" 
or "basic" cognitive processes such as vision will not 
vary much across the human spectrum (Fodor 1983). 
However, in the 1960s an interdisciplinary team of anthro
pologists and psychologists systematically gathered data 
on the susceptibili ty of both children and adults from a 
wide range of' human societies to five "standard illusions" 
(Segall et al. 1966). Here we highlight the comparative 
findings on the famed Mi.iller-Lyer illusion, because of 
this illusion's importance in textbooks, and its prominent 
role as Fodor's indisputable example of "cognitive impen
etrability" in debates about the modularity of cognition 
(McCauley & Henrich 2006). Note, however, that popu
lation-level valiability in illusion susceptibility is not 
limited to the Mtiller-Lyer illusion; it was also found for 
the Sander-Parallelogram and both Horizontal-Ve1tical 
illusions. 

Segall e t al. (1 966) manipulated the length of the two 
lines in the Miiller-Lyer illusion (F ig. 1) and estimated 
the magnitude of the illusion by determining the approxi
mate point at which the two lines were perceived as being 
of the same length. Figure 2 shows the results from 16 
societies, including 14 small-scale societies. The veitical 
axis gives the "point of subjective equality" (PSE), which 
measures the extent to which segment "a" must be 
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Figure l. The Mliller-Lyer illusion. The lines labeled .. a .. and 
"b" are the same length_ Many subjects perceive line "b" as 
longer than line "a". 

longer than segment "h" before the 1:\vo segments are 
judged equal in length. PSE measures the strength of 
the illusion. 

The results show substantial differences among 
populations, with American undergraduates anchoring 
the extreme end of the distlihution, followed by the 
South African-European sample from Johannesburg. On 
average, the undergraduates required that line "a" be 
about a fifth longer than line "b" before the two segments 
were perceived as equal. At the other end, the San foragers 
of the Kalahari were unaffected by the so-called illusion (it 
is not an illusion for them). While the San's PSE value 
cannot be distinf,JUished from zero, the American under
graduates' PSE value is significantly different from all 
the other societies studied. 

As discussed by Segall e t al., these findings suggest that 
visual exposure during ontogeny to factors such as the 
"carpentered corne rs" of' modern environments may 
favor certain optical calibrations and visual habits that 
create and pe•petuate this illusion. That is, the visual 
system ontogenetically adapts to the presence of recurrent 
features in the local visual environment. Because elements 
such as carpentered corners are products of pmticular cul
tural evolutionary trajectories, and were not pa•t of most 
environments for most of human hist01y, the Muller
Lyer illusion is a kind of culturally evolved by-product 
(Henrich 2008). 

These findings highlight three impoitant consider
ations. First, this work suggests that even a process as 
apparently basic as visual perception can show substantial 
vmiation across populations. I f visual perception can 
va1y, what kind of psycholof,rical processes can we be 
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Figure 2. Muller-Lyer results for Segall et al.'s (1966) cross
cultural project. PSE (point of subjective equality) is the 
percentage that segment a must be longer than b before 
subjects perceived the segments as equal in length. Children 
were sampled in the 5-to-11 age range. 
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sure will not vary? It is not merely that the strength of the 
illus01y effect valies across populations - the effect cannot 
be detected in two populations. Second, both American 
undergraduates and children are at the extreme end of 
the disb·ibution, showing significant ditferences li·mn all 
other populations studiecl; whereas, many of the other 
populations cannot be distinguished from one another. 
Since children already show large population-level differ
ences, it is not obvious that developmental work can 
substitute for research across diverse human populations. 
Children likely have different developmental h·ajectories 
in different societies. Finally, this provides an example 
of how population-level variation can be useful for 
illuminating the nature of a psychological process, which 
would not be as evident in the absence of comparative 
work 

3.2. Fairness and cooperation in economic 
decision-making 

By the mid-1990s, researchers were arguing that a set of 
robust experimental findings from behavioral economics 
were evidence for a set of evolved universal motivations 
(Fehr & Giicbter 1998; Hoffman et al. 1998). Foremost 
among these expe1iments, the Ultimatum Game provides 
a pair of anonymous subjects with a sum of real money 
for a one-shot interaction. One of the pair - the propo
ser - can offer a portion of this sum to the second 
subject, the responder. Responders must decide whether 
to accept or reject the offer. If a responder accepts, she 
gets the amount of the offer and the proposer takes the 
remainder; if she rejects, both players get zero. lf subjects 
are motivated purely by sclf~intercst, responders should 
always accept any positive offer; knovving this, a self
interested proposer should offer the smallest non-zero 
amount. Among subjects from industrialized populations -
mostly undergraduates fi-om the United States, Europe, 
and Asia - proposers typically offer an amount between 
40% and 50% ol' Lhe total, with a modal offer of 
50% (Camerer 2003). Offers helow about 30% are often 
rejected. 

With this seemingly robust empilical finding in their 
sights, Nowak et al. (2000) constructed an evolutionary 
analysis of the Ultimatum Came. When they modeled 
the Ultimatum Game exactly as played, they did not get 
results matchiJ1g tl1e undergraduate findings. However, if 
they added reputational information, such that players 
could know what tl1eir partners did with others on pre
vious rounds of play, the analysis predicted offers and 
rejections in the range of typical undergraduate responses. 
They concluded that the UltimatlJill Came reveals 
humans' species-specific evolved capacity for fair and 
punishing behavior in situations with substantial reputa
tional influence. But, since tl1e Ultimatum Game is 
typically played OHe-shot without reputational infor
mation, Nowak et al. argued that people make fair 
offers and reject unfair offers because their motivations 
evolved in a world where such interactions were not 
fitness relevant- thus, we are not evolved to fully incor
porate the possibility of non-reputational action in our 
decision-making, at least in such artificial expe1imental 
contexts. 

Recent comparative work has dramatically altered this 
initial picture. Two unified projects (which we call Phase 
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l and Phase 2) have deployed the Ultimahun Game and 
other related experimental tools across thousands of sub
jects randomly sampled from 23 small-scale hu man 
societies, including foragers, horticulturalists, pastoralists, 
and subsistence farmers, cL·awn from Af1ica, Amazonia, 
Oceania, Siberia, and New Guinea (Henrich et al. 2005; 
2006; 2010). Tlu·ee different expelimental measures 
show that people in industrialized societies consistently 
occupy the extreme end of the human distribution. 
Notably, people in some of the smallest-scale societies, 
where real life is principally face-to-face, behaved in a 
manner reminiscent of Nowak et al. 's analysis before 
they added the reputational information. That is, tl1ese 
populations made low offers aod did not reject. 

To concisely present these diverse empirical findings, 
we show results only from the Ultimatum and Dictator 
Games in Phase II. The Dictator Game is the same as 
the Ultimatum Game except that the seconll player 
crumot reject the offer. If subjects are motivated purely 
by self-interest , they would offer zero in the Dictator 
Game. Thus, Dictator Game offers yield a measure of 
"faimess" (equal divisions) among two anonymous 
people. By conh·ast, Ultimatum Game offers yield a 
measure of faimess combined vvith an assessment of the 
likelilJOocl of rejection (punishment). Re jections of offers 
in the Ultimatum Game provide a measure of people's 
willingness to punish unfairness. 

Using aggregate measures, Figure 3 shows that tl1e be
havior of the U.S. adult (non-shJdent) sample occupies the 
ex1-reme end of the distribution in each case. For Dictator 
Game offers, Figure 3A shows tl1at the U.S. sample has the 
highest mean offer, followed by the Sanquianga from 
Colombia, who arc renowned for their prosociali ty 
(Kraul 2008). The U.S. oilers are nearly double that of 
the Hadza, foragers from Tanzania, anll tl1e Tsimane, 
forager-horticulhmuists from tl1e Bolivian Amazon . 
Figure 3B shows that for Ultimatum Game offers, the 
United States has the second highest mean offer, behind 
the Sursurunga !'rom Papua New Guinea. On the punish
ment side in tl1e Ultimatnm Game, Figure 3C shows tl1e 
income-maximizing offers (IMO) for each population, 
which is a measure of the population's willingness to 
punish inequitable offers. IMO is the offer that an 
income-maximizing proposer would make if he knew the 
probabili ty of rejection for each of the possible offer 
amounts. The U.S. sample is tied with tl1e Sursurunga. 
These hvo groups have an IMO five times higher 
than 70% of tl1e other societies. While none of these 
measures indicates that people from industrialized 
societies are entirely unique vis-a-vis other popLLlations, 
they do show that people from industriali7.ed societies 
consistently occupy tl1e extreme end of tl1e human 
distribution. 

Analyses of these data show that a population's degree 
of mar·ket integration and its pa1ticipation in a world reli
gion both independently predict higher offers, and 
account for much of the variation between populations. 
Community size positively predicts greater punishment 
(Hemich et al. 2010). The authors suggest tl1at norms 
and institutions for exchange in ephemeral interactions 
culturally coevolved vvith markets and €!'.:paneling larger
scale seclentmy populations. l n some cases, at least in 
their most e fRcient forms, neither markets nor large popu
lations were feasible before such norms and instih.1tions 
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Figure 3. Behavioral measures of faimess and punishment from the Dictator and Ultimatum Games for 15 societies (Phase II). 
Figures 3A and 3B show mean oA'ers for each society in the Dictator and Ultimatum Games, respectively. Figure 3C gives the 
income-maximizing offer (IMO) for each society . 

emerged. That is, it may be that what behavioral econom
ists have been measuring among undergraduates in such 
games is a specific set of social norms, culturally evolved 
for dealing with money and strangers, that have emerged 
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since the origins of agriculture and the rise of complex 
societies. 

In addition to dHferences in populations' willingness to 
reject offers that are too low, the evidence also indicates a 
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willingness to reject offers that are too high in about half 
the societies studied. This tendency to reject so-called 
hwer-fair offers rises as offers increase from 60% to 
100% of the stake (Henrich et al. 2006). This phenom
enon, which is not observed in typical undergraduate sub
jects (who essentially never reject offers greater than half), 
bas now emerged among populations in Russia (Bahry & 
Wilson 2006) and China (Hennig-Schmidt et al. 2008), 
as well as (to a lesser degree) among non-student adults 
in Sweden (Wallace et al. 2007), Germany (Guth et al. 
2003), and the Netherlands (Bellemare e t al. 2008). 
Attempts to e:-.-plain away this phenomenon as a conse
quence of confusion or misunderstanding, have not 
found supp01t despite substantial eff01ts. 

Suppose that Nowak and his coauthors were Tsimane, 
and that the numerous empirical findings they had on 
hand were all from Tsimane villages. If this were the 
case, presumably these researchers would have simulated 
the Ultimatum Game and found that there was no need to 
add reputation to their model. This unadorned evolution
ary solution would have worked fine until they realized 
that the Tsimane are not representative of humanity. 
According to the above data, the Tsimane are about as 
representative of the species as are Amelicans, but at 
the opposite end of the spectrum. I f the database of the 
behavioral sciences consisted entirely ofTsimane subjects, 
researchers would likely be quite concerned about 
generalizahiHty. 

3.3. Folkbiological reasoning 

Recent work in small-scale societies suggests that some of 
the cenh·al conclusions regarding the development and 
operation of human folkbiological categorization, reason
ing, and induction are limited to urban suhpopulations 
of non-e:-.-perts in industtialized societies. Although much 
more work needs to be done, it appears that t)'Pical sub
jects (children of WEIRD parents) develop their folk
biological reasoning in a culturally and e:-.1Jericntially 
impoverished environment, by contrast to those of small
scale socie ties (and of our evolutionaty past), distorting 
both the species-t)'Pical pattern of cognitive development 
and the patterns of reasoning in WEIRD adults. 

Cognitive scientists using (as subjects) children drawn 
from U.S. urban centers -often those surrounding uni
versities - have constrncted an influential, though actively 
debated, developmental the01y in which folkbiological 
reasoning emerges from foll.-psychological reasoning. 
Before age 7, urban childTen reason about biological 
phenomena by analogy to, and by extension from, 
humans. Between ages 7 and 10, urban chilcl1·en 
undergo a conceptual shiJt to the adult pattern of 
viewing humans as one animal among many. These con
clusions are unde11Jinned by three robust findings fi-om 
mban children: ( 1) Inferential projections of propetties 
from humans are stronger than projections from other 
living kinds; (2) inferences from humans to mammals 
emerge as stronger than inferences (rom mammals to 
humans; and (3) children's inferences violate their own 
similatity judgments by, for example, provicling stronger 
inference from humans to bugs than from bugs to bees 
(Carey 1985; 1995). 

However, when the folkbiological reasoning of children 
in mral Native American communities in vVisconsin and 
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Yukatek Maya communities in Mexico was investigated 
(Ah·an et a!. 2001; Ross et al. 2003; Waxman & Medin 
2007) none of these three empirical patterns emerged. 
Among the American urban children, the human catego1y 
appears to be incorporated into folkbiologica.l induction 
relatively late compared to these other populations. The 
results indicate that some background knowledge of the 
relevant species is crucial for the application and induction 
across a hierarchical taxonomy (Atran et al. 2001). In rural 
environments, both e:-.tJosure to and interest in the natural 
world is commonplace, unavoidable, and an inevitable part 
of the enculturation process. This suggests that the anthro
pocenh·ic pattems seen in U.S. urban children result from 
insufficient cu ltural input and a lack of e:-.-posure to the 
natural world. The only real animal that most urban chil
dren know much about is Honw sapiens, so it is not sur
}))'ising that this species dominates their inferential 
patterns. Since such urban environments are highly "unna
tural'' from the perspective of human evolutionaty hist01y, 
any conclusions drawn from subjects reared in such infor
mationally impoverished environme nts must remain 
rather tentative. Indeed, studying the cognitive develop
ment of folkbiology in urban chilch·en would seem the 
equivalent of studying "norm;u" physical growth in mal
noutished children. 

This deficiency of input likely underpins the fact tl1at 
the basic-level folkbiological categories for WETRD 
adults are life-form categories (e.g., hird, fish , and 
mammal), and these are also the first categories leam ed 
by WEIRD children - for example, if one says "What's 
that?" (pointing at a maple tree), their common answer 
is "tree." However, in all small-scale societies studied, 
the generic species (e.g., maple, crow, trout, and fox) is 
the basic-level categ01y and the first learned by children 
(Atran 1993; Berlin 1992). 

Impovetished interactions \vith the natw-al world 
may also distort assessments of the t)'Picality of natural 
kinds in categorization. The standard conclusion from 
American undergraduate samples has been that goodness 
of example, or twicality, is dtiven by similarity relations. 
A robin is a typical bird because this species shares 
many of the perceptual features that are commonly 
found in the category BlHD. ln the absence of close 
h1miliarity with natural kinds, this is the default strategy 
of American undergraduates, and psychology has 
assumed it is the universal pattern. However, in samples 
which interact with the natural world regtdarly, such as 
Itza Maya villagers, typicality is based not on similatity 
but on knowledge of cultural ideals, reflecting the 
symbolic or material significance of the species in that 
culture. For the Jtza, the 1.vild turkey is a typical bird 
because of its rich culh1ral signil:lcance, even though it is 
in no way most similar to other bi..J·ds. The same pattern 
holds for similatity effects in inductive reasoning
WEIRD people make strong inferences from compu
tations of similarity. whereas populations with greater 
familiari ty \vith the natural world, despite their capacity 
for similarity-hased inductions, prefer to make sb·ong 
inferences hom folkbiological k··nowledge that takes into 
account ecological conte:-.i and relationships among 
species (Atran et al. 2005). In general, research suggests 
that what people think about can affect how they think 
(Bang et al. 2007). To the extent that tl1cre is popu
lation-level vatiahi..Hty ill the content of folkbiological 
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beliefs. such variability affects cognitive processing in this 
domain as well. 

So far we have emphasized differences in folkbiological 
cogn ition uncovered by comparative research. This same 
work has also uncovered reliably developing aspects of 
human folkbiological cognition that do not vmy, such as 
categorizing plants and animals in a hierarchical taxonomy, 
or that the generic species level has the strongest inductive 
potential, despite the fact that this level is not always the 
basic level across populations, as discussed above. Our 
goal in emphasizing the di11'erences here is to show (1) 
how peculiar industlialized (urban, in this case) samples 
are, given the Lmprecedented environment they grow up 
in; and (2) how difficult it is to conclude a priori what 
aspects will be reliably developing and robust across 
dive rse slices of humanity if research is largely conducted 
with ViEIRD samples. 

3.4. Spatial cognition 

Human societies vary in their linguistic tools for, and cul
tural practices associated with, representing and commu
nicating (1) directions in physical space, (2) the color 
spectrum, and (3) integer amounts. There is some evi
dence that each of these differences in cultural content 
may influence some aspects of nonlinguistic cognitive 
processes (D'Andrade 1995; Gordon 2004; Kay 2005; 
Levinson 2003; Roberson et al. 2000). Here we focus on 
spatial cognition, for which the evidence is most provoca
tive. As above, it appears that industrialized societies are at 
the extreme end of the continuum in spatial cognition. 
Human populations show differences in how they think 
about spatial orientation and deal with directions, and 
these differences may be influenced hy linguistically 
based spatial reference systems. 

Speakers of English and other Indo-European 
languages favor the use of an egocentlic (relative) system 
to represent the location of objects - that is, relative to 
the self (e.g., "the man is on the tight side of the flagpole"). 
1n contrast, many if not most languages favor an allocentric 
frame, which comes in two flavors. Some allocentric 
languages such as Guugu Yimithirr (an Australian 
language) and Tzeltal (a Mayan language) favor a geo
centric system in which absolute reference is based on 
cardinal directions ("the man is west of the house"). The 
other allocenhic fi·ame is an object-centered (inbinsic) 
approach that locates objects in space, relative to some 
coordinate system anchored to the object ("the man is 
behind the house"). When languages possess systems for 
encoding all of these spatial reference frames, they often 
privilege one at the e>.1Jcnsc of the others. However, the 
fact that some languages lack one or more of the reference 
systems suggests that the accretion of all three systems into 
most contemponuy languages may be a product of long
term cumulative cultural evolution. 

In data on spatial reference systems from 20 languages 
drawn from diverse societies - including foragers, hOJti
culhiralists, agricul turalists, and indusb·ialized popu
lations - only three languages relied on egocentric 
frames as their single preferred system of reference. All 
three were from indushialized populations: Japanese, 
English, and Dutch (Majid eta!. 2004). 

The presence of, or emphasis on, different reference 
systems may influence nonlinguistic spatial reasoning 
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(Levinson 2003). In one sh1dy, Dutch and Tzeltal speakers 
were seated at a table and shown an arrow pointing either 
to the right (north ) or the left (south). They were then 
rotated 180 degrees to a second table where they saw 
two arrows: one pointing to the left (north) and the 
other one pointing to the I"ight (south). Participants we re 
asked which arrow on the second table was like the one 
they saw before. Consistent \vith the spatial-marking 
system of their languages, Dutch speakers chose the rela
tive solution, whereas the Tzeltal speakers chose the absol
ute solution. Several other comparative e}.11eriments 
testing spatial mem01y and reasoning are consistent \ovith 
this pattern, although lively debates about interpretation 
persist (Levinson et al. 2002; Li & Gleitman 2002). 

Extending the above exploration, Haun and colleagues 
(Haun ct al. 2006a; 2006b) examined pe rformance on a 
spatial reasoning task similar to the one clescrihecl above, 
using children and adults from different societies and 
great apes. In the first step, Dutch-speaking adults and 
8-year-olds (speakers of an egocenhic language) showed 
the typical egocenbic bias, whereas Hai/ / om-speaking 
adults and 8-year-olds (a Namibian foraging population 
who speak an allocenbic language) showed a typical allo
cenbic bias. In the second step, 4-year-old German-speak
ing children, g01illas, orangutans, chimpanzees, and 
bonobos were tested on a simplified version of the same 
task. All showed a marked preference for allocentric 
reasoning. These results suggest that children share with 
other great apes an innate prefe rence for allocenhic 
spatial reasoning, but that this bias can be ovenidden by 
input from language and cultural routines. 

If one were to work on spatial cognition exclusively \Vith 
WEIRD subjects (say, using subjects From the United 
States and Europe), one might conclude that children 
stmt off with an allocenhic bias but naturally shift to an 
egocentric bias with maturation. The problem with this 
conclusion is that it would not apply to many human 
populations, and it may be the consequence of studying 
subjects from peculiar cultural environments. The next 
telescoping contrast highlights some additional evidence 
suggesting that \VEIRD people may even be unusual in 
their egocentric bias vis-a-vis most other industrialized 
populations. 

3.5. Other potential differences 

W'e bave discussed several lines of data suggesting not only 
population-level va1iation, but that industrialized popu
lations are consistently unusual compared to small-scale 
societies. There are also numerous studies that have 
found differences between much smaller numbers of 
samples (usually two samples). In these studies it is 
impossible to discern who is unusual, the small-scale 
society or the W'EIRD population. For example , one 
study found that both samples from two different industri
alized populations were risk-averse decision makers when 
facing monetaty gambles involving gains (Henrich & 
McElreath 2002), wherea5 both samples from small-scale 
societies were tisk-prone. Risk-aversion for monetmy 
gains may be a recent, local phenomenon. Simihu·ly, e}.ten
sive inter-temporal choice expeliments using a panel 
method of data collection indicates that the Tsimane, 
an Amazonian population of forager-horticulturalists, 
discount the future 10 times more steeply than do 
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WEIRD people (Godoy et al. 2004). In Uganda, a srudy of 
individual decision-making among small-scale fanners 
showed qualitatively different deviations from expected 
utility maximiz.ation than is typically found among under
graduates. For example, rather than the inverse S-shape 
for probabilities in Prospect TbeOJy, a regular S-shape 
was found:3 · 

3.6. Similarities between industrialized and small-scale 
societies 

Some larger-scale comparative projects show universal 
pattems in human psychology. Here we list some note
worthy examples: 

1. Some perceptual illusions: We discussed the Miiller
Lyer illusion above. However, there arc illusions, such as 
the Perspective Drawing Ulusion, for which the indusb·ial
ized populations are not extreme outliers, aml for which 
perception valies little in the populations shtdied (Segall 
et al. 1966). 

2. Perceiving color: Wbile the number of basic color 
terms syste matically varies across human languages 
(Regier et al. 2005), the ability to perceive clill"erent 
colors does emerge in small-scale societies (Rivers 
190la),4 although terms and categories do influence 
color perception at the margins (Kay & Regier 2006). 

3. Emotional expression: In studying facial displays of 
emotions, Ekman and colleagues have shown much evi
dence for universality in recognition or the "basic" facial 
expressions of emotions, although this work has included 
onJy a small - yet convincing - sampling of small-scale 
societies (Ekman 1999a; 1999b). There is also evidence 
for the universality of pride displays (Tracy & Matsumoto 
2008; Tracy & Robins 2008). This main effect for emotion
al recognition across population (58% of variance) is qua
lified by a smaller effed for cultural spedlicity of 
emotional expressions (9% of variance: Elfenbein & 
Ambady 2002). 

4. FaL~e belief tasks: Comparative work in China, the 
United States, Canada, Peru, India, Samoa, and Thailand 
suggests that the ability to explicitly pass tl1e false belief 
task emerges in all populations studied (Callaghan et al. 
200.5; Liu et al. 2008), although the age at which subjects 
can pass the el":plicit version of the false belief task varies 
from 4 to at least 9 (Boesch 2007; Callaghan el al. 2005; 
Liu et al. 2008), vvitl1 industrialized populations at the 
extreme low end . 

. 5. Analog IWmemcy: There is growing consensus in the 
literature on numerical thinking tl1at quantity estimation 
relies on a primitive "analog" number sense that is sensi
tive to quantity but limited in accuracy. This cognitive 
ability appears to he independent of counting practices 
and was shown to operate in similar ways among two Ama
zonian societies vvith ve1y limited counti11g systems 
(Cordon 2004; Pica et al. 2004), as well as in inf:mts and 
primates (e.g., Dehaene 1997). 

6. Social relationships: Research on the cognitive pro
cesses underlying social relationships reveals similar pat
terns across distinct populations. Fiske (1993) studied 
people's tendency to confuse one person vvitl1 anotl1er 
(e.g., intending to phone your son Bob but accidentally 
calling yom son Fred). Chinese, Korean, Bengali, and 
Vai (Liberia and Sierra Leone) immigrants tended to 
confuse people in tl1e same categmy of social relationship. 
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Interestingly, the social categories in which the most 
confusion occurred valied across populations. 

7. Psychological essentialism: Research from a va1iety 
of societies, including Vezo children in Madagascar 
(Astuti et al. 2004), children from impovel"ished neighbor
hootls in Brazil (Sousa et al. 2002), Menominee in Wiscon
sin (Waxman et al. 2007), and middle-class children and 
adults in tl1e United States (Gelman 2003), shows evidence 
of perceiving living organisms as having an underlying and 
non-trivial nature that makes them what they are. Psycho
logical essentialism also extends to the understanding 
of social groups, which may be found in Americans 
(Gelman 2003), rural Ukranians (Kanovsky 2007), Vezo 
in Madagascar (Astuti 2001), Mapuche fa1:mers in Chile 
(Henrich & Henrich, unpublished manuscript), Traqi 
Chaldeans and T-Imong immigrants in Detroit (Henrich 
& Hemieh 2007), and Mongolian herdsmen (Gil-White 
2001). Notably, this evidence is not well suited to examin
ing differences in the degree of psychological essentialism 
across populations, though it suggests that inter-popu
lation variation may be substantial. 

There are also numerous studies involving dyadic com
parisons between a single small-scale society and a 
vVestem population (or a pattern of \il/estern results) in 
which cross-population similarities have been found. 
Examples are numerous but include the development of 
an understanding of _ death (Barrett & Behne 2005), 
shame (Fessler 2004)," and cheater detection (Sugiyama 
et al. 2002). Finding evidence for similruities across two 
such disparate populations is an impmtant step towards 
providing evidence for universality ( orenzayan & 
Heine 2005); however, the case would be considerably 
stronger if it was round across a larger numbe r of 
diverse populations.6 

3.7. Summary for Contrast 1 

Although there are several domains in which tl1e data from 
small-scale societies appear similar to tl1at from indushial
ized societies, comparative projects involving visual 
illusions, social motivations (f<lirness), folkbiological cogni
tion, and spatial cognition all show industrialized popu
lations as ontliers. Given al.l this, it seems problematic to 
generalize from industrialized populations to humans 
more broadly, in the absence of suppmtive empirical 
evidence. 

4. Contrast 2: Western7 versus non-Western 
societies 

For our second contrast, we review evidence comparing 
Westem with non-Western populations. Here we examine 
four of the most studied domains: social decision making 
(fairness, cooperation, and punishment), independent 
versus interdependent self~concepts (and associated motiv
ations), analytic versus holistic reasonillg, and moral reason
ing. We also bliefly return to spatial cognition. 

4.1. Anti-social punishment and cooperation 

In the previous contrast, we reviewed social decision
making CJqJeriments shO\\~ng that industrialized popu
lations occupy tl1e exb·eme end of the behavioral 
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distribution vis-a-vis a broad swath of smaller-scale 
societies. Here we show that even among industrialized 
populations, Westerners are again clumped at the 
extreme end of the behavioral distribution. Notably, the 
behaviors measured in the expeliments discussed helow 
are strongly correlated ~vith the strength of formal insti
tutions, norms of civic cooperation, and Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) per capita. 

In 2002, Fehr and Gachter published their classic 
paper, "Altruistic Punishment in Jlumans," in Nature, 
based on Public Goods Games ,.vith and without punish
ment, conducted with undergraduates at the University 
of Zmich. The paper demonstrated that adding the possi
bility of punishment to a cooperative dilemma dramati
cally altered the outcome, from a gradual slide towards 
li ttle cooperation (and rampant free-riding), to a steady 
increase towards stable cooperation . Enough subjects 
were willing to punish non-cooperators at a cost to them
selves to shift the balance from free-riding to cooperation. 
In stable groups this cooperation-punishment combi
nation dramatically increases long-run gains (Gachter 
et al. 2008). 

To examine the generalizability of these results, which 
many took to be a feature of our species, Herrmann, 
Thoni, and Gachter conducted systematic comparable 
experiments among undergraduates from a diverse swath 
of industrialized populations (Herrmann et al. 2008). Tn 
these Public Goods Games, subjects played with the 
same four partners for 10 rounds and could contribute 
during each round to a group project. All contributions 
to the group project were multiplied by 1.6 and distributed 
equally among all partners. Players could also pay to 
punish other players by taking money away from them. 

In addition to finding population-level differences in the 
subjects' initial v.rillingness to cooperate, Gachter's team 
unearthed in about half of these samples a phenomenon 
that is not observed beyond a tlivial degree among 
typical undergraduate subjects (see our Fig. 4): Many sub
jects engaged in anti-social punishment; that is, they paid 
to reduce the earnings of "overly" cooperative individuals 
(those who cont1ibuted more than the punisher did). The 
effect of this behavior on levels of cooperation was 
dramatic, completely compensating for the cooperation
inducing effects of punishment in the Zurich experiment. 
Possibilities for altruistic punishment do not generate high 
levels of cooperation in these populations. Meanwhile, 
participants from a number of Western countries, such 
as the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia, 
behaved like the OJiginal Zurich students. Thus, it 
appears that the Zurich sample works well for generalizing 
to the patterns of other Western samples (as well as the 
Chinese sample), but such findings cannot he readily 
extended beyond this. 

4.2. Independent and interdependent self-concepts 

Much psychological research has explored the nature of 
people's self-concepts. Self-concepts are important, as 
they organize the infOJmation that people have about 
themselves, direct attention to information that is per
ceived to be relevant, shape motivations, influence how 
people appraise situations that influence their emotional 
experiences, and guide their choices of relationship part
ners. Markus and Kitayama (1991) posited that self-
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Figure 4. Mean punishment expenditures from each sample for 
a given deviation from the punisher's contribution to the public 
good. The deviations of the punished subject's contribution 
from the punisher's conhihution are grouped into five 
intervals, where [-20,-ll] inchcates that the punished subjects 
contributed bet~ween ll and 20 less than the punishing subject; 
[OJ indicates that the punished subject conhibuted exactly the 
same amount as the punishing subject; and [1,10) ([11,20)) 
indicates that the punished subject contJibuted between 1 and 
10 (ll and 20) more than the punishing subject. Adapted from 
Herrmann et al. (2008). 

concepts can take on a continuum of forms stretching 
between two poles, termed independent and interdepen
dent self-views, which relate to the individualism-collecti
vism construct (T•·iandis 1989; 1994). Do people conceive 
of themselves primarily as self~contained individuals, 
understanding themselves as autonomous agents who 
consist largely of component pmts, such as attitudes, 
personality traits, and abilities? Or do they conceive of 
themselves as interpersonal beings intertwined with 
one another in social webs, v.rith incumbent role-based 
obligations towards others \\rithin those networb? The 
extent to which people perceive themselves in ways 
similar to these independent or interdependent poles 
has significant consequences for a variety of emotions, 
cognitions, and motivations. 

Much research has underscored how ·westerners have 
more independent views of self than non-vVesterners. 
For example, research using the Twenty Statements Test 
(Kuhn & McPartland 1954) reveals that people from 
Western populations (e.g., Australians, Amelicans, Cana
dians, Swedes) are far more likely to understand their 
selves in terms or internal psychological characteristics, 
such as their personality traits and attitudes, and are less 
likely to understand them in terms of roles and relation
ships, than are people from non-Western populations, 
such as Native Americans, Cook Islanders, Maasai and 
Samburu (both African pastoralists), Malaysians, and 
East Asians (for a review, see Heine 2008). Studies using 
other measures (Hofstede 1980; Morling & Lamoreaux 
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2008; Oyserman et al. 2002; Tri<mdis et al. 1990) provide 
convergent evidence that 'Westerners tend to have more 
independent, and less interdependent, self-concepts than 
those of other populations. These data converge \vith 
much e thnographic observation, in particular Geertz's 
(1975, p. 48) claim that the \Neste rn self is "a rather peculiar 
idea within the context of the world's cultures." 

There are numerous psychological patterns associated 
with self-concepts. For example, people with independent 
self-concepts are more likely to demonstrate ( l ) positively 
biased views of themselves; (2) a heightened valuation 
of personal choice; and (3) an increased motivation to 
"stand out" rather than to "fit in." Each of these represents 
a significant research enterprise, and we discuss them in 
turn. 

4.2.1. Positive self-views. The most widely endorsed 
assumption regarding the self is that people are motivated 
to view themselves positively. Roger Brown (1986) 
famously dec:hu·ed this motivation to maiJ1tain high self
esteem <m "urge so deeply human, we can harcl.ly 
imagine its absence" (p. 534). The strength of this motiv
ation has been perhaps most clearly documented by asses
sing the ways that people go about exaggerating their 
self-views by engaging in self-serving biases, in which 
people view themselves more positively than objective 
benchmarks would justify. For example, in one study, 
94% of American professors rated themselves as better 
than the average American professor (Cross I 977). 
However, meta-analyses reveal that these sel!~serving 

biases tend to he more pronounced in \1\Testern popu
lations than in non-vVestern ones (Heine & Hamamura 
2007; Mezulis et al. 2004) - for example, Mexicans 
(Tropp & \Vright 2003), ative Americans (F1yberg & 
. 1arkus 2003), Chileans (Heine & Raineri 2009), and 
Fijians (Bennie & Dunne 1994) score much lower on 
vatious measures of positive self-views than do Westerners 
(although there are some exceptions to this general 
pattern; see Hanington & Liu 2002). Indeed, in some cul
tural conte;-,.ts, most notably East Asian ones, evidence for 
self-serving biases tends to be null, or in some cases, shows 
significant reversals, with East Asians demonsh·ating seU:_ 
e[hcing biases (Heine & I-Iamamura 2007). At best, the 
sharp self-enhancing biases of Westerners are less pro
nounced in much of the rest of the world, although self
enhancement has long been discussed as if it were a fun
damental aspect of human psychology (e.g., Rogers 
1951; Tesser 1988). 

4.2.2. Personal choice. Psychology has long been fasci
nated with how people assett agency by mahng choices 
(Bandura 1982; Kahtlem>m & Tversky 2000; Schwartz 
2004), and has explored the efforts that people go 
through to ensure that their actions feel freely chosen 
and that their choices are sensible. However, there is con
siderable variation across populations in the extent to 
which people value choice and in the range of behaviors 
over which they feel that they are making choices. For 
example, one study found that European-Ameti.can chil
dren preferred working on a task, worked on it longer, 
and performed better on it, if they had made some super
ficial choices regarding the task than if others made 
the same choices for them. In contrast, Asian-American 
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children were equally motivated by the task if a trusted 
other made the same choices for them (Iyengar & 
Lepper 1999). Another two sets of studies found that 
Indians were siower at making choices, were less like ly 
to make choices consistent with their personal prefer
ences, and were less likely to view their actions as 
expressions of choice, than were Americans (Savani et al. 
2008; in press). Likewise, the extent to which people feel 
that they have much choice in the ir lives varies across 
populations. Surveys conducted at bank branches in 
Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, the Philippines, Singapore, 
Taiwan, and the United States found that Americans 
were more likely to perceive having more choice at their 
jobs than were subjects [rom the other countties 
(Iyengar & DeVoe 2003). Another survey administered 
in more than 40 countries found, in general, that feelings 
of h·ee choice in one's life were considerably higher in 
Westem nations (e.g., Finland, the United States, and 
Nmthern l.t·eland) than in vmi.ous non-Western nations 
(e.g., Turkey, Japan, and Belarus: lnglehmt et al. 1998). 
This research reveals that perceptions of choice are experi
enced less often, and are a lesser concern, among those 
from non-vVestern populations. 

4.2.3. Motivations to conform. Many studies have 
explored whether motivations to conform are simUar 
across populations by employing a standard experimental 
procedure (Asch 1951; 1952). In these studies, whkh 
were initially conducted with Americans, patticipants 
first hear a number of confederates making a perceptual 
judgment that is obviously incorrect, and then participants 
are given the opportunity to state their own judgment. 
A majority of American participants were found to go 
along with the majority's incorrect judgment at least 
once. This research sparked much interest, apparently 
because vVestemers typically feel that they are acting on 
their own independent resolve and are not conforming. 
A meta-analysis of studies performed in 17 societies 
(Bond & Smith 1996), including subjects from Oceania, 
the Middle East, Soutl1 Ametica, Africa, Soutl1 Ameti.ca, 
East Asia, Europe, and tbe United States, found tl1at 
motivations for conformity are weaker in \~!estern societies 
than elsewhere. Other research converges with tl1is con
clusion. For example, Kim and Markus (1999) found that 
Koreans preferred objects that were more common, 
whereas Americans showed a greater preference for 
objects tl1at were more tmusual. 

4.3. Analytic versus holistic reasoning 

Variation in favored modes of reasoning has been com
pared across several populations. Most of the research 
has contrasted vVestem (Ametican, Canadian, vVestern 
European) witl1 East Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Korean) 
populations with regard to their relative reliance on what 
is known as "holistic" versus "analytic" reasoning 
(Nisbe tt 2003; Pcng & isbett 1999). However, growing 
evidence from other non-Western populations points to 
a clivicle between vVestern nations and most evetyone 
else, including groups as diverse as Arabs, Malaysians, 
and Russians (see Norenzayan et al. [2007) for a review), 
as well as subsistence farmers in Africa and South 
America and seclentaty foragers (Norenzayan et al. , n.d.; 
Witkin & Beny 1975), ratl1er tl1an an East-West clivide. 
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Holistic thought involves an OJientation to the context or 
field as a whole, including attention to relationships 
between a focal object and the field, and a preference 
for explaining and predicting events on the basis of such 
relationships. Analytic thought involves a de tachment of 
objects from contexts, a tendency to focus on objects· atb·i
butes, and a preference for using categolical rules to 
explain and predict behavior. This distinction between 
habits of thought rests on a theoretical partition between 
two reasoning systems. One system is associative, and its 
computations reflect similmity and contiguity (i.e., 
whether two stimuli share perceptual resemblances and 
co-occur in time); the other system relies on abstract, sym
bolic representational systems, and its computations 
re flect a rule-based structure (e.g., Neisser 1963; Sloman 
1996). 

Although both cognitive systems are availahle in all 
normal adults, cluferent environments, ex-periences, and 
cultural routines may encourage reliance on one system 
at the expense of the other, giving rise to population
level differences in the usc of these different cognitive 
strategies to solve identical problems. There is growing 
evidence that a key factor inHuencing the prominence of 
analytic versus holistic cognition is the different self-con
struals prevalent across populations. First, independent 
self-construal primes facilitate analytic processing, 
whereas interdependent primes facilitate holistic proces
sing (Oyserman & Lee 2008). Second, geographic 
regions with greater prevalence of interdependent sell~ 
consbLJals show more holistic processing, as can be seen 
in comparisons of N01thern and Southern Italians, Hok
kaido and mainland Japanese, and Western and Eastem 
Europeans (Varnum et al. 2008). 

Furthermore, the analytic approach is culhually more 
valued in vVestern contexts, whereas the holistic approach 
is more valued in East Asian contexts, leading to normative 
judgments about cognitive strategies that differ across the 
respective populations (Buchtel & orenzayan 2008). 
Below we highlight some findings rrom this research 
showing that, compared to diverse populations of non
'vVesterners, \¥esterners (1) attend more to objects than 
fields; (2) ex-plain behavior in more clecontextualized 
terms; and (3) rely more on rules over similruity relations 
to classifY objects (for futtber discussion of the cross-cul
tural evidence, see Nisbett 2003; Norenzayan et al. 2007). 

l. Using evidence derived from the Rod & Frrune Test 
and Emhedded Figures Test, Witkin and Ben y (1975) 
summmize a vvide range of evidence from migratmy and 
sedentmy foraging populations (Arctic, Australia, and 
Africa), sedentary agriculturalists, and industrialized 
'vVesterners. Only Westerners and migrat01y foragers 
consistently emerged at the field-independent end of 
the spectrum. H.ecent work among East Asians (Ji e t al. 
2004) in indusbialized societies using the Hod & F rame 
Test , the Framed Line Test (Kitayama et al. 2003), ru1d 
the Embedded Figures Test again shows Westerners at 
the field-independent end of the spectrum, compared to 
field-dependent East Asians, Malays, and Russians 
(Kulmen e t a.l. 2001). Similarly, Norenzayan e t al. (2007) 
found that Canadians showed less field-dependent proces
sing than did Chinese, who in turn were less field-depen
dent than were Arabs (also see Zebian & D em1y 2001). 

2. East Asians' recall for objects is worse than Ameri
cans' if the background has been switched (Masuda & 
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Nisbett 2001), indicating that East Asians are attending 
more to the field. This difference in attention has also 
been found i.n saccadic eye-movements as measured 
with eye-trackers. Americans gaze at focal objects longer 
than East Asians, who in turn gaze at the background 
more than Ameticru1s (Chua et al. 2005). Furthermore, 
when performing identical cognitive tasks, East Asians 
and Westerners show differential brain activation, corre
sponding to the predict-ed cultural differences in cognitive 
processing (Gutchess e ta!. 2006; Hedden et al. 2008). 

3. Several classic studies, initially conducted with 
Western participants, found that "p eople" tend to make 
strong atttibutions about a person·s disposition, even 
when there are compelling situational constraints (Jones 
& Harris 1967; Ross et al. 1977). This tendency to 
ignore situational information in favor or dispositional 
information is so commonly observed - among typical 
subjects - that it was dubbed the "fundamental attJibu
tion error" (Ross et al. 1977). However, consistent with 
much ethnography in non-Western cultures (e.g., Geertz 
1975), comparative exverimental work demonstrates 
differences that, while Ame1icans attend to dispositions 
at the ex11ense of situations (Gilbert & Malone 1995), 
East Asians are more likely than Ameticans to infer that 
behaviors are strongly controlled by the situation (Miya
moto & Kitayama 2002; Morris & Peng 1994; Norenzayan 
et al. 2002a; Van Boven ct al. 1999), particularly when 
sih1ational information is made salient (Choi & Nishett 
1998) .~:> Grossmann and Varnum (2010) provides parallel 
finclings with Russians. Likewise, in an investigation of 
people's lay beliefs about personality across eight popu
lations, Church et al. (2006) found that people from 
Western populations (i.e., American and Euro-Australian) 
strongly endorsed the notion that h·aits remain stahle over 
time and predict behavior over many situations, whereas 
people from non-Western populations (i.e., Asian-Austra
lian, Chinese-Malaysian, Filipino, Japanese, Mexican , and 
Malay) more strongly endorsed contextual beliefs about 
personality, such as ideas suggesting that traits do not 
desc1ihe a person as well as roles or duties do, and that 
trait-related behavior changes from situation to situation. 
These pattems are consistent with earlier work on atbibu
tions compming Emo-Americans with Hindu Indians (see 
Miller 1984; Shweder & Boume 1982). Hence, although 
dispositional inferences can be found outside the West, 
the fundamental attribution error seems less fundamental 
e lsewhere (Choi et a.l. 1999). 

4. Westerners are also more likely to rely on rules over 
similarity relations in reasoning and categOJization. 
ChiJ1ese subjects were fow1d to be more likely to group 
together objects which shared a functional (e.g., pencil
notebook) or contextual (e.g., sk)'-sunshine) re lationship, 
whereas Americans were more likely to group objects 
together if they belonged to a categ01y defined by a 
simple rule (e.g., notebook-magazine; Ji et al. 2004). Sirni
larly, work with Russian students (Grossmann , 2010) and 
Russian small-scale ranners (Luria 1976) showed strong 
tendencies for participants to group objects according to 
their practical functions . Tlus apperu·s widespreacl, as Nor
enzayan et al. (n.d.) examined classification among the 
Mapuche and Sangu subsistence fanners in Chile and 
Tanzania, respectively, and fom1cl that theiJ· classification 
resembled the Chinese pattern, although it was exagger
ated towm·ds holistic reasoning. 
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Figure 5. Relative dominance of rule-based versus family 
resemblance- based judgments of categories for the same 
cognitive task. European-American, Asian-American, and East 
Asian university students were tested by Norenzayan et al. 
(2002b); the herders, fishermen, and farmers of Turkey's Black 
Sea coast were tested by Uskul et al. (2008). Positive scores 
indicate a relative bias towards rule-based judgments, whereas 
negative scores indicate a relative bias towards f>1mily 
resemblance-based judgments. It can be seen that European
Amelican students show the most pronounced bias toward 
rule-based judgments, anJ they are outliers in terms of 
absolute de,~ation fi·om zero. Adapted from N orenzayan et al. 
(2002b) and Uskul et al. (2008). 

5. In a similar vein, research with East Asians found 
they were more likely to group objects if the objects 
shared a strong family resemblance, whereas Americans 
were more likely to group the same objects if they could 
be assigned to that group on the basis of a deterministic 
rule (Norenzayan et al. 2002b). When those results are 
compared with Uskul e t al.'s (2008) findings from 
herding, fishing, and tea-farming communities on the 
Black Sea coast in Turkey - the two studies used the 
same stimuli - it is evident that European-Americans 
are again at the extreme (see our Figure 5). 

In summary, although analytic and holistic cognitive 
systems are available to all normal adults, a large body 
of evidence shows that the habitual use of what are 
considered "basic" cognitive processes, including those 
involved in attention, perception, categOJization, deduc
tive reasoning, and social inference, varies systematically 
across populations in predictable ways, highlighting the 
dif-l'e rence between the ·west and the rest. Several biases 
and pattems are not merely differences in strength or 
tendency, but show reversals of vVestem pattems. vVe 
emphasize, however, that \1Vesterners are not unique in 
their cognitive styles (Uskul et al. 2008; Witkin & Berry 
1975), but they do occupy the extreme end or the 
distribution . 

4.4. Moral reasoning 

A central concern in the developmental lite rature has been 
the way people acquire the cognitive foundations of moral 
reasoning. The most influential approach to the develop
ment or moral reasoning has been Kohlberg's (1971; 
1976; 1981), in which people's abilities to reason morally 
are seen to hinge on cognitive abilities that develop over 
maturation. Kohlberg proposed that people progressed 
through the same three levels: (1) Children stmt out at a 
pre-conventional level, viewing right and wrong as based 
on internal standards regarding the physical or hedonistic 
consequences of actions; (2) then they progress to a 
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conventional level, where morality is based on external 
standards, such as that which maintains the social order 
of their group; and finally (3) some progress further to a 
post-conventional level, where they no longer re ly on 
external standards for evaluating 1ight and wrong, hut 
instead do so on the basis of abstract ethical principles 
regarding justice and individual rights - the moral code 
inherent in most \Vestern constitutions . 

While all of Kohlberg's levels are commonly found in 
WEIRD populations, much subsequent research has 
revealed scant evidence for post-conventional moral 
reasoning in other populations. One meta-analysis 
carried out with data from 27 countries found consistent 
evidence for post-conventional moral reasoning in all the 
·western urbanized samples, yet found no evidence for 
this type oF reasoning in small-scale societies (Snarey 
1985). Furthermore, it is not just that formal education 
is necessmy to achieve Kohlberg's post-conventional 
level. Some highly educated non-Western populations do 
not show this post-conventional reasoning. At Kuwait Uni
versity, for example, faculty members scored lower on 
Kohlberg's schemes than the typical norms for \Nestem 
adults, and the elder faculty there scored no higher than 
the younger ones, contra1y to vVestern patterns (Al
Shehab 2002; Miller et a!. 1990). 

Research in moral psychology indicates that typical 
Western subjects rely principally on justice- and harm/ 
care-based p1inciples in judging morality. However, 
recent work indicates that non-Western adults and 
vVestern religious conservatives rely on a wider range of 
moral plinciples than these two dimensions of morality 
(Baek 2002; Haidt & Graham 2007; Haidt e t a!. 1993; 
e.g., Miller & Bersofl 1992). Shweder et al. (1997) pro
posed that in addition to a dominant justice-based moral
ity, which they termed an "ethic of autonomy," there are 
two other ethics that are commonly found outside the 
West: an ethic of community, in which morality de1ives 
from the fulfillment of interpersonal obligations that are 
tied to an individual's role \vithin the social order, and 
an ethic of divinity, in which people are perceived to he 
bearers of something holy or god-like, and have moral 
obligations to not act in ways that are degrading to or 
incommensurate with that holiness. The ethic of divinity 
requires that people treat their bodies as temples, not as 
playgrounds, and so personal choices that seem to harm 
nobody else (e.g., about iood, sex, and hygiene) are some
times moralized (for a further elaboration of moral 
foundations, see Haidt & Graham 2007). In sum, the 
high-socioeconomic status (SES), secular Western popu
lations that have been the prima1y target of study thus 
far, appear unusual in a global context, based on their 
peculiarly narrow reliance, relative to the rest of humanity, 
on a single foundation for moral reasoning (based on 
justice, individual rights, and the avoidance of harm to 
others; cf. Haidt & Graham 2007). 

4.5. Other potential differences 

There are many other psychological phenomena in which 
vVestern samples differ from non-Western ones; however, 
at present there are insufficient data in these domains 
derived from diverse populations to assess where Wester
ners reside in the human spectrum. For example, com
pared \vith vVestemers, some non-Vvesterners (l) have 
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less dynamic social networks, in which people work to 
avoid negative interactions among their e;dsting networks 
rather than seeking new relations (Adams 2005); (2) 
prefer lower to higher arousal-positive affective states 
(Tsai 2007); (3) are less egocenhic when they try to take 
the perspective of others (Cohen et al. 2007; Wu & 
Keysar 2007); (4) have weaker motivations for consistency 
(Kanagawa et al. 2001; Suh 2002); (5) are less prone to 
"social-loafing" (i.e., reducing efforts on group tasks 
when individual contributions are not being monitored) 
(Earley 1993); (6) associate fewer benefits \vith a 
person's physical attractiveness (Anderson et al. 2008); 
and (7) have more pronounced motivations to avoid nega
tive outcomes relative to their motivations to approach 
positive outcomes (Elliot et al. 200 l; Lee et al. 2000). 

With reference to the spatial reasoning patterns discussed 
earlier, emerging evidence suggests that a geocenb·ic bias 
(i.e., a Lmdscape- or emth-fixed spatial coordinate system) 
may be much more vvidespread than previously thought -
indeed, it may be the common pattern outside of tl1e 
'Nest, even among non-vVestern speakers of languages 
which make regular use of egocentric linguistic markers. 
Comparative research contrasting children and adults in 
Geneva vvith samples in Indonesia, Nepal, and rural and 
urban India have found the typical geocenhic reasoning 
pattern in all of these populations, except for the Geneva 
samples (Dasen et al. 2006). Although many of" these popu
lation-level differences are pronounced, more research is 
needed beJore we can assess whether the geocentric 
pattern is common across a broader swath of humanity. 

4.6. Similarities between Western and non-Western 
societies 

vVe expect that as more large-scale comparative studies of 
vVestem and non-W'estern populations are conducted, 
they vvill reveal substantial similalities in psychological pro
cesses. However, given the relative ease of conducting such 
studies (as compared to working in small-scale societies), 
there have been lew comparative programs that have put 
universality claims to the test. Here we highlight three 
examples of larger-scale compa.rative projects that show 
broad and important similarities across populations. 

1. Mate preferences: First, Buss (1989) compared 
people from 37 (largely industrialized) populations 
around the world and found some striking similatities in 
their mate preferences. In all 37 of the populations, 
males ranked the physical attractiveness of their mates to 
be more important than did females; and in 34 of the 37 
populations, females ranked the ambition and industrious
ness of their mates as more important than did males (but 
for other interpretations, see Eagly & Wood 1999).\J Like
wise, Kemick and Keefe (l992a; l992b) provide evidence 
of robust differences in age preferences of mates across 
populations. Finally, comparative research examining 
men's preferred waist-to-hip ratios in potential mates 
finds that men in both industrialized and developing 
large-scale populations prefer a waist-to-hip ratio of 
around 0.7 (Singh 2006; Singh & Luis 1994; Streeter & 
McBumey 2003; Swami et al. 2007).10 

2. Personality st111cture: Recent effmts have taken per
sonality i:nstn•ments to university students in 51 different 
countries (McCrae ct al. 2005). In most of tl1ese popu
lations, the same five-factor sb1Jcture emerges that has 
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previously been found with A.tne1ican samples,u indicating 
the universal sh·ucture of the Five Factor Model of ~erson
ality (also see Allik & IV!ccrae 2004; Yik et al. 2002). 2 

3. Punishment of free-riding: While in Hermann eta I.'s 
(2008) study (Fig. 4) both initial cooperation and antisocial 
pUlushment vatied dramatically, the willingness of players 
to ptmish low contributors (free-Jiclers) was not different 
among populations, once age, sex, and other socio-demo
graphic controls are included. 

4.7. Summary of Contrast 2 

Altl10ugh robust patterns have emerged among people 
from industrialized societies, \1Vesterners emerge as 
unusual - frequent global outLers - on several key 
dimensions. The e>;periments reviewed are numerous, 
arise from different disciplines, use diverse methods, and 
are often part of syste matically comparable data sets 
created by unified projects. Many of these differences 
are not merely differences in the ma1,rnitude of effects 
but often show qualitative clifferences, involving effect 
revetsals or novel phenomena such as allocentric spati<U 
reasoning and antisocial punishment. 

5. Contrast 3: Contemporary Americans versus the 
rest of the West 

Above we compared WEIRD populations to non-Western 
populations. However, given the dominance of American 
research within psychology (see May 1997) and the behav
ioral sciences, it is important to assess the similmity of Amer
ican data vvith that from Westerners more generally. Is it 
reasonable to generalize from A.tnericans to the rest of the 
West? Americans are, of course, people too, so they will 
share many psychological characte1istics \vith other Homo 
sapiens. At present, we could Rnd no systematic research 
program to compare Americans witl1 otl1er VV'esterners, so 
the evidence presented is assembled from many sources. 

5. 1. Individualism and related psychological 
phenomena 

Americans stand out relative to other v\lesterners on 
phenomena that are associated with independent self
concepts and individualism. A number of analyses, using 
a diverse range of metl1ocls, reveal that Ameticans are, 
on average, the most individualistic people in the world 
(e.g., Hofstede 1980; Lipset 1996; Morling & Lamoreaux 
2008; Oyserma.n et al. 2002). The observation that the 
United States is especially individualistic is not new and 
dates at least as far hack as de Toqueville (1835). The unu
swilly inclividualistic nature of Americans may be caused 
by, or reflect, an ideology that particularly stresses the 
imp01tance of freedom and self-sufficiency, as well as 
vatious practices in education and childrearing that may 
help to inculcate this sense of autonomy. American 
parents, for example, were tl1e only ones in a survey of 
100 societies who created a separate room for their baby 
to sleep (Burton & vVluting 1961; also see Levvis 1995), 
reflecting that from the time they are bom, Ame1icans 
are raised in an environment that emphasizes their inde
pendence (on the unusual nature of American ehildrcar
ing, see Laney 2008; Rogoff 2003). 1

" 
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The extreme individualism of Americans is evident on 
many demographic and political measures. In Ame1·ican 
Exceptionalism, sociologist Seymour Martin Lipset 
(1996) documents a long list of the ways that Americans 
are unique in the ·w estern world. At the time of Upset's 
surveys, compared with other \Vestern industJialized 
societies, Amelicans were found to be the most patriotic, 
litigious, philanthropic, and populist (they have the most 
positions for elections and the most frequent e lections, 
although they have among the lowest voter turnout 
rates). They were also among the most optimistic, and 
the least class-conscious. They were the most churchgoing 
in Protestantism, and the most fundamentalist in ChJisten
dom, and were more like ly than others from Western 
industrialized countries to see the world in absolute 
moral terms. In contrast to other large \Vestcrn industrial
ized societies, the United States had the highest ctime 
rate, the longest working homs, the highest divorce rate, 
the highest rate of volunteerism, the highest percentage 
of citizens with a post-secondary education, the highest 
productivity rate, the highest GDP, the highest pove1ty 
rate, and the highest income-inequality rate; and Ameli
cans were the least supportive of various governmental 
interventions. The United States is the only industJialized 
society that never had a viable socialist movement; it was 
the last country to get a national pension plan, unemploy
ment insurance, and accident insurance; and, at the time 
of w1iting, remain the only industrialized nation tbat 
does not have a general allowance for families or a national 
health insurance plan. ln sum, there is some reason to 
suspect that Americans might be different from other 
vVesterners, as de Tocqueville noted. 

Given the centrality of scH~concept to so many psycho
logical processes, it follows that the unusual emphasis in 
America on individualism and independence would be 
reflected in a \·vide spectrum of self-related phenomena. 
For example, self-concepts are implicated when people 
make choices (e.g., Vohs et a\. 2008). While Westerners 
in general tend to value choices more than non-\IVester
ners do (e.g., Iyengar & DeVoe 2003), Ame1icans value 
choices more still, and prefer more opportunities, than 
do \Vesterners from elsewhere (Savani et al. 2008). For 
example, in a survey of people from six Western countries, 
only Americans prefeJTecl a choice from 50 different ice 
cream flavors compared vvith 10 flavors. Likewise, Ameri
cans (and B1itons) prefer to have more choices on menus 
in upscale restaurants than do people from other Euro
pean counhies (Rozin et al. 2006). The array of choices 
available, and people's motivation to make such choices, 
is even more extreme in the United States compared to 
the rest of the West. 

Likewise, because culh1ral dilferences in analytic and 
holistic reasoning styles appear to be influenced by 
whether one views the social world as a collection of clis
crete inclividuals or as a set ofinterconnected relationships 
(Nisbett 2003), it follows that exceptionally individualistic 
Ame ricans should be exceptionally analytic as well. One 
recent sh•dy suggests that this might indeed be the case: 
Americans showed significantly more focused attention 
in the Framed Line Task than did people from other Euro
pean counhies (Biitain and Germany) as well as from 
Japan (Kitayama et al. 2009). Although more research is 
needed, Americans may sec the world in more analytic 
terms than the rest of the West. 
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Terror management theory maintains that because 
humans possess the conscious awareness that they vviiJ 
someday die, they cope with the associated existential 
anxiety by making efl'orts to align themselves with their 
cultural worldviews (Greenberg et a\. 1997). The the01y 
is explicit that the existentiaJ problem of death is a 
human universal, and indeed posits that an awareness of 
death preceded the evolution of cultural meaning 
systems in humans (Becker 1973). In support of this argu
ment of universality, the tendency to defend one's cultural 
worldview follovving thoughts about death has heen found 
in eve1y one of the more than a dozen diverse populations 
studied thus far. However, there is also significant cross
population diversity in the magnitude of these effects. A 
recent meta-analysis of all terror management stuclics 
reveals that the efTect sizes for cultural worldview 
defense in the face of thoughts of death are significantly 
more pronounced among American samples (r = 0.37) 
than among otl1er Western (r = 0.30) or non-Westem 
samples (r = 0.26: Burke et aL 2010). Curiously, Ameli
cans respond more defensively to death thoughts than 
do those fi'om other countries. 

In the previous section, we cliscussed Herrmann e t al.'s 
(2008) work shm.ving substantial qualitative differences in 
punishment between \1\lestern and non-\IVestem societies. 
While Western countries all clump at one end of Figure 4, 
the Americans anchor the extreme end of the \!Vest's 
dist1ihution. Perhaps it is this extreme tendency for 
Ameticans to punish free-riders, while not punishing 
cooperators, that contlibutes to Ame1icans having the 
world's highest worker productivity. American society is 
also anomalous, even relative to other Western societies, 
in its low relational focus in work settings, which is 
reflected in practices such as tl1e encouragement of an 
impersonal work style, direct (rather than indirect) com
munication, the clear separation of tbe work domain 
from the non-work, and discouragement of niendships at 
work (Sancbez-Burks 2005). 

5.2. Similarities between Americans and other 
Westerners 

We are unable to locate any research program (other than 
the ones reviewed in the first two telescoping contrasts) 
that has demonstrated that American psychological and 
hehavioral patterns are similar to the patte rns of otl1er 
vVestemers. \Ve reason that there should be many simi
lmities between the United States and the rest of the 
\!Vest, and we assume tl1at many researchers share our 
impression. Perhaps this is why we are not able to find 
studies that have been conducted to ex1)licitly establish 
these similatities - many researchers like ly would not 
see such studies as worth the efiort. ln the absence of 
comparative evidence for a given phenomenon, it might 
not be mu-easonable to assume that the Amelicans 
would look similar to the rest of the West. However, the 
above findings provide a hint that, at least along some 
key dimensions, Americans are extreme. 

5.3. Summary of Contrast 3 

There are few research programs that have explicitly 
sought to contrast Americans \vith other \IVestcrners on 
psychological or behavioral measures. However, those 
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phenomena for which sufficient data are available to make 
cross-population comparisons reveal that Ame rican 
participants are exceptional even "'rithin the unusual popu
lation of VV'esternc rs - outliers among outliers. 

6. Contrast 4: Typical contemporary American 
subjects versus other Americans 

The previous contrasts have revealed that WEIHD popu
lations frequently occupy the tail-ends of distributions of 
psychological and behavioral phenomena. However, it is 
important to recognize, as a number of researchers have 
(e.g., Arnett 2008; Medin & Atnm 2004; Sears 1986), 
that the majority of behm~oral research on non·clinical 
populations within N01th America is conducted 'vith 
undergraduates (Pe terson 2001; Wintre et al. 2001). 
Further, \vithin psychology, the subjects are usually psy
chology majors, or at least taking introductory psychology 
murses. In the case of child pmticipants, they are often the 
progeny of high-SES people. Thus, there are numerous 
social, economic, and demographic dimensions that tenta
tively suggest that these subjects might be unusual. But, 
are they? 

6.1. Comparisons among contemporary adult 
Americans 

Highly educated Americans difTc r from other Americans 
in many important respects. In the following subsections, 
we first highlight findings from social psychology and 
then from behavioral economics. 

6.1.1 . Findings from social psychology. For a number of 
the phenomena reviewed above in which Americans were 
identified <L~ global outliers, highly educated Americans 
occupy an even more extreme position than less-educated 
Americans. Here we itemize eight examples. 

I. Although co11ege-educated Americans have been 
found to rationalize their choices in dozens of post
choice dissonance studies, Snibbe and Markus (2005) 
found that non-college-educated American adults do not 
(cf. Sheth 1970). 

2. Although Americans are the most individualistic 
people in the world, American undergraduates score 
higher on some measures of individualism than do their 
non-college-educated cotmte'}?arts, particularly for those 
aspects associated with self-actualization, uniqueness, ;mel 
locus of control (Kusserow 1999; Snibbe & Markus 2005). 

3. Conformity motivations were found to be weaker 
among college-eclucatecl Americans than among non
college-educated Americans (Stephens et al. 2007), who 
acted in ways more similar to that observed in East 
Asian samples (cf. Kim & Markus 1999). 

4. Non-college-educated adults are embedded in more 
tightly structured social networks than are college students 
(Lamont 2000), which raises the question of whether 
research on relationship formation, dissolution, and inter
dependence conducted among students will generalize to 
the population at large (cf. Adams 2005; Falk et al. 2009). 

5. A large study that sampled pmticipants from the 
general population in southeastern Michigan found tbat 
working-class people were more interdependent and 
more holistic than middle-class people (Na et al., in press) 
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6. The moral reasoning of college-educated Americans 
occurs almost exclusively 'Arithin the ethic of autonomy, 
whereas non-college-educated Americans use the ethics 
of community and di\rinity (Haidt et al. 1993; Jensen 
1997). Paralle l dillerences exist in moral reasoning 
between American Uberals and conservatives (Haidt & 
Graham 2007). 

7. American college students respond more favorably 
toward othe r groups in society, are more supportive of 
racial dive rsity, and are more motivated to mask or 
explain away negative inte rgroup attitudes, than are Amer
ican (non-student) adults (Henry 2009). This difference is 
more problematic because the percentage of psychological 
studies of prejudice that exclusively rely on student 
samples has increased over the last two decades (fi·01n 
82.7% to 91.6%), and this pe rcentage is accentuated in 
the higher-impact social psychology journals (Henry 2009). 

8. A meta-analysis reveals that college students (the vast 
majority of whom were American) respond with more cul
tural worldview defense to death thoughts (r = 0.36) than 
do non-college students (r = 0.25: Burke eta!. 201 0). 

More broadly, a second-orde r meta-analysis (N > 
650,000, Number of studies> 7,000) of studies that 
included either college sh1dent samples or non-student 
adult samples revealed that the two groups differed 
either directionally o r iJl magnitude for approximately 
half of the phenomena studied (e.g., attitudes, gender per
ceptions, social desirability : Peterson 2001). However, no 
clear pattem regarcling the factors that accounted for the 
differences emerged. Other research has found that Amer
ican w1dergraduates have higher degrees of self-monitor
ing (Reifman et al. 1989), are more susceptible to attitude 
change (Krosnick & Alwin 1989), and arc more susceptible 
to social influence (Pasupathi 1999) compared to non
student adults. 

6.1 .2. Findings from behavioral economics. Consistent 
and non-trivial differences between unde rgraduates and 
fully-Hedged adults are eme rging in behavioral economics 
as well. \iVhen compared \\rith dive rse and sometimes 
representative adult samples, undergraduate subjects 
consistently set the lower bound for prosociality in experi
mental measures of trust, fairness, cooperation, and 
punishment of unfairness or free-riding. For example, in 
both the Ultimatum and Dictator Games, non-student 
Americans (both rural and urban participants) make sig
nificantly higher otfers than do undergraduate subjects 
(H enrich & H eruich 2007). The difference is most 
pronounced in Dictator Games in which samples of 
non-student American adults from Missouri (urban and 
rural Missouri did not differ ) offered a mean 47% ol the 
total stake while undergraduate freshmen gave 32%, well 
\vithin the typical range for undergraduates in this game 
(Camerer 2003; Ensminger & Cook, under review; 
Henrich & Hemich, under review). These seemingly 
high offers among non-students in the Dictator Game 
are similar to those found in other non-student samples 
in the United States (CaqJenter et a!. 2005; Henrich & 
H enrich 2007). It is the student results that are anomalous. 
Similarly, more recent research comparing students with 
both representative and selectively diverse samples of 
adults using the Trust Game, Ultimatum Game, and 
Public Goods Game shows that undergraduates ride the 
lower bound on prosociality measures (Bellemare & 
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Kroger 2007; Bellemare et a!. 2008; Carpenter et al. 2008; 
Fehr & List 2004). In fact, "being an undergraduate" (or 
being young and educated) is one of the few demographic 
variables that seems to matter in explaining \\~thin-country 
variabiUty. 

Beha~oral economics research also indicates that devel
opmental or acculhmltive changes to some motivations 
and preferences are still occurring within the age range 
of undergraduates (Henrich 2008). For example, Ulti
mat·um Game offers continue to change over the university 
years, '~th freshmen making lower ollers than seniors 
(Carter & Irons 1991). Other work shows that offers do 
not hit their adult plateau in behavioral games until 
around age 24 (Carpenter et al. 2005), after which time 
ofTers do not change with age until people reach old age. 
In the Trust Game. measures of trust and h·ustworthiness 
increase \\~th age, until they reach a plateau close to age 30 
(Sutter & Kocher 2007a). 

Such research may explain why treatment effects also 
depend on the subject pool used, with students being 
the most sensitive. For example, Dictator Game ll·eat
ments involving double-blind setups, such that the exper
imenter cannot know how much a subject contributes, 
have dramatically smaller effects on oflers among non
student adults, and sometimes no effect at all in adult 
populations outside the United States (Lesorogol & 
Ensminger, under review). Similarly, unconscious reli
gions primes increased Dictator Game oilers in a Cana
dian student sample of religious and nonreligious 
participants alike, but when non-student adults were 
sampled, no significant effect emerged for the nonreligious 
adults (Shmiff & Norenzayan 2007). 

For several of these economics measures, such as public 
good contributions (Ega~ & Riedl 2008), undergraduate 
behavior is qualitatively similar to fully-fledged adult beha
~ors, just less prosocial. However. in at least one area (so 
far), it appears that a particularly interesting phenomenon 
is qualitatively absent in undergraduates by comparison 
\~th l"ully-fledged adults !"rom the same populations: As 
discussed earUer for small-scale societies, researchers 
using the Ultimatum Game have found systematic, non
trivial tendencies in many populations to reject offers 
greater than 50% of the stake, a phenomenon neither pre
vi.ously observed in students nor intuited by researchers. 
Recent work using representative adult samples has 
revealed this tendency lor "hyper-fair rejections" among 
non-student adults in Westem populations, though it is 
substantially weaker than in many of the non-Western 
populations discussed above (Bellemare et al. 2008; 
Guth et a!. 2003; Wallace et a!. 2007). 

6.2. Comparisons among subpopulations of American 
children 

Although studying yow1g children is one important strategy 
for discerning universals, it does not completely avoid these 
challenges, as developmental studies are frequently biased 
toward middle- and upper-class American children. 
Recent e~dence indicates that something as seemingly 
basic as the differences in spatial reasoning between 
males and females (Hyde 1981; Mann et a!. 1990; Voyer 
eta!. 1995) does not generalize well to poor American cllil
dren. On two different spatial tasks, repeated lour times 
over two years \~th 547 second- and third-graders, low-
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SES children did not show the sex differences observed 
in middle- and high-SES children from Chicago (Levine 
et a!. 2005). Such findings, when combined with other 
research indicating no sex dillerences on spatial tasks 
among migratmy foragers (Berry 1966), suggest that a 
proper themy of the origins of sex differences in spatial 
abilities needs to explain why both poor Chicago children 
and foragers do not show any sex differences. 

Research on IQ using analytical tools from heha~oral 
genetics has long shown that IQ is highly heritable, and 
not sb·ongly influenced by shared family environment (Bou
chard 2004). However, research using 7 -year-old h~ns 
drawn from a wide range of socioeconomic statuses, shows 
that contributions of genetic variation and shared environ
ment vary dramatically rrom low- to high-SES children 
(Turkheimer et a!. 2003). For high-SES children, where 
environmental vmiabibty is negUgible, genetic cUfierences 
account for 70-80% of the vm·iation, \~th shared environ
ment contributing less than 10%. For low-SES children, 
where there is far more variability in environmental contri
butions to intelligence, genetic differences account !"or 
0-10% of the vari<mce, with shm·ecl en~ronment con bibut
ing about 60%. This raises the specter that much of what we 
think we have learned from beha~oral genetics may be mis
leading, as the data are disproportionately influenced by 
WEIRD people and their children (Nisbett 2009). 

A similar problem of generalizing from narrow samples 
exists for genetics research more broadly. Genetic findings 
obtained with one sample frequently do not replicate in a 
second sample, to the point that Nature Genetics now 
requires all empirical papers to include data from hvo 
independent samples. There are at least two ways in 
which geographically limited samples may give rise to spur
ious genotype-phenotype associations. First, the 
proportions of various polym011)hisms vmy across different 
regions of the world clue to different migratmy patterns 
and histories of selection (e.g., Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994). 
A genetic association identified in a sample obtained 
from one region may not replicate in a sample !"rom 
another region because it involves interactions '~th other 
genetic variants that are not equally distributed across 
re~;ions. Second, the same gene may be eJo.'Pressed differ
ently across populations. For example, Kim et al. (in 
press) found that a particular serotonin receptor poly
morphism (5-TTTR lA) was associated with increased atten
tion to focal objects among Americans, but tl1at the same 
allele was associated \~tb decreased attention to focal 
objects mnong Koreans. Hesearchers would chaw different 
conclusions regarding the function of this pol)'ITIOr'))hism 
depending upon the location of their sample. A more com
plete investigation of heritability and genetic associations 
demands a comparison of measmes across diverse en~Ton
ments and populations. 

6.3. Contemporary Americans compared with previous 
generations 

Contempormy Amelicans may also be psychologically 
unusual compm·ed to their forebears 50 or 100 years ago. 
Some documented changes among Americans over the 
past few decades include increasing indi~dualism, as 
indicated by increasingly solihuy lifestyles dominated by 
indh~dual-centered acti~ties and a decrease in group par
ticipation (Putnam 2000), increasingly positive self~esteem 
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(Twenge & Campbell 2001), and a lower need for social 
approval (Twenge & I m 2007). These findings suggest 
that the unusual nature of Americans in these domains, 
as we reviewed earlie r, may be a relatively recent phenom
enon. For example, Rozin (2003) found that attitudes 
towards tradition are more similar between Indian 
college students and Amelican grandparents than they 
are between Indian and American college students. 
Although more research is needed to reach firm con
clusions, these initial findings raise doubts as to whether 
reseaJ·ch on contemporary Ame1ican students (and 
\1\TEIRD people more generally) is even e>.tendable to 
Ame1ican students of previous decades. 

The evidence of temporal change is probably best for 
IQ. Research by Flynn (1987; 2007) shows that IQ 
scores inc reased over the last half century by an average 
of 18 points across all industrialized nations for which 
there were adequate data. Moreover, this rise was wiven 
plimmily by increasing scores on the analytic subtests. 
This is a shiking finding consideling recent work 
showing how unusual vVestemers are in their analytic 
reasoning styles. Given such findings , it seems plausible 
that Amelicans of only 50 or 100 years ago were reasoning 
in ways much more similar to the rest of the non-vVestern 
world than Amelicans of today. 

6.4. Similarities between typical experimental subjects 
and other Americans 

vVe expect that typ ical Amelican subjects are ve1y similar 
to other Amelicans in myriad ways. The problem with this 
expectation, however, is that it is not immediately apparent 
in which domains they should be similar. We think that 
there are enough dHferences between these two groups 
to raise concems about speaking incautiously on the 
thoughts and behaviors of Americans, in general. There 
have been rather few studies that have e>.-plicitly con
trasted whether undergraduates or college-educated 
Americans diller in various psychological measures from 
those who are not currently students, or who were never 
college-educated. There are numerous meta-analyses 
that include data from both college student and non
student samples that speak partially to this issue. Although 
the meta-analyses do not specifY the national origin of the 
participants, we assume that most of the subjects were 
American. Some of these analyses indicate considerable 
similaiity between student and non-student samples. For 
example, the aforementioned second-order meta-analysis 
(Pete rson 2001) revealed similarities between Sh1dents 
and non-student samples for about half of the phenomena. 
Similarly, the relation between attribution styles and 
depression (Sweeney et al. 1986), and the relations 
among inte ntions, attitudes, and norms (FaTley et al. 
1981) do not show any appreciable differences between 
student and non-student samples. In these instances, 
there do not appear to be any problems in generalizing 
from student to non-stude nt samples, which may suggest 
that college education, and SES more generally, is not 
related to these phenomena. 

6.5. Summary of Contrast 4 

Numerous findings fi·om multiple d isciplines indicate that, 
in addition to many similarities, there are differences 
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among typical subjects and the rest of the American popu
lation in unexpected domains. In some of these domains 
(e.g., individualism, moral reasoning. worlclview defense 
in response to death thoughts, and pe rceptions of 
choice), the data fi·mn Amelican nndergradnates rep
resent even more dramatic departures from the patterns 
identified in non-VVestern samples. Further, contempor
ary American college students appear further removed 
along some of these eli mens ions than did their predeces
sors a few decades earlie r. Typical subjects may be outliers 
within an outlier population. 

7. General discussion 

As the four contrasts summarized above reveal, vVEIRD 
subjects are unusual in the context of the world in some 
key ways. In this section, we first discuss the main con
clusions and implications of our empirical review. We 
then address two common challe nges to our claim that 
WEIRD subjects are frequent outliers. Finally, we offer 
some recommendations for bow the behavioral sciences 
may address these challenges. 

7.1. Summary of our conclusions and implications 

7 .1.1. Pronounced population variation is commonplace 
in the behavioral sciences. The re are now e nough sources 
of el\11erimental evidence, using \vide ly diffe ring methods 
fi·om diverse disciplines, to indicate that there is substan
tial psychological and behavioral vatiation among human 
populations. As we have seen, some of this variability 
involves diffe re nces in the magnitude of effects, motiv
ations, or biases. There is also considerable variability in 
both whether ce1tain e ffects or biases exist in some popu
lations (as with m1tisocial punishme nt and the lvHWer-Lyer 
illusion) and in which direction they go (as with prefer
ences for analytic versus holistic reasoning). The causal 
origins of such population-level variation may be manifo ld, 
including be havioral plasticity in response to different 
environments, epigenetic effects, divergent trajectories 
of cultural evolution, and even the differential distJibution 
of genes across groups in response to divergent evolution
ary histories. With all these causal possibilities on the 
table, we think the existence of this population-level vari
ation alone should suffice to energize course corrections in 
our research directions. 

We have also identified many domains in which the re 
are stJiking similarities across populations. These simi
larities could indicate reliably developing adaptations 
(e.g., theory of mind), by-products or innate adaptations 
(such as some aspects of religious cognition), or indepen
de nt inventions or diffusions of learned responses that 
have universal utility (such as counting systems, dance, 
cooking practices, or techniques for making fire). We 
have no doubt that there are many more pan-human simi
larities than we have ment·ioned (e.g., movement percep
tion, ta~te for sugal', chunking, habituation, and depth 
computation); however, thus far the re are few databases 
\-vitb individual-level measures sufficie nt to evaluate the 
similarities or differences across populations. 

Many of the processes identified above that va1y dra
matically across populations would seem to be "basic" 
psychological processes. The reviewed findings identified 
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variation in aspects of visual perception, memory, atten
tion, fairness motivations, categorization, induction, 
spatial cognition, self-enhancement, moral reasoning, 
defensive responses to thoughts about death, and herit
ability estimates of IQ. These domains are not unique to 
the social world - they span social as well as nonsocial 
aspects of the environment, and do not appear to be any 
less "fundamental" than those domains for which much 
similarity has been identified. A.t this point, we know of 
no strong grounds to make a priori claims to the "funda
mentalness" or the likely universality or a given psychologi
cal process. 

The application of evolutionary theory does not provide 
grounds for such a priori claims of "fundamental" or 
"basic" processes, at least in general. Evolutionary theory 
is a powerful tool for generating and eliminating hypoth
eses. However, despite its power (or perhaps heca11se of 
it), it is often overly fecund, as it generates multiple com
peting hypotheses, with predictions sometimes dependent 
on unknown or at least debatable aspects of ancestral 
environments. Hence, adjudicating among alternative 
evolutionmy hypotheses often requires comparative 
work. Moreover, theoretical work is increasingly recogniz
ing that natmal selection has favored ontogenetic adap
tations that allow humans, and other species, to adapt 
non-genetically to local environments (Hemich 2008). 

Although we do not yet know of a principled way to 
predict whether a given psychological process or behavior
al pattern will be similar across populations in the absence 
of comparative empi1ical research, it would surely be of 
much value to the field if there were a set of crite1ia that 
could be used to anticipate universality (Norenzayao 
2006; Norcnzayan & ITeine 2005). Here we discuss some 
possible critelia that might be considered. 

F irst, perhaps there are some domains in which 
researchers could ex1Ject phenomena to be more universal 
than they are in other domains. We believe that the degree 
of universality does Hkely vary across domains, although 
this has yet to be demonstrated. Many researchers (includ
ing us) have the intuition that there are cognitive domains 
related to attention, rnem01y, and perception in which 
inter-population variability is likely to be low. Our 
review of the data, however, does not bolster this inhtition. 
Second, it might be reasonable to assume that some 
phenomena are more fundamental to the extent that 
they are measured at a physiological or genetic level, 
such as genotype-phenotype relations or neural activity. 
However, recall that the same genes can be expressed dif
ferently across populations (e.g., Kim et al., in press), and 
the same cognitive task may be associated with different 
neural activations across populations (e.g., Hedden et al. 
2008). Third, there may be c1iteria hy which one could 
confidently make generalizations from one well-studied 
universal phenomenon to another similar phenomenon; 
for example, because pride displays are highly similar 
across populations (e.g., Tracy & Matsumoto 2008), it 
might follow that the conceptually related shame display 
should also be similar across populations as well (Fessler 
1999). 

Fourth, it would seem that demonstratiJlg a process or 
effect in other species, such as rats or pigeons, would incu
cate human universality (and more). Although this may 
generally be h·uc, several researchers have argued that 
culture-gene coevolution has dramatically shaped human 
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evolution in a manner uncharacte1istic of other species 
(Richerson & Boyd 2005). Part of this process may 
involve the off-loading of previously genetically encoded 
preferences and abilities into culture (e.g., tastes for 
spices). Fifth, phenomena which are evident among 
infants might be reasonably assumed to be more universal 
than phenomena identified in older children or adults. We 
suspect this is the case, but it is possible that early biases 
can be reversed by later ontogeny. Showing paralle l find
ings or effects in both adults and infants from the same 
population is powerful, and it raises the likelihood of 
universality; but quite different environments might still 
shape adult psychologies away from infant patterns (con
sider tl1e spatial cognition finding with apes, children , 
and adults). Finally, perhaps particular brain regions arc 
less responsive to experie nce, such that if a given phenom
enon was localized to those regions one could anticipate 
more universality. 

Whatever tl1e relevant principles, it is an important goal 
to develop themies that predict which elements of our 
psychological processes are reliably developing across 
normal huma11 environments and which are locally vari
able (focusing on the how and why of that va1iability: 
Barre tt 2006). We note tlmt behavioral scientists have typi
cally been overly confident regarcling the universality of 
what they study, and as this review reveals, our intuitions 
for what is unive rsal do not have a particularly good 
track record. \Ve also think this article explains why 
those intuitions <Ue so poor: Most scientists are WEIRD, 
or were b·ained in \1VEIRD subcultures. Hence, any se t 
of Ciiteria by which universality cm1 be successfully pre
dicted must be grounded in substantial empirical data. 
We look fmward to seeing data that can help to identify 
criteria to anticipate universality in future research. 

7.1.2. WEIRD subjects may often be the worst popu· 
lation from which to make generalizations. The empirical 
foundation of the behavioral sciences comes principally 
from ex1Jeriments with Ame1ican undergraduates. The 
patterns we have identified in the available (albeit 
limited) data indicate that tl1is sub-subpopulation is 
highly unusual along many imp01tant psychological and 
behavioral dimensions. It is not merely that researchers 
frequently make generalizations from a narrow subpopu
lation. The concem is that this particular subpopulation 
is l1ighly unrepresentative of tl1e species. The fact tl1at 
'vVEIRD people are tl1e outliers in so rmmy key domains 
of the behavioral sciences may render them one of the 
worst subpopulations one could study for generaliziJlg 
about Homo sapiens. 

To many anthropologically savvy researchers it is not 
swprising tl1at AI11eJicans, and people from modern indus
trialized societies more generally, appear unusual vis-~1-\is 
the rest of tlw species. For the vast majority of its evol
utionary history, humans have lived in smaU-scale societies 
without formal schools, governments, hospitals, rolice, 
complex divisions of labor, markets, militaries, lonna! 
laws, or mechanized b·ansportation . Every household pro
visioned much or all of its own food; made its own clothes, 
tools, and shelters; and - aside from sexual divisions of 
labor - most everyone had to master tl1e same skills and 
domains of knowledge. Children typically did not grow 
up in small, monogamous nuclear families with few kin 
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around, nor were they away from their families at school 
for much of the clay. 

Rather, through the course of this hist01y, and in some 
contemporary societies still, children have typically grown 
up in mLxecl-age playgronps, where they received little 
active instmction or ex'Posure to books or TV (Fiske 
19\:JS; Laney 1996; 2008); they leamed largely by obser
vation and imitation; received more clirectives, more phys
ical punishment, and less praise; and were less likely to be 
engaged in conversation by adults (and there's no "why" 
phase). By age 10, children in some foraging societies 
obtain sufficient calories to feed themselves, and routinely 
kill and butcher animals. Adolescent females in particular 
take on most of the work-related responsibilities of adult 
women. People in small-scale societies tend to have less 
reliable nutrition, greater exposure to hunger, pain, 
chronic diseases, and lethal dangers, and more frequently 
ex'Perience the death of family members. vVEIRD people, 
from this perspective, grow up in, and adapt to, a rather 
atypical environment vis-a-vis tl1at of most of human 
hist01y. Tt should not be surprising that their psychological 
world is unusual as well. 

7.1.3. Research topics have been limited by the heavy 
reliance on WEIRD populations. Relying on WEIRD 
populations may cause researchers to miss important 
dimensions of variation, and devote undue attention to be
havioral tendencies that arc unusual in a global context. 
There are good arguments for choosing topics that are of 
plimary interest to the readers of the literature (i.e., 
largely WEIRD people); however, if the goal of ilie 
rese;u·ch program is to shed light on the human condition, 
then this narrow, unrepresentative sample may lead to an 
uneven and incomplete understanding. \Ve suspect iliat 
some topics such as self-enhancement, cognitive disso
nance, fairness, <md analytic reasoning might not have 
been sufficiently interesting to justify in-deptl1 investi
gation for most humans at most times throughout 
history. Alternatively, the behavioral sciences have 
shown a rather limited interest in such topics as kinship, 
food, etlmkity (not race), religion, sacred values, polyg
amy, animal behavior, and rituals (for further critiques 
on tl1is point, see Rozin 2001; Rozin et al. 2006). Had 
the behavioral sciences developed elsewhere, important 
theoretical foci and central lines of research might likely 
look very different (Meclin & Bang 2008). Moreover, it 
may be unnecessarily difficult to study psychological 
phenomena in populations where tile phenomena are 
unusually weak, as is the case for conformity or shame 
among Americans (see Fessler 2004). 

7.1.4. Studying children and primates is crucial, but not 
a replacement for comparative work. Working \vith chil
dren and nonl111man primates is essential for understand
ing human psychology. However, it is impmtant to note 
that despite its great utility and intuitive appeal, such 
research does not fully obviate these challenges. In the 
case of primate research, discovering parallel results in 
great apes and in one human population is an important 
step, but it doesn' t tell us how reliably a particular 
aspect of psychology develops. As the spatial cognition 
work indicates, because language and cultlll'al practices 
can - but need not - inHuence the cognition humans 
acquired from their phylogenetic history as apes, 
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establishing the same patterns of cognition in apes and 
Westerners is insufficient to make any strong claims 
about universality. Suppose most psychologists were 
Hai\\om speakers (instead of Indo-European speake rs); 
they might have sh.1died only Hai\\om-speaking children 
and adults, as well as nonhuman apes, and concluded 
(incorrectly) that allocentlic spatial reasoning was univer
sal. Similarly, imagine if Tsimane economists compared 
Ultimatum Game results for Tsimane adults to those for 
chimpanzees (Gurven 2004; Henrich & Smith 2001; 
Jensen et al. 2007). These researchers would have found 
ilie same results for both species, and concluded tl1at stan
dard game theoretic models (assuming pure self~ interest) 
and evolutiona1y analyses (Nowak et al. 2000) were fairly 
accurate preclictors in Ultimatum Game behavior for 
both chimpanzees and humans - a very tidy flnd.ing. In 
both of these cases, the conclusions would be opposite 
to tl1ose drawn from studies wiili WEIRD populations. r-t 

Studying children is crucial for developing universal 
theories. However, evidence suggests that psychological 
differences among populations can emerge relatively 
early in chUdren (as \vith folkbiological reasoning), and 
sometimes clitferences are even larger in children tl1an in 
adults, as with the Miiller-Lyer illusion. Moreover, devel
opmental patterns may be clillerent in different popu
lations, as with sex differences in spatial cognition 
between low-income versus middle- and high-income sub
populations in the United States, or with per-formance in 
the false belief task. This suggests a need for converging 
lines of research. The most compelling conclusions regard
ing universality would derive from comparative work 
among diverse human populations clone with both adults 
and children, including infants if' possible. JI uman work 
can then be properly compared with work among nonhu
man species (including but not limited to primates), based 
on a combination of field and laboratory work. 

7.1 .5. Understanding human diversity is crucial for 
constructing evolutionary theories of human 
behavior. Evolution has equipped humans with ontogen
etic programs, including cultural learning, that help us 
adapt our bodies and brains to ilie local physical and 
social environment. Over the course of human histoty, 
convergent forms of cultural evolution have effectively 
altered (l ) our physical environments with tools, technol
ogy, and knowledge; (2) ow· cognitive environments with 
counting systems, color terms, written symbols, novel 
grammatical structures, categories, and beUJistics; and 
(3) our social environments with norms, institutions, 
laws, and pwlishments. Broad patterns of psychology 
may he - in part - a product of our genetic program's 
common response to culhJrally consb·ucted envil'onments 
tl1at have emerged <mel converged over tl10usands of years. 
This means that the odd results from small-scale societies, 
instead of being dismissed as unusual exceptions, ought to 
be considered as crucial data points that help us under
stand the ontogenetic processes that build our psycholo
gies in locally adaptive and context-specific ways. 

Based on this and the previous point, it seems clear that 
comparative developmental sh1clies involving diverse 
human societies combined wi.tl1 parallel stuclies of nonhu
man plimates (and other relevant species) provide an 
approach to understanding human psychology and behav
ior that can allow us to go well heyond merely establishing 
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universality or vatiability. Such a systematic, multi
pronged approach can allow us to test a Jicher array of 
hypotheses about the processes by which both the reliable 
universal patterns and the diversity of psychological and 
behavioral variation emerge. 

7.1.6. Exclusive use of WEIRD samples is justified when 
seeking existential proofs15. Our argument should not be 
construed to suggest that the exclusive use of "WEIRD 
samples should always be avoided. There are cases 
where the exclusive use of these samples would be legiti
mate to the extent that generalizability is not a relevant 
goal of the research, at least initially (Mook 1983). 
Research programs that are seeking existential proofs for 
psychological or behavioral phenomena, such as in the 
case oC altruistic punishment discussed earlier (e.g., Fehr 
& Gachter 2002), could cettainly start with vVEIRD 
samples. That is, if the question is whether a cettaiu 
phenome11on can be found in humans at all, reliance on 
a11y slice ofhumanitywould be a legitimate sampling strat
egy. For another example, Tvcrsky, Kalmeman, and their 
colleagues sought to demonstrate the existence or systema
tic biases in decision-making that violate the basic ptin
ciples of rationality (Gilovich et al. 2002). Most of their 
work was done with WEIRD samples. Counterexamples 
to standard rationali~ predictions could come from a11y 
sample in the world. 6 Furthermore, existential proof for 
a psychological phenomenon in WEIRD samples can be 
especially compelling when such a Rnding is theoretically 
unex-pected. For example, Rozin and Nemeroff (1990) 
found (sm-plisingly, to many) that even elite U.S. Ltniver
sity students show some magical thinking. Nevettheless, 
even in such cases, learning about the extent to which 
population vatiability alfects such phenomena is a necess
ruy subsequent phase of the enterp1ise, since any the01y of 
human behavior ultimately has to account for such vmia
bility (if it exists). 

7.2. Concerns with our argument 

Vl/e have encountered two quite dille rent sets of concerns 
about our argument. Those vvith the first set of concems, 
elaborated below, wony that our findings m·e exaggerated 
because (a) we may have cherry-picked only the most 
extreme cases that Rt our argument, and have thus exag
gerated the degree to which WEIRD people are outliers, 
and/or (b) the observed variation across populations may 
be due to various rnetl1odologic<J mtif~tcts tl1at arise fi-om 
translating expeliments across contexts. The second set 
of concerns is quite the opposite: Some researchers dis
missively claim that we are making an obvious point 
which evet)'One already recognizes. Perhaps the most pro
ductive tlling we offer is for these two groups of readers to 
confront each other. 

We preface our response to tl1e first set of concerns with 
an admonition: Of course, many pattems and processes of 
human behavior and psychology will be ~enerally shared 
across the species. We recognize that human thought 
and behavior is importantly tetl1ered to our common 
biology and om common expeliences. Given this, tl1e 
real challenge is to design a research program that can 
explain the manifest patterns of siJnilarity and vaJiation 
by clarif)'i ng the underlying evolutionaty and developmen
tal processes. 

Henrich et al.: The weirdest people in the world? 

We offer three general responses to the concern tl1at 
our review presents a biased picture. To begin, we con
structed our empirical review by targeting studies invol
ving important psychological or behavioral concepts 
which were, or still are, considered to he universal, and 
which have been tested across diverse poptJations. We 
also listed and discussed major comparative studies that 
have identified important cross-population similarities. 
Since we have surely overlooked relevant material, we 
invite commentators to add to our efforts in identif)'ing 
phenomena which have been widely tested across 
diverse subpopulations. 

Second, we acknowledge that because proper compara
tive data are lacking for most studied phenomena, we 
cannot accurately evaluate the Full extent of how unusual 
WEIRD people are. This is, however, precisely the 
poi11t. We hope research teams "'rill be inspired to span 
the globe and prove our cl<lims of non-representativeness 
wrong. The problem is that we simply do not know how 
well many key phenomena generalize beyond tl1e extant 
database of WEIRD people. The evidence we present 
aims only to challenge (provoke?) those who assume that 
undergraduates are sufficient to make claims abont 
human psychology and behavior. 

Third, to adchess the concern that the observed popu
lation-level differences otiginate from the methodological 
challenges of working across diverse contexts, we empha
size that the evidence in our article derives from diverse 
disciplines, tl1eoretical approaches, and methodological 
techniques. They include ex1)etiments involving (1) incen
tivized econ01nic decisions; (2) perceptual judgments; (3) 
deceptive experimental practices that prevented subjects 
from knowing what was being measured; and (4) children, 
who are less likely tl1an adults to have motivations to shape 
their responses in ways that they perceive as Llesirable (or 
undesirable) to the expetimenter. The findings, often pub
lished in the best journals of their respective fields, hinged 
on the researchers making a compelling case that their 
methodology was comparably meaningful across the popu
lations being studied. 

Fmthermore, tl1e same rnetl1ods tlutt have yielded 
population differences in one domain have demonstrated 
simihuities in otl-ter domains (Atran 2005; Haun et al. 
2006b; Hentich et al. 2006; Herm1ann et al. 2008; 
Medin & At ran 2004; Segall et al. 1966). Trone want·s to 
highlight tl1e demonstrated similarities, one cannot then 
ignore the demonstrated difie rences wh.ich relied on the 
same or similar methodologies. 

Note also that few of the findings that we reviewed 
involve comparing means across subjective self-report 
measures, lor which there arc well-known challenges in 
making cross-population comparisons (Chen et al. 1995; 
Hamamura et al. 2008; HeiJle et ,J. 2002; Norenzayan 
et al. 2002b; Peng et al . 1997). Therefore, while methodo
logical challenges may certaiiJly be an issue in some 
specific cases, we think it strains credulity to suggest that 
such issues invalidate the thrust of our argument, and 
thus ebminate concerns about tl1e non-representativeness 
of typic,J subjects. 

7.3. Our recommendations 

Our experience is that many researchers who work exclu
sively vvitl1 \1\TEIRD subjects would uke to establish tl1e 
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broad generalizability of their findings. Even if they 
strongly suspect that their findings 1\~ll generalize across 
the species, most agree that it would be better to have com
parative data across diverse populations. The problem, 
then, is not exclusively a scientific or epistemological dis
agreement, but one of institutionalized im:entives as well. 
Hence, addressing this issue will require adjusting the 
existing incentive structures for researchers. The central 
focus of these adjustments should be that in presenting 
our research designs to granting agencies, or our empirical 
findings in jow"llals, we must e~:plicitly address questions of 
generalizability and representativeness. \Vitl1 iliis in mind, 
we offer the following recommendations. 

Journal editors and reviewers should press authors to 
both e;.,'Plicitly discuss and defend the generalizability of 
their findings. Claims and confidence regarding gencraliz
ability must scale with the sb·ength of the empilical 
defense. If a result is novel, being e;..1Jlicitly uncertain 
about generalizability should be fine, but one should not 
imply universality without an empirically grounded 
argument. 

This does not imply that all e;.,']Jerimentalists need to 
shift to performing comparative work across cliverse 
subject pools! As comparative evidence accumulates ill 
different domains, researchers "~ll be able to assess the 
growing body of comparative research and thus be able 
to calibrate their confidence in the generalizabilily or 
their findings . The widespread practice of subtly implying 
universality by using statements such as "people's reason
ing is biased ... " should be avoided. "Which people?" 
should be a p1imary question asked by reviewers. We 
think this practice alone will energize more comparative 
work (Rozin 2009). 

The experience of evolutionarily-oriented researchers 
attests to the power of such incentives. More than other 
researchers in the social sciences, evolutionary resem·chers 
have led the way in performing systematic comparative 
work, dmwing data from diverse societies. This is not 
because they are interested in variation per se (tl1ough 
some are), but because tl1ey are compelled, tlwough 
some combination of their scientific drive and the enthu
siasm of tl1eir critics, to test their hypotl1eses in diverse 
populations (e.g., Billil1g & Sherman 1998; Buss 1989; 
Daly & Wilson 1988; Fessler et al. 2005; Gangestad 
et al. 2006; Henrich et al. 2005; Kenrick & Keefe 1.992a; 
1992b; Low 2000; Medil1 & Atnm 2004; Schaller & 
Mmray 2008; Schmitt 2005; Suf,>i.yama et al. 2002; Tracy 
& Robil1s 2008). 

Meta-analyses are often compromised because many 
studies provide little background information about the 
subjects. Journal editors should require explicit and 
detailed information on subject-pool composition (see 
Rozin 2001). Some grantil1g agencies already requil·e 
this. Comparative efforts would also be greatly facilitated 
if researchers would make their data readily available to 
any who asked; or, better yet, data files should be made 
available online. Sadly, a recent investigation found that 
only 27% of authors in psychology journals shared their 
data when an e;..']Jlicit request was made to them to do so 
in accordance \vitb AP A guidelines (Wiche1ts et al. 
2006). Tests of generalizability require broad access to 
published data. 

Given the general state of ignorance with regard to the 
generalizability of so many findings, we think granting 
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agencies, reviewers, and editors would be wise to give 
researchers credit for tapping and comparing diverse 
subject pools. Work ~th undergraduates and the children 
who live around universities is much easier tllan going out 
into the world to find subjects. As tl1ings stand, researchers 
suffer a competitive disadvantage wben seeking a more 
diverse sampling of subjects. Because many of the best 
journals routinely require that papers include several 
studies to address concerns about internal validity 
(Catver 2004), the current incentives greatly favor target
illg tl1e easiest subject pool to access. There is an often 
unrecognized tradeoff' between tlle e;.,']Jetimental rigor of 
usmg multiple studies and the concomitant lack of gener
alizability that easy-to-run subject pools entail (Rozill 
2009). If the incentive structure came to favor non
stltdent subject pools, we anticipate that researchers 
could also be more persuasive in encouraging theil· univer
sities and depmtments to invest ill building non-student 
subject pools - for example, by setting up permanent 
psychological and behavioral testing facilities in bus 
terminals, Fijian \~llages, rail stations, airports, and any
where diverse subjects rn.ight find themselves ~th extra 
time. 

Beyond this, departments and universities should build 
research links to diverse subject pools. There are literally 
untapped billions of people around the world who would 
be \\~lling to participate in research projects, as both 
paid subjects and research assistants. The amounts of 
money necessary to pay people who might normally 
make less ilian $12 per day are trivial vis-a-vis 
the average research grant. Development economists, 
anthropologists, and public health researchers already do 
extensive research among diverse populations, and the re
fore already possess tl1e contacts and collaborations. 
Ex1Jetimentalists merely need to work on building the 
networks. 

Funcling agencies, departments, and universities can 
encourage and facilitate both professors and graduate stu
dents to work on e;.,'Panding sample diversity. Research 
partnerships with non-WEIRD institutions can he estab
lished to further the goal of expanding and diversifyil1g 
the empirical base of the behavioral sciences. By supplying 
resem·ch leaves, adjusted expectations of student progress, 
special funding sources, and institutionalized relationships 
to populations outside the university as well as to non
\VEIRD universities, these organizations can make an 
impmtant contribution to building a more complete 
understanding of human nature. 

8. Closing words 

Altl10ugh we are certainly not tl1e first to worry about tbe 
representativeness of prevalent undergraduate samples in 
the behavioral sciences (Cergen 1973; Medin & Ah·an 
2004; Norenzayan & Heine 200.5; Hozin 2001; 2009; 
Sears 1986; Sue 1999), our eff01ts to compile an empitical 
case have revealed an even more alarming situation than 
previously recognized. The sample of con tempora1y 
\Vestern w1dergraduates tllat so ovetwbelms our database 
is not just an exh·aorclinmily resbictecl sample of humanity; 
it is frequently a distinct outlier vis-a-vis other global 
samples. It may represent the worst population on which 
to base our understanding of' Tlomo sapiens. Behavioral 
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scientists now face a choice - they can either acknowledge 
that their findings in many domains cannot be generalized 
beyond this unusual subpopulation (and leave it at that), or 
they can begin to take the difficult steps to building a 
broader, richer, and better-grounded understanding of 
our species. 
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NOTES 
1. We also use the term "WEIHD" throughout this paper to 

refer to the exceptional nature o f this sample, and do not 
intend any negative connotations or moral judgments by the 
acronym. 

2. Key steps include : ( l ) estabushing nationaLly represe ntative 
experimental samples in Europe (Fehr et al. 2002; Guth et al. 
2003); (2) applying experimental methods in developing 
countri es (Cardenas & Cru11enter 2008; Tanaka et al., forthcom
ing); (3) creating university-wide subject recruiting rather than 
discipline-specific subject pools (most economic experime nts): 
and (4) targeting specific samples of non-student subjects (Be lle
mare et al. 2008; BeUemare & Kroger 2007; H arrison et al. 2002; 
List 2004). 

3. Comparative studies of imliviJual decision-making pro
cesses using samples from small-scale and 'WEIRD populations, 
including explorations of risk aversion, prospect theory, and 
inter-temporal choice, )~eld mixed results. Sometimes simi
larities, both qualitative and ymmtitative, are found. Other 
times dilferences emerge (Cardenas & Carpenter 2008; 
H enrich & McElreath 2002; llsu et al. 2009; Humphrey & 
Verschoor 2004a; 2004b; Kirby et al. 2002; Tanaka et al., forth
coming). So fm-, we do not see how to figure out which features 
\viU vary and which will not. 

4 . Rivers, for instance, found that cultures with a single color 
term for blue and green could still tell the difference between a 
blue and a green thread. (See Rive rs 1901a). 

5 . Fessler also emphasizes important differences in shame 
and guilt between Americans and Indonesians. 

6. To illustrate the limits of inferring universality from two
population comparisons, we note the finding that field inde
pendence on the Rod & Frame test is shown for both migratory 
foragers and Americans (Witkin & Berry 197.5), yet E ast Asians 
and sedentary foragers show evidence for field dependence 
(ji et al. 2000). 

7. \Ve are using "\Vestern" to refer to those countries dus
tered in the northwest of Europe (the United Kingdom, 
Prance , Germany, S\vitzerland , the Netherlands, etc. ), and 
British-descent societies such as the United States, Carmela, 
New Zealand, and Australia. In particular, we are concemed 
about those populations from which most subjects in behavioral 
and psychological experiments are drawn. We recognize that 
there are impootant limi tations and problems with this lahel, 
but we use it for convenience. 

8 . See also Knowles et al. (20<ll); but, for contrary findings, 
see Lieberman et al. (200.5). 

9 . Interestingly, evidem;P imlicates a somewhat different 
pattern in small-scale societies; sec l'vfarlowc (2004), Moore 
e t al. (2006), and Pillsworth (2008). 

10. Efforts to replicate these findings in various small-scale 
societies have aU failed (Marlowe & Wetsman 2001; Sugiyama 

2004; Yu & Shepard 1998). These failures suggest a more compli
cated and context-specific set of evolutionary hypotheses 
(Marlowe e t al. 200.5: Swami & Tovee 2007). 

11. T he factor structure was less evident in a number of devel
oping populations (e.g., Botswana, Ethiopia, Lebanon, Malaysia, 
Puerto Hico, Uganda), where independent assessments revealed 
that the data quality was poor. Future efforts to obtain better
quality data from these coLmtries are important for demonstrat
ing the universality of the F'ive Factor Model. 

12. The robustness of the Five Factor Model is considerably 
weaker when it is derived from indigenous p e rsonality t raits 
from other languages, although some or the Ave traits do still 
emerge ( Benet-Martinez & Waller 1995; Cheung et al. 1996; 
Saucie r et al. 2005). 

13. As American and Canadian resem·chers at a Canadian uni
versity, we note that Canada is also a highly UJlusual population 
along the same lines as the Uni ted States, although perhaps not 
quite as pronounced as the United States. at least in terms of 
individualism (Hofstede 1980). 

14. These examples illustrate a parallel problem for those 
interested in the differences between human and nonhuman 
cognition. Since most ape-humm1 comparisons involve 'vVEIRD 
people (or their children) as subjects, some seeming ape
human differences may not represent real species-level contrasts, 
but may instead reiJect the psychological peCLLl.iarities of WEIRD 
p eople (Boesch 2007). 

15. Tlmnks to Shaun Nichols for pointing this out. 
16. We note that the heuristics and biases derived fi·om this 

empirical work were, however, readily extended to "people" 
\-vithont hesitation (Kahne man et al. 1982). 
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Abstract: We welcoone tht• critical apprai~'~ of the uataha,e used hy th" 
behavioral sciences. but we suggest that the authors' differentiation 
between variable and universal feature'> is ill conceived and that their 
catcgorimtion of non-WEIRD poptolations is misleading. We propose a 
different <lpprO<lch to comparative resem·d1, which takes populatiou 
variability seriously and reco).;nizes the methodological di1Ticulties it 
engenders. 

The authors of the target mticle, H enrich et al. , caU for an ambi
tious reorganization of the behavioral sciences, motivated by two 
key observations: (1) that the populations on wh.ich behavioral 
scientists typicaLly base their findings are outliers from the rest 
of humankind; and (2) that there is significant population variabil
ity, which complicates the identification of those behavioral and 
psychological features that are universal. We stmt by appraising 
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each of these obse1vations (in reverse order), and we conclude by 
proposing a different approach to comparative resem·ch. 

1. Population variability. The existence of signifieant popu
lation variability is con,~ncingly documented by the authors, 
who find it as soon as they look beyond the ridiculously narrow 
samples on which claims of unive rsahty have typically been 
based. Although iu agreement '~th the finding, we have a 
problem with the authors' underlyillg assumption. This is the 
idea that it is possible to neatly sort variable features of human 
beha~or and psychology from universcJ ones. As anthropologists, 
we have no proble m in accepting that culhmtl, hjstoric,J, and 
environmental contexts a!Tect all the features discussed in the 
article, but this obseJVation bas no bearing on the question of 
whether such feah1res m·e ··universal" or ··variable." Jt is the vmi
able/mtiversal dichotomy itse lf (and the questions it generates) 
that is misleading. This is because human beings are affected 
simultaneously by processes of a dilferent nature, among them 
phylogeny, history in its soci<J and cultunJ instantiations, and 
ontogeny. But none of these processes is ever active in isolation, 
making it impossible to track its u1tiversal or valiable effects. 
Searching in any human phenomenon for the clear signature of 
one of these processes in isolation is a ,~Jd goose chase. 

2. WEIRD as outliers. The authors use three broad population 
contrasts in order to zoom in on the weirdness of the subject popu
latioiJ used lo generalize about human nahtre. The point is weU 
taken, as is the call for more research among non-WEIRD popu
lations. In their eagerness to conde mn the re liance on WEIRD 
subjects, however, the authors end up presenting and conceptua
lizing population variability in terms of extreme.ly dubious cat
egories. Curiously. while they feel the need to clali~• what they 
mean by the te nn "'~'estem"' and to ack-nowledge its limitations, 
they offer no apology for using ··small-scale societies·· as if the 
term referred to a unified, meaningful whole (a similar point 
could be made for .. non-Westerner" or ""East Asian"). This tmc•i
tical lumping together of a valiety of disparate societies is p<Hticu
larly odd in a paper that denounces unsound generalizations. As 
clearly demonstrated by Lhe results of the economic games, 
some ""small-scale societies" can v;uy just as much among them
selves <L~ they do from the WEIRD population - a fact that 
should not be surplising given that "small-scale societies'" are as 
caught up in the flow of human histoty as any other. One could 
argue that the extreme weirdness of the WEIR I) population is 
partly the result of having lumped together other populations 
under too simplistic and under-theorized labels. 

3. Our proposal. As anthropologists committed to the study of 
human nature (see Bloch 2005), we welcome Henrich et al."s 
critical appraisal of the behavioral sciences' eomparative data
base. We feel, nonetheless, that the authors have not sufficiently 
taken to heart the fundamental implications of their analysis. One 
ob~ous conclusion they might have dra\\~1 is that beha~oral 
scientists should pay more attention to the work of culhmJ/ 
social anthropologists, since these are the scientists who have 
made human variability theiJ· main focus. It is striking, 
however, how little reference Henrich e t al. make to anthropolo
gical resem·ch. This, ofconrse. is no accident. lt has to do '~tl1 tl1e 
kind of data that antltropologists have produced, which in tum 
has to do "~tl1 the history of their discipline. 

At the start, anthropologists went to the field \\~th ready-made 
questions tl1at were generated by a simplistic, yet lugb.ly influen
tial, evolutiomuy themy. whkh is still the basis of popu Jar under
standings of the difference between ··civilized" and ··p1imitive'" 
societies (the latter sometimes euphemistically called ""small
sca.le"). But such outmoded themy had to be abandoned 
because, it was soon realized, hurnml histmy does not proceed 
along a progressive and uniliJ1eal path. Because of the human 
capacity for culture, each human society is the unique product 
of a unique, albeit not isolated, history. 

Ever sinee the recognition of this fact, anthropologists have 
fi1ced a methodological dirnculty: Questions fonnulatcd from 
"~thin one historical context produce m isleading answers when 
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transposed elsewhe re, as they appear weird. uninterpretable, or 
me;m something e lse (arguably, this is what generates tl1e weird
ness of the WEIRD population, since what distinguishes it from 
all the otl1ers is that it is tl1e one that generates the questions). 
The way anthropologists have h·iecl to overcome this challenge 
has been to abandon, initi<LlJy at least, ,J.J cp testions formulated 
outside the context unde r tl1eir investigation. Rathe r, through 
participant obse1vation, they have allowed themselves to dis
cover, from the inside, the terms and values of the people they 
sh1dy. This sh·ategy is not "~thout difficulties, as it generates a 
kind of data that appears impressionistic and anecdotal and 
which, crucially, precludes comparison and generalization -
which is why such data is so often ignored by other behm~oral 
scientists, such as the authors of tl1e target m·ticle. We recobrnize 
that this is a very selious lintitation, but we insist that behavioral 
scientists must a·cknowledgc and never underestimate tl1e equally 
serious and unavoidable problem that led anthropologists clown 
this methodological route in tl1e first place. 

Therefore, the solution cannot be, <L~ suggested by Henrich 
et al., to admjnjster shtrues upon stuclies to the billions of 
(poor) people around the world who remain untapped by the be
havioml sciences. The solution is l"ar more complicated and 
costly. It requires an often uncomfmtable compromise between 
internal vali ruty and generality, and a lot more detailed ethno
graphic work than many seem to be '~ling to accept (see, e.g., 
Astuti & 1-lanis 2008; Astuti et aL 2004). Only in this way "~II 
data [rom non-WEIRD poptJations become a meaniJ1brfuJ and 
inclispensable ingreruent of any gmeral tl1eory about our species. 

Weird people, yes, but also weird experiments 
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Ahsto·acl: While we agree that the cultural imbalance in the recn.itment 
of pa1ticipants in psychology <;xperi1nents is highly detrimental, we 
emphasize the need to C0111plement this ~riticism with a waming about 
the ·'weirdness'" of some cross-cultural studies showin~ seemin~ly deep 
culhJ ral rlifTcrcnccs. We take the example of economic games and 
suggest that the variety o r results observed in these ga1nes may not be 
due to deep psychological differences per se, but rather due to 
d ifferent interpretations of the situation. 

H enrich et a.l."s article fleshes out in a very useful and timely 
manner comments often heard but rarely published about the 
exb·aordinmy cnlhnal imbtJance in the recruitment of partici
pants in psychology expe1iments nne! the doubt this casts on gen
eralization of findings I1·om these "weird" samples to humans in 
generaL The authors mention that one of the concerns they 
have met in defending their ~ews has been of a metl1odological 
nature: '" the obseJVed vmiation across popttlations may be due to 
various methodological a1tifacts that alise from translating exper
iments across contexts"' (sect. 7.2, para. 1). Here we want to 
express a less sweeping methodological concern. While accepting 
the ge11eral conclusions and recommendations of the article, we 
believe they should be complemented with a warning about the 
"'weirdness"' of some ex1Jelimental designs that have been used 
across cultures and seem to show deep cultural differences. In 
fact, they may just show qujte different interpretations of the 
experimental situation by tl1e pa1ticipants. This is not to deny, 
of course. that these differences in interpretations are themselves 
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both psychological and cultural and are worth studying in their 
0\\~1 right. In fact, nnle~s one pays attention to them, it unclear 
what the exverimental evidence is really about. 

Let us illustrate our point \vith the case of economic games 
(discussed in sections 3.2, 4.1, and 6.1 of the target article). In 
these esperiments, people are given a sum of money for free 
(which never happens in the real life) and have to share it witl1 
someone about whom they have no information (which also 
nf;'ver happens in real life). Many researchers, including one of 
the article's authors (see Henrich et al. 2005), have pointed out 
that cultmal variations in economic games may have more to 
do with methodological problems Lhan \\~th actual cultural diller
ences (Ensminger 2002; Heintz 2005; Lesorogol 2007). In par
ticuhu·, participants in these games have no inf-cJrmation about 
the rights of each player over the stake and are asked to make 
a "blind'" decision. But who owns the money? Is the money a 
gift? Is thf:' money a payment in exchange for my participation? 
Who is the other pm·ticipant? Is he or she someone I know? 
Does he or she have rights over the money? And so 011. 

This leaves open the possibility that behaviomal differences 
observed in economic games are not clue to deep psychological 
differences per se, bnt rather due to different irrterpretations of 
the situation (for a similar point. see Hagen & Hammerstein 
2006; I-leintt. 2005). For example, Henrich et Rl.'s (2005) study 
in 15 small-scale societies reveals a striking cli.Oerence between 
the Lamalera, who make ve1y generous offers in the Ultimatum 
Came, ant! the Tsimane and the Machigenga, who make ve1y 
low offers in the ve1y same game. But the game is likely to be con
strued ve1y differently \vithin these societies. The Lamalera, 
being collective hunters, may indeed see the money ' L5 jointly 
owned by the proposer ant! the recipient. By contrast, the 
Tsimane and the Machigenga, who are solitary horticulturalists, 
may see the money as their own property and therefore !eel 
entitled to keep it. In the same way, Westerners may appear as 
outl.iers not because they have a different moral psychology. 
but rather because, living in very large, democratic and capitalist 
societies, they make cliiTerent assumptions in economic games 
(e.g., that, not kno,~ng the other participant - a situation of 
mwnymity that is common in hu-ge-scale urban societies - they 
have no pa1ticular duty to share the stake witl.1 her). 

ln line \\~lh this idea, economic games framed \~thin a more 
detailed context tend to show that people's decisions are based 
on property rights (Oxoby & Spraggon 2008), past conhibutions 
to collective actions (Cappelen e t al. 2007; Frohlich et al. 2004), 
or a personal link of solidarity (Cronk 2007). One possible 
interpretation is that participants try to he fair \\~th others 
when they dishihute the money: If the other player has produced 
the money, she has more right over it: if she has been more pro
ductive or has invested more money, she deserves a bigger parl 
of it; if both players are friends, they have special duties toward 
each otl.1er; ami so fmth. Such a .. sense of fairness" combined 
\vitb contextual differences might well explain the variety of 
results obse1vecl around the world. When confi·onted with cul
tural diiTerences in experimental result, we should therefore 
<L5k Are they the product of deep differences in the psychological 
dispositions and pro<:esses these experiments are iJJtcnded to illu
minate, or do tl.1ey reflect cWTerences in lhe interpretation of tbe 
experimental situation? One way to help answer this question 
would be, for instance, to present tl1e Lamalera and the Machi
genga ,~th, as much as possible, the same 1ich context (e.g., clar
ifying the sow-ce of the money and the relationships between the 
participants) and assess whether they use the parameters at stake 
(i.e., rights, past conhibutions, social links) in the same way. 

The impmtance of the way patticiptmts interpret a task - which 
may differ from the way the expelimcnter intended them to inter
pret it- has been often stressed in eJ\perimental psychology (e.g., 
Sperber et al. 1995). The more the expe1iment is mtificial and 
devoid of "ecological validity" - in other terms, the weiJ·der it is -
the greater tl10 risk of misinterpreting the diHcrenc-cs between 
societies. When it comes to cross-cultural compa1isons. ignoring 

this pragmatic dimension of pmticipants' performance may cause 
one to exaggerate or to mL~s genuine psychological differences. 

Weirdness is in the eye of the beholder 
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Absb·act: Hcmich et al. 's cri tical review demonstrating that psychology 
research is over-reliant on \VEl HD samples is an impo,·tant 
contribution to the fteld. Their stronger claim that ··wEmD subjects 
arc particularly nnnsual"' is less convincing. however. We argue that 
\·VElHD people's apparent distinct weirdness is a metluKiolugical 
side-enect of psychology's over-reliance on WEIRD populations for 
developing its methods and tll<'orctical constructs. 

In theiJ imp01tant atticle, Hemi ch et al. offer both weak and strong 
versions of an argument against the wiclespmad use ofresearcb \\~th 
WEIRD (vVestern, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Demo
cratic) people as a means to leam about general human P"ychology. 
The weak version critiques the over-reliance on such samples and 
reviews an extensive body of li terature across domains to e"tablish 
that widespread cross-cnlh~ral differences exist for many of the 
psychological findings researchers have assumed were species uni
versal. We are one hundred perc-ent convinced of the weak argu
ment and strongly endorse its attendant plea lor moving beyond 
WElH D samples. Their review is a major contribution to the litera
ture, and we thank the authors for it. 

The strong version of the argument makes the additional point 
that WEIHD people are literally weird, atypical of human kind at 
large. On this account, it is the field's ironic misfortune that of all 
samples to study, psychology should have picked this one. This 
sh·oug argument is intJiguing. and I-lernich et al. present extensive 
e~clence suggesting that this narrow sUce of humanity il1Cleed is a 
cultural outlier. For reasons that form the basis of onr commentmy, 
however, we remain skeptical \vith respect to this strong argument. 

The evidence for the distinctness of WEIRD samples comes 
from studies tl1at generally take the follo,~ng form: Findings 
originally conducted on the WE IRD population are assessed 
''~tb a different population, and a clifferent pattem of results 
emerges. When n broader range of groups is considered, the 
WEIRD population tends to be at the extreme in its responses. 
For example, Henrich e t al. cite Segall and colleagues' replication 
of tl.1e well-knm~1 Milller-Lyer illusion (Segall eta!. 1H96). Segall 
et a!. find not only a ,.,~de distribution of the magnitude of tl1e 
illusion across cultures, but also that tbe U.S. sample is the 
most ex'treme in magnitude (see their Fig. 1). Other phenomena 
tl1ey re,~ew demonstrate a similar trend. 

Base rates provide one clue that there might be something 
amiss with Lhe argumeDt Lhat the group 'vitb which we are 
most intimately familiar is also the most distinctive. If there are 
a tl1ousand potential samples, then tl1e probability that the first 
selected is tl1e most tleviant is one out of a thousand. 

We think the apparent extremity of WEIRD populations can 
best be explaiJ1ed by two factors contributing to what we have 
called "the home-field disadvimtage'" - tlmt is, the tendency for 
research developed in one's "home-culture·· nnt! subsequently 
co-opted for cross-cultural comparison to result in one-sided 
conclusions about the nature of cross-cultw·al di.ll"erences (Medin 
et al. , under re,~ew) . 

The first factor is the simihuity between researcher and 
researched. Variations across cultures may reflect both adaptations 
to particular environments (e.g., Nisbett & Cohen 1996) and "niche 
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construction'' (environmental adaptations that favor and rf:'inforce 
cultural characteristics; Lalancl ct aL 2000). !"or example, it may 
not matte r whether people dtivc on the le ft or tight side of roads; 
but once there is a c:onscnsus in a given culture, it is adaptive to 
conform to it. Resf:'archers may ha,·e privilegf:'(l insight in their 
own cnlh1re into what is impmtant or what ex-perimental manipula
tions are likely to adtieve interesting anti reliable results , anti they 
may find it natural to study these sorts of things. But the very fact 
that the results arf:' important, interesting, or reliable in one's 
home cnlh1rc makes it more likely that one's cnlrure represents 
an extreme with respect to those results (see Medin & Bang 2008). 

The other main factor re inforcing appnrent extremes among 
WE I R I) samplf:'s is their status as the otiginating research popu
lation. Research method.s and theoretical (.'()n5h1tcts are c-alihrated 
to the populations they ha,·c been selected anti designed for: in psy
cholog_y's case, WEIRD people. A side-ei:Icct is that these same tools 
are less weU Rt or even ill fit to othe r populations, in much the same 
way that fill}' adaptation evolved for a pmticular niche will not func
tion as well in other niches. For example, imagine a litemture on 
sense of humor C\'oh-ed from studies \\~lh tmdergmduatcs at 
major U.S. universities. Jokes that provf:'d to be effective would 
tend to appear in later shtdies and ones that fell Aat would tend to 
go by the wayside. If one then got the bright idea of doing a c ross-cul
tural comparison, it may seem natural to use the same JOkes favored 
by U.S. c:ollege students, 'vith the more or less il.Je\~lable conse
quenc:e that otlwr populations wouldn ·t find these jokes quite so 
fimny, and the U .$.college sample would appear to be an extreme. 

Consider the Miillcr-Lyer illusion mentioned above and dis
cussed in the target article. That particular illusion is a classic 
of Westem psrchology, taught in any introductory class discuss
ing perceptual illusions. And it is taught because it is so ret~dily 
demonstrated, a fi1ct that reveals both general properties of the 
pe rceptual system and a response to the perceptual em~ronmenl 
in which \Vestemers li\'e. Small wonder that the effect ts weaker 
in populations cxvosed to a different perceptual emironment. 
Similarly. some novel pe rceptual illusion discovered in some 
other population is likely to be smalle r in magni tude when 
tested with our WEIRD sample. But that is just our point - over
whelmingly, JJsychological research otiginates with the WEIR? 
sample and 1cn is applied e lsewhere - the converse pattern ts 
rare. We believe that this habit of using research methods and 
thf:'orf:'tical constructs (stimuli, procedttres, models, etc.) for 
cross-cnlhtml comparisons that originated "ith WEIRD 
samples, coupled "~th insider information about what those 
WEIRD samples Rnd important and which e~'Perimentalmanip
ulations are like ly to achieve interesting and reliable results, may 
well account fill· the apparent extremity of the WElHD popu
lation. Had psychology started 11~th Chinese 1ic.-e fnnners srudy
ing members of their own community and thf:'n late r their 
rf:'search protocols and theoretical constructs were exported for 
cross-cnlhtral comparison and tested for universal validity, 
then, on our account, Chinese rice fanners would be the cultural 
outliers and W EIRD people would look more like everyone else. 

Away from ethnocentrism and 
anthropocentrism: Towards a scientific 
understanding of "what makes us human" 
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Abstract: The quesl to understand "what makes us hmmm" has been 
heading towards an impasse, when comparative psycholo!Qf compares 
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primarily indiddnals that arc not representati,·e of their species. 
Captives experience such divergent socioecological nic!lCS that they 
cannot stand for their wild countcrp:n1s. Only altt•r rcmo"ng 
e thnocentrism and 'mthropoccntrism will \\ C be able to progress in our 
understanding of "what makes ns human." 

llemich et aL's review of cognitive differPnces among human 
cultures is very timely in reminding us that clillcrcnt livin!? con
ditions have consequences for cognitive development. t\ot all 
humans are \\'estemers. and this is true also for their cognition . 
!Jere, I want to address how this affects our understanding of 
cognitive diffe rences between humans and chimpanzees, and 
requires reconsideration of many claims about "what makes us 
human" (Boesch 2007; 2!XlS). To become a science, comparative 
psychology "~II hm·e to include population diffe rences in its 
theoretical thinking and empirical approaches. 

Comparative psychology sufTers from the same weaknesses as 
noted by ll enrich et al. for psychology. Bold claims about 
"human uniqueness" are made based on the assumption that 
WEIRD (Wcstem, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Demo
cratic) societies' humans (I referred to them as \Vl\IC, or 
Western middle class, humans; Boesch 2007) and captive cllim
panzee populations are representative of' each of the two species 
(Boesch 2007; de \Vaal 200 l ). Comparative psychology predomi
nantly compared capti\'e chimpanzees \\ith free \ Vestcrn humans 
(see black arrow A in my Figure I ). The overwhf:'lming con
clusion of these studies was that humans clearly outperform 
chimpanzees in such diffe rent cognitive domains a~ folk 
physics, altruism, cooperation, theory of mind, and gaze follow
ing (e.g., IIe rmann f:'t aL 2007; Povinelli 2000; Po\inelli & 
Vonk 2003; Silk e t al. 2005; Tomasello r t al. 2005). 

However, three essential points tltat invalidate their conclusions 
have been too often forgotten in the intc t1Jrctation of such studies. 
First, the characteristics of the animal populations included in 
these studies are typically not representati,·e of the ir species. 
The Louisiana captive chimpanzee group that ltas been used 
extensively in a variety of widely cited cognitive stuclies (e.g., Povi
ne lli 2000; Povinelli & Vonk 2003; Silk et al. 2005; Vonk ct al. 2008) 
nicely illustrates this point (see Fig. 1). This group was created by 
pnttitw together seven 2- to 3-year-old chimpa117..ees that were 
kept i~ isolation as a same-aged peers group all their lives, in a 
small , stable, and restricted man-made envi ronment (sec Povinell i 
2CX)0). Such a history cannot be more difle rent from the one of' 
yonnu chimpanzees in the \vild. \ Vild indi,~dnals live in large, flex
-ible, fission-fusion groups, 'vith 30 to 100 individuals of diffe rent 

I Chimpanzee I 

Socio-ecotogicat niche 

Figure I (Boesch). Schematic representation of the <.'Ogtlith·e 
landscape in humans and chimpanzees as a function of the 
different socioccological niches that each species encounters. 
f o r each species, the possible range of cognitive performance 
is illustrated by an ellipse including aU the indhidnal 
population pertom1ances. Two l)llCS of cross-species 
comparisons arc illustrated: The first one, the classical 
comparative psychology approach, compares two outlie r 
populations for their species (hlack arrow A compares captive 
chimpanzees \vith WEIRD humans); and the sewnd one 
compares populations of two species facing similar socio
ecological niches (while arrow B). 
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ages, in kilometer-wide ranges where food has to be located and 
extracted, ami where life-threatening neighbors <tnd predators 
l00111 (e.g., Mitani et al. 2002). True, captive couditions range 
from highly ecologically deprived environments, typical for tbe 
early J 950s, to much mor<> enriched conditions, as seen in 
modem settings. Moreover, social conditions vary from complete 
isolation to more social groups. H owever, all captive conditions 
diiier from wild ones in that captives are forced to live in much 
smaller, stable social groups, in vety passive environments where 
food is provided and no competition \vith others eldsts. The 
fields of developmental and social psychology have shown that 
such dillerences hav<> important eflects on cognitive development 
in humans (Carpendale & Lewis 2004; Nelson et al. 2007). 

No surpri.5e that some captive chimpanzees have difficulties in 
understanding unseen relationships (Povinelli 2000), whereas 
wild chimpanzees transport stone hammers to clistant, out-of~ 
sight nut-producing trees (Boesch & Boesch 1984) and use 
tools to extract nnseen underground resources (Boesch et al. 
2009; Sanz et al. 2004). Similarly, some captives are unable to 
share food (Silk et al. 2005; Warneke n & Tomasello 2006) or to 
work as a team \vi th shared goals (Tomasello e t al. 2005), 
whereas wild individuals share vast quantities of food with unre
lated group members for extended peliods of time and work as a 
close team when hunting prey, chasing leopards, or during ris~-y 
intergroup encounters (e.g .. Boesch & Boesch 1989; Boesch et al. 
2008; 2010; Goodall 1986; .Mitani & Watts 2005). 

Second, comparative psychology has favored expelirnental 
stucBes using anthropoccnttic designs and assumptions. These 
might allow testing human abilities in other species, but are unli
kely to uncover cognitive ahiJities of nonhuman animals. For 
example, to understand the altruistic abilities of chimpanzees, 
experiments have been designed on the ethnocentric assumption 
that shating should be preferred over nonsharing when there is 
no cost to o neself (SiJk e t al. 2005). However, sharing implies a 
contractual obligation in SOllie hmnan populations (Henrich 
et al. 2006; and present study in the target article); and, therefore, 
this assumpt·ion does not even hold in all human populations. 
Similarly, numerous experiments with captive chimpanzees 
used a WEIRD notion of causality. In gaze-follO\\~ng exper
iments, tested animals needed to understand that a human 
gaze indicated an honest positive interest (IIenmmn et al. 
2007; Tomasello e ta!. 2005). In helping expetiments, tested incli
viduals had to understand that ex11elimente rs p retending to not 
master a task needed to be helped (Warneken & Tomasello 
2006). Less ethnocentric and anthropocentric e!l.periments 
would bring us a long way to understand o ther species. 

Third, by favming e>.11eriments in captive settings, comparative 
psychology has opted for low ecological validity. For example, 
altruism in wild chimpanzees is expressed mainly in situations 
where a highly sought after food. meat. is shared with individuals 
that are socially important to the giver, either because tlwy are 
hunting partners or social allies (Boesch 2009; Mitani & Watts 
2001). Such a social dimension has nu·ely been considered in 
comparative experiments. Similarly, chimpanzees primarily 
cooperate during li.fe-threatening situations, such as dming inter
group fights or when predators are near, or to get meat (Boesch 
2009; Goodall 1986). Tbe difficulties with mimicking such situ
ations in experiments have not prevented comparative psycholo
gists from makiJ1g strong claims about chimpm1Zees' limitations 
(H errmann et al. 2007; Povinelli 2000; Tomasello et al. 2005). 
Comparative psychologists' inability to mimic natural cooperative 
conditions is not proof that cooperative ability is absent i11 other 
<Ulima! species. 

The quest to understand "what makes us human" has been 
heacling towards an impasse. It ,viJI progress agaiu once the socio
ecological diversity of humans and other species are considered. I 
am asking for greater care before making sweeping claims based 
on only a few captive individuals. Kno"~ng that cognitive diver
sity is natural in species Living in cBffcrent socioecological 
conditions, we need to compare what is comparable (follo"~ng 

white arrow B in Figure 1 ). Only when this condition is me t 
"'~11 onr quPst to unde rstand "what makes us human" progress. 

The WEIRD are even weirder than you think: 
Diversifying contexts is as important as 
diversifying samples 
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Abstmct: We argue that Henrich et al. do not go far enough in their 
critirjue: Sample Jiversification, while important, will not lead to the 
detection of generalizable principles. For that it will be necessary to 
broaden the range of contexts in which data are gathered. We 
dcmon.strate the powe r of contexts to alter results even in the presence 
of sample cliversiHcalion. 

We commend Hemi ch e t al. for pointing out the (over)re liance 
on participants from WEIRD societies and the tenuousness of 
universal laws whose support is based on a single subpopulation 
of a single society. Not'\vithstanding the merit of studying partici
pants from divers<> races, social classes, and national cultures, this 
,,~11 not in itself lead to generalizabiBty of findings because it 
leaves unaddressed other threats to generalization, inclucling 
the restricted physical, ideological, and attitucBnal parameters 
of most research, and the omission of social meanings that par
ticipants attach to their choices. 

E ven when researchers include non-WEIRD participants, 
they rarely include contextual variation. Few of our principles 
are based on data from diverse settings and conditions. On 
those occasions when researchers do inse1i conte>.iual diversity 
into their designs, it becomes apparent that theorizing is para
cligm-bound - confined to the specific physical, motivational, 
and psychological conditions unde r which the data were gath
e red. Below we argue for the power of manipulating the 
context and social meanings. independent of sample tliversity. 

Motivational context. ~'hen researchers contmst paracligms 
across settings, stimuli, and/ or conditions, the results sometimes 
fail to replicate. For example, Ceci <mel Bronfenbrenner (1991, 
cited in Ceci 1996) asked children to predict where on a 
monitor geometric shapes would migrate after children pressed 
the space bar. A curvilinear algorithm determined where each 
shape would migrate': 

.8 sin (x) + .6 sin (y) + .4 sin (z) + 5%error 

Even after 750 trials, children were still unable to p redict the 
shapes' migration . Tbe implication i.' that multiplicative reason
ing is beyond their capability. 

All shown in our Figure 1, however, when the identical algor
ithm controlled a video game in which tbe object was to predict 
the destination at which vehicles would meet a roadblock, chi l
ch·en reached ceiling by 450 trials (Ceci 1996). Thus, beha,~or 
in ecologically chaLlenging contexis led to findings at odds 'vith 
those from socially sani tized settings. 

Semantic context. Much research on memory, reasoning, and 
moral development is based on stimuli exvungetl of meaningful 
associations (e.g., nonsense syllabJes) in the belief this will 
reveal underlying principles. For example, Wason's deduction 
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Figure l (Ceci et al.). Cll!vilinear Distance Estimation in and 
out of Laborato1y. 

task has been used to illuminate qualities of thinking. However, 
even when participants were from other cultures, it was clear 
that deduction depended on the content. Consider: The logic 
underlying Wason's task is that any inference that has the form: 

p or q 

not- p 

:.q 

is valid independent of the proposition al content . 
However, it has been repeatedly shown this is not true 
and that content matters. Suppose four cards are laid out 

E K4 7 

with the instructions that each card has a number on one 
side and a letter on the other. Participants are told: If a 
card has a -vowel on one side, then it has an even 
number on the oth.e1· side. Their job is to de termine 
which cards must be turned over to validate the rule. 
Eve n smart unde rgraduates have succe ss rates of only 
12%. However, if the content is changed to a mode of 
transportation on one side of each card and a destination 
on the other 

l'vlanchester Sheffield Train Car 

and the rule is: Every time I go to Manchester, l go by 
train. Nothing has changed logically, but performance sky
rockets to 60% (Johnson-Laird 1983). Similarly, we have 
demonstrated that differences in the way meaning is rep
resented mediate children's metacognition (Ceci et al. 
2010). 

Cultural-cognitive context. Two of us (Kahan, Braman) have 
demonstrated that Americans who v'uy in their attih.1des 
toward hierarchy anll equality vmy in their perceptions of 
legally consequential facts (Kahan, in press; Kahan et al. 2009). 
These competing attitudes cohere with opposing sets of norms, 
and related sc1ipts of acceptahle behavior, which can trump 
the demographic variables emphasized by the "WEIRD critique 
(Kahan et al. 2007). 

Social meaning context. Actions have meanings as well as con
sequences. They emhody attitudes, the e:-:pression of which 
shapes actors' perceptions of what they are doing and hence 
the value of doing it. For example, under what circumstances 
\viii an actor prefer the certainty of one sum to the probability 
of another? "vVhen the e:~.'Pected value of the former exceeds 
the latter," the classical microeconomist says, "subjed to one's 
degree of risk aversion," which the behavioral economist notes 
\viii vmy depending on whether one understands the exchange 
as realizing a "gain" as opposed to avoiding a "loss." But 
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e:~.1Jeri mental work shows the answer also depends on what 
such an exchange means. Most members of vVETRD societies 
will shun trades involving tax evasion that they might well have 
accepted in the form of casino wagers, because the former, 
even if equivalent to the latter along the dimensions specified 
hy economists, manifests attihJdes and values antithetical to the 
self-conception of (most) WEIRD people (BalciJy 1986). Like
wise, economists' considerations - dominant payoff strategies, 
signaling, reciprocity - don't tell us all we must know to 
predict whether individuals "~II contribute to public goods (Lib· 
ennan et al. 2004). Even the bedrock axiom of economics -
"demand cmves slope downward"" - founders on the shoals of 
meaning. Offering a wage can cause persons who pre\~ously 
did community se1vice for free to refrain from doing any: 
payment destroys the meaning, and thus the associated value, 
of public-spirited behavior (Gneezy & Rustichin.i 2000). 

In a nutshell , ignoring meaning- as behavioral economics and 
related approaches do - generates unreliable predictions for an') 
collection of persons who experience a common life. Heinrich 
et al. rightly question whether the behavioral dynamics in the 
work they examine generalize to non-WEIHD samples. But it 
is important not to assume this c1itique identifies some distinctive 
problem hovering at the "margins" of that work. Indeed, what 
does generalize about the new behavioral science is the question 
about its external validity: its neglect of meaning and other 
elements of context gives us reason to be cautious about accept
ing extrapolations from its stylized experiments. 

In sum, our argument is that although we agree with Henrich 
et al. on the need to diversify samples, this alone \villnot unearth 
generalizable principles because contexts, attitudes, and mean
ings contribute systematic variance that must be included to 
reveal lawful ecological contrasts. 

NOTE 
l. The mapping function (over a quarter sine phase) was x1 y1 

z1 =random number (0 - 9), where x, y, z = maxdistance + 1.8 (0.8 sin 
X] X .10 + 0.60 sin Yl X .10 + 0.4 Sin ZJ X .10). 
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Absh·act: Henrich ct ,.1. provide a compelling argument about a bias in 
the behavioral seiences to stmly human beha\·ior primarily in WEIRD 
populations. Here we argue that brain scientists are susceptible to 
similar biases, sampling primarily from WEIHD populations; and we 
discuss recent evidence from cultural neuroscience demonstrating the 
importance and viability of investigating culture across multiple levels 
of analysis. 

He111ich et al. provide a compelling argument regartling the error 
of assuming minimal variability across human populations in the 
behavioral sciences and the notion that people from WEI H D 
populabons are actually unusual, even outliers, relative to the 
rest of the species. Here we argue that these problems of prema
turely assuming universalism and experimentally sampling pri
marily from WE IHD populations extend beyond the behm~oral 
sciences, into the hrain sciences, and that researchers in both 
the behavioral and brain sciences may simultaneously benefit 
from reorganizing research infrastructures to promote the 
study of diverse culh.1ral comparisons across multiple levels of 
analysis. 
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Brain scientists generalize from a narrow sample to the 
species. Akin to the behavioral sciences, brain sciences t)1Jically 
sample from a thin slice of the species. Within the field of psy
chology, 95% of psychological samples come from counhies 
with only 12% of the world's population (Arnett 2008). Similarly, 
within the field of human ncuroimaging, 90% of peer-reviewed 
neuroimaging studies come from Western countries (Chiao 
2009). 

Several fadors have contributed to the current WEIRD 
sampLng bias in the brain sciences. First, human neuroscience 
research programs typically build on either empirical questions 
inspired by animal models, or case studies of brain damaged 
patients, or theo1ies from evolutionary psychology. Each of 
these three starting points for neuroscience research carries 
implicit assumptions of minimal variability across human popu
lations. Second, researchers have lacked the technology to 
study culture at the neural level in humans, as human neuroima
ging methods have become available only within the past three 
decades and are still not available in many non-Western 
regions of the world. The use of neuroimaging is often prohibi
tively expensive, making it e~L5ier for rid1e r, politically stahle 
countries, such as "Vestern industrialized nations, to create 
the powerful societal infrastructures necessmy for novel and 
timely neuroscientific d iscoveJy. The infrastn1ctural advantages 
afforded to neuroscientists from \\1EIRD nations create 
researcher biases in the field that are cyclical and that compound 
over time as researchers create new experiments and seek 
empilical evidence consistent with theory and predictions 
based on p rior findings. Hence, our current state of knowledge 
of mind-brain mappings is largely reshicted to scientific obser
vations made from people living within WEIRD nations, 
leaving a large e mpirical gap in our understanding o f how 
diverse cultures affect mind, brain, and behavior. 

It is not safe for brain scientists to generalize from a narrow 
sample to the species. In the target article, the authors identify 
key cultural compa1isons that reveal behavioral differences 
across cultures, including industrialized versus small-scale 
societies, "Vestern versus non-"Vestern cultures, contempormy 
Amelican versus non-American \'Vestcmers, and contemporary 
Americans versus other Ame1icans. To the extent that behavior 
mises from neurobiological p rocesses, it is plausible that this 
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set of cultural comparisons would similarly reveal cultural differ
ences in neural functioning. 

Indeed, early efforts by cultural neuroscientists to address the 
question of how culture influences brain function have proven 
fn.1itful, particularly for understanding differences in neurobiolo
gical processing between \\lestemers and E~L~t Asians. \\lester
ners engage brain regions associated with object processing to 
a greater extent relative to East Asians, who are less likely to 
focus exclusively on objects within a complex visual scene 
(Cutchess et al. 2006). Westerners show differences in mecbal 
prefrontal activity when thinking about themselves relative to 
close others, but East Asians do not (Zhu eta!. 2007). Activations 
in frontal and parietal regions associated with attentional control 
show greater response when "Vesterners and East Asians are 
engaged in culturally preferred judgments (Hedden et al. 
2008). Even evolutionarily ancient limbic regions, such as the 
human amygdala, respond preferentially to fearful faces of 
one's own cultural group (Chiao et al. 2008, F ig . 1). Taken 
together, these findings show cultural differences in brain 
functioning across a wide variety of psychological domains and 
demonstrate the importance of comparing, rather than generaliz
ing, bet-ween "Vesterners and East Asians at a neural level. 

'vVhat about cultural diffe re nces in brain fi.mction beyond 
comparisons of Westerners and East Asians'? Critically, brain 
scientists have yet to explore the neurobiological rami Rcations 
of cultural contrasts beyond "Vesterners and East Asians. No 
research to date has explored comparisons in neural fi.mctioning 
of individuals lh~ng in small-scale versus industrialized societies. 
Additionally, although neuroimaging data do exist for comparing 
the neural functioning of contempormy Americans with that of 
other \'Vesterners, such as Europeans, no study to our knowledge 
has yet explored in a hwothesis-driven manner the possibility 
that brain-behavior relations may vary as a function of the 
kind of 'vYestern subcultnre. Social neuroscientists have recently 
begun to adllress how childhood socioeconomic status affects 
brain functioning (Hackman & Farah 2009); however, the 
effect of education level (e.g., college vs. no college education) 
on neural functioning remains unknown. Hence, the current 
state of knowledge in cultural nenroscience remains woefully 
behind that of cultural psychology. Yet, the knowledge to date 
supports the notion that it is not always safe for brain scientists 
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Figure l (Chiao & Cheon). Greater bilateral amygdala response to O\\m-culture relative to other-culture fear faces (from Chiao et al. 
2008). 
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to generalize from a narrow sample to the species and that 
restdeting neuroscientific study to WEIRD populations will not 
be sufficient for building a comprehensive Ull(le rstanding of 
human nature. 

Behavioral scientists and brain scientists alike will mutually 
benefit from studying non-WEIRD populations. The joumey 
towards understanding how culture affects lnnmu1 nature is 
one that behavioral and brain scientists can readily embark on 
together, and likely \\~th muhml benefits. For instance, where 
do these cultural diJTerences in brain and behavior come from? 
One possibility is that psycbological and neural diversity comes 
from dillerential experience specific to a given culture. Another 
possibility is that diversity in brain and beha\~or results fi·mn 
culture-gene coevolution, whereby cultme coevolves \~th 
genes that regulate endophenotypes, such as brain and beha~or. 
Testing both e~1Jlanations requires empirical work that examines 
multiple levels of analysis (e.g., gene, brain, mind, culture) across 
multiple time scales (e.g .. situation, ontogeny, phylogeny). 

It is humbling to tl1ink of the sheer volume of work that lies 
ahead to address these timely questions, but by working together, 
beha~oral and brain scientists can oiJer each other a more com
p lete cultural science than either can conslTuct alone. 
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Abstract: Henrich ct al.'s conclusion that psychologists ought not assume 
uniformity of psychological phenomen<\ depends ou their descriptive 
claim that there is no pattern to the great diversity in psychological 
phenomena. We argue that there is a patte rn: 11niformity of learning 
processes (hroa<Uy comtmed), and dhwrsity of (some) mental content.' 
(broadly construed). 

Henrich et al. argue - correctly, in our ~ew - tl1at there is great 
tl.iversity botlt across and '~thin domains of human cognition. 
They then argue for the stronger claim that there is no underl)'i.ng 
rhyme or reason for this diversity. This latter claim grounds their 
central methodological point: For all (interesting and not 
obviously culturally induced) cognitive phenomena. psychologists 
ought not automatically conclude, f]·om samples of Western 
undergraduates, that any particular cognitive phenomenon is 
uniform across people. This methodological conclusion ob~ously 
depends crucially on the stronger descriptive claim. If a pattern of 
uniformity emerged with respect to a particular type of cognitive 
phenomenon, then psychologists could justifiably generalize (in 
only tlwse particular domains, of course). We argue here that 
such a patte rn does emerge, if one carves up tl1e space of cognitive 
phenomena appropriately. More precisely, we suggest tl1at there 
is diversity in cognitive "contents" (hroadly constmerl), but uni
formity in learning ··processes" (hroaclly conshl.ted). 

Cognitive '"phenomena'" do not fonn a unihny type. as tl1ere is a 
narural, defensible clistinction between the cognitive ·'objects'· of 
the mind, and dynamic mental "processes." Cognitive objects 
include representations, h'"nowledge strnctures, and so on. 1\llental 
processes influence botlt those cognitive objects, and also other 
processes. A;; one example of tl1is distinction, there is a natural 
diHerence between a concept and the processes by which one 
leams that concept. Concepts are particular representations that 
can be deployed in a range ofcircumstanc:es; concept leamingpro
ccsses are tl1e means by which those representations emerge. 
1mportantly, the word process in our argument should exvlicitly 
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not be read as a synonym for "specific causal mechanism"; the dis .. 
tinction between a process and its "target'" requires only a tl1in 
notion of"process" (i.e .. something like "if-tl1en" rules, not a specific 
neural mechanism). Fu.rthennorc, OLLr argument does not depend 
on the particular ways in which teaming processes are instantiated 
in clifferent indi~duals, as long a~ those processes have the same 
computational/psychological profile. 

We have no doubt that Henrich et al. are correct that there is 
great diversity in represe.~1t~tions,,inclu~~ing peor,le's fOlk-biologi
cal concepts, not10ns of f~ut·ness and agency, and moral con
cepts. It is umurprising tlutt people who develop in different 
environments -physical, mental, or social - develop difTerent 
representations of those en~ronments. But diversity in represen
tation does not imply diversity in teaming processes. For 
example, diversity in our learnetl concepts is arguably due to 
differences in inputs, not clilferences in concept learning pro
cesses. After all, the whole point of learning is that the same 
process can produce vet)' different outputs depending on the 
en~ronment, and thereby enable the organism to adapt to the 
demands of an unpredictable or ever-changing cn~ronment. 
There are thus prima facie reasons - genetic and evolutionary -
to think that there is likely to be uniformity in learning processes. 
Of comse, pa1i of the point of Hen,;cb et al. "s article is tl1at we 
ought not rest with the assertion that ""there reaUy ougllt to be 
uniformity in learning processes"; instead, it is aJ1 empirical 
matter as to whether there actually is such uniformity. 

Determining whether learning processes are uniform across 
both WEIRD and non-WEIRD indi~duals requires discovering 
the learning processes in each individual, which is ine~tably a 
tricky matter. \Ne can rarely (if ever) directly observe a learning 
process; instead, we must find its cltaracte,;stics by detennining 
how the relevant cognitive objects change in response to di/Jcrcnt 
inputs (either within- or between-participants). Despite these 
difficulties, it is nonetl1eless nften possible to learn ahont differ
ent individuals' leaming processes. Unf01iunately, as Henrich 
et al."s descriptive survey shows, there have been relatively few 
cross-cultural studies of leamiug processes, as opposed to 
representations or (relatively) automatic processing. By our 
reatling, essentially all of the phenomena that Henrich et al. 
discuss arc representations/contents, rather than learning 
processes. There m·e many psychological studies of learning 
processes, bnt almost entire ly restricted to WEIRD participants. 
\~le must therefore look to more inclirect evidence. 

It is suggestive tl1at many of the cases of cognitive unifonnity 
that Henrich et al. identify are also cases in which the en~ron
ment is plausibly (relatively) uniform. On the "uniformity in 
learning processes" view we advocate, one would predict this 
sor t of representational unifonnity just when there is relative uni
fonnity in the relevant environment. For example, it is (in our 
~ew) unsurprising that the ability to pass the False Belief Task 
emerges across cultures, since (presumably) all developing indi
viduals have social en~ronments that require interaction \'~th 
(and prediction of tl1e behavior oO individuals \\~tl1 false beliefs. 

Moreover, Hemich eta!. themselves seem to assume uniform
ity of learning processes in some of their exphmations for cliver
sity. For example, they seem to endorse an explanation of 
diversity in tbe MUller-Lyer illusion in terms of variation in the 
~snal en~ronments of developing indi~rluals . That is, Henrich 
e t al. seem to argue tl1at differences in adnlt \~Sua! represen
tations are due to differences in infant/child visual environments. 
Bul implicit in tl1is argument is an assu mption that there is an 
"infant en~ronment --> adult ~sua! representation" mapping 
that is shared between botl1 vVEIRD tmd non-v\IEIRD incli~d
uals. More generally, a ll explanations of diversity in terms of 
en~ronmcntal va,;ation presuppose that there is relative uni
formity in learning processes (in our thin sense). Explanations 
based in environmental variation require some shared process 
by which that vati ation can lead to behm~oral or cognitive differ
ences. If there is no shared learning process, then an appeal to 
en~ronmental difTerences is simply a non sequitur. 
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Learning processes (in a thin sense) are different from the 
objects they influence, 1md this distinction can provide a btL~is 
for when to expect uniformity and diversity in human cognition. 
We suggest that unifornJi ty should be ex1)ected for learning pro
cesses, and diversity shonld be eKpected for objects whenever the 
re levant lem11ing environments diA .. er (and there m·e no relevant, 
direct selection pressures on the objects). We do not doubt that 
people are more eli verse than contemporary cognitive psychology 
admits, and Henrich et a!. do a great se tvice in providing a 
descriptive characterization of diversity. They simply paint "~th 
too broad a methodological brush. 
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Abstmct: Research on the early development of fundamental CO!,'llilive 
and languagC' capacities has focused almost exclusively on infants from 
middle-class famiJies. excluding children living in pov~rty who may 
e~veri ence less G-ognitive stimulation in the first years ol life. Ignoring 
such difl'c-rC'nccs limits our ability to discover the potentially powcrli1l 
L"nrrihnlions of em·ironmental support to tJ.e ontogeny of cognitive 
and language abiHUes. 

Arnett (2008) blames the narrow11ess of Atnerit;an beha\~oral 
research on a philosophy of science that focuses on universals in 
human cognitive and social psychology, igno!ing vmiability and 
the factors that conllibute to differences among people. J-lemich 
et al. share the concem that resE:'archen; in these areas simply 
assume their findings are uuiversal, but sug_~est that studies with 
chilcL·en may provide more con,~ncing evidence. L do not think 
that developmental psychologists should be le t off the hook so 
ea\ily. If the WEIHD (Weste rn, Educated, Hich, Indusllialized, 
and Democratic) sample that is studied so extensively in psycho
logical research with adults consists of a p!ivileged subset of 5% 
of the world's population, then the children represented in the bm
geoning literatures on "core knowledge" (Spelke & Kinzle r 2007) 
and early lanbruage acquisition (Femald & Marehmmt 2006) are 
drawn !'rom an even smaller sliver of allluent and highly educated 
families. Parents \\~th the time. resources, and motivation to 
bling their infant to participate in a development;J shJdy at a uni
versity laboratOiy are demographically even less diverse than the 
college students who predominate in studies with adults. 

Why does this matte r? Because difTerences in socioeconomic 
stallJs (SES) are robustly associated with the quantity and 
quality uf early cognitive stimulation availnble to infants, nnd 
early cognitive stimulation really does matte r. Sixty years of devel
opmental research show that parenting practices in infancy 
mediate links be tween SES ~mel long-tem1 cognitive outcomes 
(Hoff 2003; 1vlilner 19.51). Yet the hunw·eds of expeliments in 
recent years exploring basic cognitive capacities at younger and 
younger ages have almost all focused on midclle-class participants. 
At the 201U Inte rnational Conference on Infant Studies, less than 
1% of the 1,000 research presentations reported including partici
pants from disadvantaged families, although 20-40% of children 
in the United States are growing up in poverty (Wight e t al. 2010). 

1 f the same studies conducted in all those university research 
centers were also run with infants ill the lower-im;ome neighbor
hoods that are often just a few miles from campus, the results 
would like ly be difTerent. We know. for example, that the 

development of spatial abilities presumed to be species-specific 
is compromised in low-SES children, who have less opporhmity 
to exercise spatial skil ls tltau do high-SES children who have 
access to toys, puzzles, bikes, and the freedom to explore a safe 
neighborhood (Levine e t a!. 2005). Yet developmental textbooks 
abound \\~th claims about how "infants' awareness of physical 
principles is e,~dent at 3 months,'' or how "infants use knowledge 
of phonotactics to segment words by 7.5 months." Such state
ments may he true of the particular infants observed in the par
tiel Liar studies cited, but the results are often framed more 
broadly. as if these specific ages characte1ize human infants utti
versally and diO'erences in early ex1)erience are simply irrelevant. 
Would it matter if we discovered that these age-specific clevelop
ment;tl milestones m·e in fact only cb;mtcteristic of infants in 
middle-class families? If we found that infants living in poverty 
are actually one or several months slower than higher-SES 
infants to show evidence of "core knowledge of spatial relations" 
or "speech segmentation ability"? It should matter, because to 
ignore such diffe rences is to ignore the potential role of environ
mental supp01t in the ontogeny of tl1ese critical capacities. 

ln our longitudinal research on the early development of 11uency 
in language understanding, we have found robust relations be tween 
verb;J processing speed in infancy ;md long-term outcomes in both 
high-SES English-learning children and low-SES Spanish-leaming 
children. In both groups, infants who are faster in speech proces
sing at 18 montl1s are more advanced on later cognitive and 
language measures (Femald eta!. 2006; Htutado et ,J. 2007). But 
tl1e differences in performance between these groups are stunning. 
By 18 months, we find that low-SES child ren are already substan
ti;tlly slower in proc.'essing speed and vocahulmy growth; and by the 
age of5 ye~u·s, we see the gap in developmenhtl measmes found in 
numerous studies since the 1960s (Ramey & Hamey 2004). This 
inconvenient truth has forced us to re-evaluate the assu mplion 
tlmt our em·lie r research \vith children of affluent families licensed 
broad con elusions about the "speech proc-essing abilities of 18- to 
36-month-olcls" in general, given that perfectly healthy 18- to 36-
month-olds from low-income fiunilies in the neighboring commu
nity perf01med so differently on the same tasks. 

But these findings have <tlso led us to ask a question we hac! 
previously ignored: Could it be that differences in early ex-peri
ence with language contribute to the variability obseJved in chil
clren's e fficiency in real-time processing? lt h1rns out· that early 
practice \\~th language is influential in the development of 
fluency in understanding. ln a study "~th low-SES families, we 
fotmd that those children whose mothers talked with them 
more learned vocabulaty more quickly- and they also made 
more rapid gains in processing speed (Hurtado et al. 2008). 
These results sug_t1;est that child-directed talk uot only enables 
faster learning of new vocabulary - i.l also sharpens the proces
sing skills used in real-time inte rpretation of familiar words in 
unfamiliar contexts, \vith cascading advantages f(n· subsequent 
learning. By examining variability both 'vithin and between 
groups or cltildren who differ in their early experience with 
language, we gained insight into common developmental trajec
tmi es of lexical growth in relation to increasing processing 
eHieieney, and also discovered environmental factors tl1at may 
enable some chilcL·en to progress more rapidly than others. 

Pinker (1994) once declared that "to a scientist inte rested in 
how complex biological systems work, cliff'e rences between incli
viduals m·e so boring!" In fact, many biologists these days are 
keenly interested in environmental iJ1Iluences on ex'Pression of 
the genetic code during early development and the resulting phe
notypic differences (Gottlieb 2007; Zhang & Me;m ey 2010). New 
research on prenatal programmi11g shows that fast- or slow
growth trajectories set before birth have long-term developmental 
consequences fo r health and vulnerabili ty (Coe & Lubach 2008). 
Developmental psychologists can now ~t!so address important 
questions about the crucial inAuence of early posl11atal expetience 
on cognition and language. But to do so we need to extend beyond 
the WEIRD "convenience samples" we have traditionally relied 
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on, to examine tmjectories of growth in broader populations of 
child ren living in more d ivcr~e circnmstauces. 
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Abslmcl: ln addition to questions of the representativeness of \\'estem. 
C'<lucatcd samplcs \iS-iHis thc rf'st of humanity. tlw prc,•ailing practice of 

stud}ing indhiduab "ho are cultumlly similar to the io\'t~>tig.ttor entails 

the problem that key featurt•s of the phenomena under investigation 

may often go llll rccogniz<•d. This """ <x·<·ou· when inwstigators 
implicitly rely on f<>lk mock· Is thai they shan• \\ith their partidp:mts. 

l l<•nrich et al. present a comp<"lling empirical case for a reduction 

in tlw current reliance on participants fmm WEIRD sociPties in 

tlw study of thl• human mind. Awareness of these fads should 

motivate investigators both to recognize the need for caution in 

infening the generalizability of results de rivpd from parochial 

samples and to pursue morP dh·erse samples. whethPr directlv 

or through collaborative networks. Here I \vish to suggest t!H;t 

additional i1~1pctus fo r such changes derives not simply from 

questions o f representativeness. but rathe r from !he fi1cl that 

investigators the msekes ine\~tably view the world thro ugh the 
lens of their own culture. 

As Henrich ct al. obsc1vc. most psychological research is con

ducted by members of '<VE JH D societies, hence investigators are 

largely studying people ve1y similar to themsf'lves. By virtue of the 

fitct that they, too, are enculturatet! humans. im·estigators will 

often share folk psychological models with participants dm\\11 

from their own cultural group. Although rigorous science is always 

based on the rdine ment ol models th rough hypothesis testing, 

one has to begin somewher(', and I strongly suspect that social scien

tists in general, and psychol~ists in particular, often rei) on their 

0\\11 folk models as a starting point in this process. \\11e n investi

gators share fundamental cultuml c:ommonalities with their partici

pants, they 11111 the risk o f overlooking key feah1res of the 

I?S)'Chological phenomena at issue, as such features may be absent 

from. or downpla)ed by, the ghen folk models (see Levv 1973). 
In light of the abo,·e, it is int~;>resting to consider a 'domain of 

research only addressed in passing by Hen rich et al.. namely, the 

stndy of e motions. Due, in part, to the centrali ty of claims regard

ing innateness in a number of seminal modem investigations of 

e motion. building on Darwin's (1872) prior work on the subject, 

tlw study of emotion ha~ long included a substantial cross-culhlral 

component. From early on, cross-CLtlhmd research was employed 

to l'xplore both the recogni'l..<tbi lity of emotional e:~.p ressions (e.g .. 

Ekman & Friesen 1971) and the qualia and elicitors associated 

"~th different emotions (e.g., \\'allbott & Sclwrer 1986). 

. Des~ite this e mphasis, tlw relative neglect by p rominent nnivers

ahsts of the 1mportance o f cnltural meaning systems in the e~veri
ence of emotion eventua lly led to bold claims by some cultmal 

constmctionists (e .g., Lutz 1988). wherein a panhu.man psychology 

was seen as merely tl1e seed from which radieally ru\'erse parochial 

forms of e motion spring. As the field matured further, polar dilfer

ences between nativists and constructivists ev{'ntually dulled. \vith 

various middle g roomds being ICmnd , wherein inves tigators sought 

to systematically examine the nahtre :mel e:~.tent of eultural variation 

in the elicitors of e motions, the non-emotion correlates of ctt!tural 

variation in !'motional experit>nce, and similar facets (seP, e.g., 

Kitayama & MarJ..,,s 1994; MPsqnita & F' rijda 1992). 
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While the psycho logy of emotion wonld thus St't'll1 to be one 

a rea where the call to action tmm pPt!'d by He n1ich e t a!. has 

already long been heard, even here one c:m find signs of au 

underestimation of tlw importance of moving bl•yon~l cultural 

similaritiPs between im·estigator and participant. 'ror pxample, 

a burgeoning litemh1re (a keyword search in PS)'CI N FO produces 

almost 6,000 hits) explores slw111e. This literatme focuses ou 

seli~consciousness and issues of moral and personal worth, often 
contrasting shame \\~th guilt (see Tangney & ()paring 2002). 

l-lowever, results obtained fmm a small-scale non-WEIRD 

society, and hints provided by many non-Weste m languages' 

emotion lexicons, suggest that, in addition to the aforementioned 

features, for many of the world's peoples. tl1e emotion of sham!' 
also encompassPs what Engli~b speake rs would call resped and 

fear. facets that primarily concem subordinance in a hie mrchv 

rather than failure to conform to social standards (Fessler 2{)()-!).' 

Althongh the suborclinance aspect of shame is absent from thr 

,.,L~t m:~ority of tl1e voluminous scholarly work on the subject, 

'-"th guidance. E nglish-speaking participants generally reeognize 

this facet or shame in their 0\\11 e \J:>Crienccs. Importantly, 

however, they do not volunteer this association on their own. 

This is not SIIIVrising, givl'n that Westl'rn folk modPis of shanw 

entirely ignore tbe experience of subort!inance, perh.tps 

Ix-cause this e\t:>erience is arguabl) antithetieal to the values 

common in WEIRD groups. T his leads to my central question, 

namely, why have invpsligators not attended more to the subor
d iuance fitcet of shame? 

I suspect that the problem is not merely that the participants 

studied by many students of shame differ in important ways 

from most or the world's peoples, bnt abo that the investigators 

sh1dying those pmticipants consistently find strong supp01t for 

Lhc1r own 1ntUJlJOns, and hence see less need to cast u wide net 
despite the history of c ross-cultural research on emotions. 

Whe rea5 earl}' work on e motions inclndet! places such as . ew 

Guinea ,~llages (Ekman & Friesen 1971), ant! recent work on 

pride, directly relevant to understa nd ing shame, has been con

ducted in rural Burkina Faso (T racy & Robins 2008), much 

CII!Tent work on shame is confined to educated and affiuent 

membe rs of the state-Jc,·el societies of North America, Western 

Europe. and. to a lesser extent. East Asia. Importantly. failure to 
recognize those aspects ol' shame that are dml~lplayed or 

ignored in their 0\\~1 cultu re limits investigators' ability to 

I'XlJiain key features of the phenome na of interest. For example, 

the beha,~oral te ndencies for Right and hiding so prominent in 

the experience of shame seem odd in the contc:~.t of a moral 

emotion, bnt are readily understood once it is recognized that 

this moral f'mntion is huilt upon a simpler emotion active in the 

dangerous WI! text of dominant-e negotiations (see ~~t•ssler 2007). 
The take-home lesson here is tl1at we must be particularly cau

tious to avoid e mploying participants who are culturally similar to 

~· n·selves wlw never tlw given e nterprisP involves testing p redic

tions tl1at resonate 1\0th our intuitions. Such samples are unlikely 

to reveal to ns that which we do not know that we do not know 

fpatures that are masked hy our own folk models. ' 

(Dis)advantages of student subjects: What is 
your research question? 
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Abstract: I .1rl.,'Ue that the ri):,rht choice of suhjt'Ct pool is intimately linked 
to the researd1 question. At least within econoll!ics, shodent' are often the 

pt•rlcct ~nhj<'ct pool for """"''rin~ some limdauwntal res<•an:h questions. 
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Student subject pools can provide an in\o\lu>tble benchm;\rk for 
investigaUng generali7A~bility across dilferent social groups or cultures. 

In their excellent mticle, Ilemicb et a!. rightly caution us to be 
auefiii when we draw general conclusions from \\'ElRD 
subject pools, of which undergraduates are the most frequently 
used one, also in economics. My main comment is that the 
right choice of subject pool is intimately linked to the research 
question. Since the different behavioral sciences also have differ
ent research questions, the dght choice of subject pool will also 
often be diA'crcnt across disciplines. In my own discipline. econ
omics, students are actually often the best snbject pool for quite a 
few (fi.mclamental) research questions. Here is why l believe so. 

Economic theories normally do not come \\~th assumptions (or 
even caveats) about the restricted validity to only a specific group 
of people; that is, they (implicitly) assume "generality." Like the 
assumption of selfishness, "generality" is a g<)otl a.~snmption in 
the absence of rigorous data. The tools of experimental econ
omics have been deployed to investigate the empirical relevance 
of the selfishness assumption (see, e.g., Fehr et al. 2002) and are 
now also used to probe the "generality assumption," that is, the 
importance of vmiations ofbeha~or across population subgroups 
within a given society (e.g., Bellemare et a!. 2008) or across 
societies (e.g .. Herrmann e t al. 2008). 

However, my main point is this: The ''1ight choice" of subject 
pool depends on the research question. [ f the researcher is inter
ested in untlerst;mding behavioral variation between particular 
groups of people, then the right choice is running experiments 
with these people. The landmark study by Hemich et al. 
(2005) is a sl~ining example. Yet, at least in economics, substantial 
elfo1t is also devoted to test formal theories or to detect interest
ing behavioral regLLlarities (Bardsley et al. 2010; Croson & 
Ciichter 2010; Smith 20 10). Becausf' economic theories normally 
assume generality. auy subject pool is iJ1 p1inciple informative 
about whether theoretical predictions or assumptions contain be
havioral validity. At that stage, generalizability to other subject 
pools is not (yet) an issue. Among the universe of potential 
subject pools to test a the01y, students are often the pe•fect 
one: on average, students are educated. intelligent. and used to 
learning. These are very valuable characteristics because, in 
addition to the main aspect of a theory of interest to the 
researcher, economic themi es often assn me cognitive sophisti
cation. It therefore makes sense to control for sophistication 
also by choice of subject pool (in addition to clear instructions), 
in order to minimize chances of confounding genuine beha~oral 
reactions to the b-eatment of interest with lack of understanding 
of the basic decision situation. 

Take recent theories of social preferences (as surveyed, e.g., in 
F'ehr & Schmidt 2006) as an example. In addition to other
regarding preferences, these the01i es all assume cognitive 
sophisticatiou. When testing these theories. the main poiut of 
interest is not to find out whether people are as cognitively soph
isticated as the the01ies (maybe wrongly) a.ssume, but to see to 
what extent other-regarding motives exist, holding eveJ)1:hing 
else constant. Because students are typically above average 
with regard to cognitive sophistication , they are often a pe1fcct 
subject pool for first tests of a theo1y. Moreover, students, 
unlike most other subject pools, are readily available {and cost 
effective). Ex1)eriments can therefore also easily be replicated, 
which is important to establish empirical regularity and hard to 
achieve \\~th any other subject pool. 

Of conrse, shictly speaking, ohse1ved results hold only for 
the subject pool frorn which e'~dem;e is collected. Generalizabil
ity is a generic issue in any empirical research (Falk & Heckman 
2009). However. once a clear benchmark result is established, 
we can proceed by testing, for example, how age and life 
experience matter (e.g.. Sutter & Kocher 2007b), or how 
results extend to more representative subject pools (e.g .. Belle
mare et al. 2008; Carpenter eta!. 2008). Along the way, research
ers oftt>n establish whether and how students clilfer from the 
general population. 

As Henrich et al. point out. understanding the potential influ
ence of cross-societal (or cttlh1ral) differences in (economic) 
beh;l\~Or is a pmticularly interesting direction for investigating 
generalizability. But it poses furtl1er clJallenges, in particular if 
socio-demographic factors matter (as some of the above-cited 
research suggests). The reason is that socio-demographic influ
ences might be confounded with genuine societal or cultural 
diJI'erences. The problem is exacerbated the more subject pools 
are actually being compared. Again, to ensure that confounds 
are minimized, sh1dent subject pools are often the best available 
choice (Bohnet e t al. 2008; Herrmann et al. 2008) to establish a 
clean benchmark result on how people from different societal/ 
cultural backgrounds behave in the exact same decision situ
ation - a fundamental question from the generality perspective 
of economics. The benchmark can - and should(!) - then be 
taken as a starting point for investigating generalizability to 
other social groups. 

It's not WEIRD, it's WRONG: When 
Researchers Overlook uNderlying Genotypes, 
they will not detect universal processes 
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Abstract: We dispute Henrich et al.'s analysis of cultmal rlilferenccs at 
tile level of a narrow behavioral-expression for assessing a unive rsalist 
argument. \ Vhen Researchers Overlook uNderlying Genotypes 
(VVRONC), they fail to detect univ('rsal pro~"esses that generate 
observed d ifl'erences in expression. We reify tilis position with our o""' 
cross-cultural research on self-enhancement 'mel self-esteem. 

We tuspute the level of analysis Henrich eta!. bave employed to 
conclude that members of Western, Educated, Indushialized, 
Rich, and Democratic (v\'EIRD) societies are non- representative 
of the human species and to determine, more generally, whether 
an observed cultural difference conh·aclicts a universalist argu
ment. Borrowing from the biological lexicon, our position is as 
follows: Analysis of dilference at the level ol' a narrow phenotypic 
behavioral-expression precludes detection of human universals 
that operate at the level of an absh·act genotypic process. 
Stated othel'\,~se. When Researchers Overlook uNderlying 
Genotypes (our acronym WRONG), they will fail to detect 
universal processes that generate obse1vecl eli fferences in 
ex11ression (Kobayashi & Brown 2003). We first frame om pos
ition 'vitb an example and then reify our position 'vitb our own 
cross-cultural research on self-enhancement and self-esteem -
phenomena from which Henrich et a!. deiived their WEIHD 
conclusion. 

The human diet exemplifies our position (Seclikitles & Gregg 
2008). When considered at the narrow level of observed behav
ior, human societies appear extraordinarily dilferent in regard 
to what they eat (e.g., a Kosher tliet precludes pork; a Jain diet 
is vegeta1ian). When considered more broaclly. however, the 
diverse diets are connected and assimilated by a unive rsal need 
for sustenance. It would be faulty indeed to conclude that the 
need for sustenance is less prononnced, if not absent, i.n one 
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society because it consumes less, if not any, of the foods con
sumed by another society - what is consumed depencl~ on 
factors sueh as climate aml custom. Our poiut, of course, is 
that human universals operate at the abstract level of process
and-function, and the ex11ression of the universal emerges in con
junction \\~th contextual considerations (Schlenker 1974). 

To be clear. we do not oppose the study of concrete behavior. 
Cataloguing behavioral dillerences across societies certainly con
hibutes to understanding the human condition. However, the 
presence of a behm~oral difference per se is not e\~dence con
tnny to a universalist argument. The necessmy eonsicleration is 
whether the obsetved difference is produced by a process or 
Function common across societies. 

Hemieh e t al. suggest that WEIRD societies Rre peenliar, in 
part, because they uniquely possess positive selF-views. Such a 
conclusion, however, is a consequence of the WRO 'G strategy. 
Our own cross-cultural programs of research on the selfeulumce
ment motive (i.e., need to maintain a positive sense of self) and 
self-esteem. (i.e., an affective self-evaluation) indieate that a posi
tive selF-view is a human tendency. 

Our primmy studies and meta-analytic syntheses indicate that 
both Westerners and Easterners self~enhance, but they do so on 
different athibute dimensions. 1 "Vesterners self-enh<u1ce (i.e., 
deem self as superior to peers) on att1ibutes relevant to individu
alism, and Easterners self-e tlbance on attributes relevant to col
lectivism. This is because Westerners deem individualism, and 
Easterners deem eolleetivism, as impottant. Here a common 
process (sclf~enhancing on important attributes) is differentially 
expressed (individualism vs. collectivism), because culture 
afFects the ex11ression, not the presence, of the enhancement 
motive (Brown & Kobayashi 2002; Sedikides et al. 2003; SeJi
kides ct al. 2005; 2007a; 2007b). Furthermore, that common 
process has the same functional association with psychological 
adjush11ent in both cultures: Self-enhancing on important athi
butes promotes better adjustment (e.g. , greater well-being, less 
depression,) among Easterners and V/estcrners (Gaerh1er et al. 
2008; Kobayashi & Brown 2003; O'Mara et al. 2009). Therefore, 
when assessed at the absh·act level of process and function , 
members of "VE!RD societies are qnite normal in their shiving 
for a positive self-view. 

As Henrich et al. suggest, Eastern samples typically provide 
lower ex1Jiicit reports of self-esteem than do Westem samples 
(Heine et al. 1999). Snch ex11licit repotts, however, <ll'e compro
mised by a pervasive modesty norm in Eastern cultures (Brown, 
in press; Kurman 2003). Indeed, the cultural clHTerences occur in 
reports of cognitive self~evalnation, not affective self-regard, ancl 
these differences vanish when modesty is statL~tically controlled 
(Cai et al. 2007). Similarly. cultural differences in self-esteem 
vanish when self-esteem is assessed 'vith implicit measures that 
circumvent modesty norms (e.g., Yamaguchi et al. 20t)7). Fur
thermore, self-esteem reveals the same functional pattems 
across cultures. Self-esteem predicts greater well-being ant! 
lower depression in the East (Cai et al. 2009), just as it does in 
the West (Taylor & Brown 1988). Like,~se, self-esteem bolsters 
against threats to self-wotth in both cultures such that failure 
feedlmck more strongly e roLles immediate feelings of worth for 
low rather than high selF-esteem persons (Brown et al. 2009). 
Hence, when assessed at the absb·act level of process and func
tion, members of "VE!RD societies are quite normal in their 
possession of a positive-self view. 

In summaty, testing human universals at the level of nan·ow 
behavioral clill'erences betweell societies is the "VRONG strat
egy. Human universals operate at the abstract level of process 
and function . and such universals can generate obse1ved diffe r
ences. We conclude "~th application of our argument to the 
man-to-boy insemination rituals of New Guinea \~th whicl1 
Henrich et al. hegan their article. At the narrow level of the 
observed behavior, the rituals seem bizarre in regm·d to 
WEIRD standards. When considered more abstractly in tenns 
of process or function (i.e., a social practice marking a boy's 
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passage to manhood), the rituals connect \vith coming-of-age 
tituals practiced i.n other societies, sueh as the Bar and Bat 
!VIitzval t, Credo-baptism, Debutante Ball, and Sweet Sixteen. 
The observed behaviors cettainly differ, but the wJderlying 
psychological process is the same. 

NOTE 
1. Here and in the follo\\ong, we use the terms Eastern and Weslem 

for exvedicnct' in reference to S<lmplcs from East Asia versus samples 
from the United States, Canada. and Westem Europe. 
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Ab sh·act : Can the Internet reach beyond the U. S. college samples 
predominant in social science research? A Sample of 564,502 
pruticipants completed a personality questionnaire online. We found 
that 19% were not from advanced economies; 20% were fi·om non
Western societies; 35% of tlol' \Vestern-society sample were not from 
the United States; and 66% of the U. S. sample were not in the 18- 22 
(college) age group. 

Henrich et al. show tl1at the vast majority of research in the be
havioral sciences continues to be based on popttlations the 
authors call WEI Rl) because they are nnlikely to be representa
tive of humankind. Even more alarmingly, much of the research 
published ill top-tier jouruals is 11ot even representative of the 
populations in WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, 
Rich, and Democratic) counhies. For example, in the 510 
samples published in the jo11mal of Pe1·so1wlity and Social Psy
clwlogy (JPSP) in 2002. 85% of tl1ern were student samples, 
7l% of the participants were female. more than 80% were 
white, and the mean age was 22.9 years (Gosling et al. 2004). 

What should we do ahout this? Henrich et <tl. condnde their 
article by urging institutions to improve the infi-astructure for col
lecting data from non-WElHD samples as weJJ as the incentives 
for sh.tclying them. However, Henrich et al. offer vety little in the 
way of conerete praetical suggestions for expancling tl1e reach of 
research in the behavioral sciences. 

We propose that the lntemet holds great promise for broaden
ing the participant base of research in the behavioral sciences 
(Gosling & Johnson 2010; Heis & Cos ling 2010). Using the Inter
net, researchers ca11 deliver to participants a broad range of 
graphics, photographs, and dynamic media (Krantz & Williams 
2010); obtain informant reports (Vazire 2010); and administer 
surveys (Tnten 2010), questionnaires (johnson 20Hl), ability 
tests (Schroeders et al. 2010), and expe1iments (Heips & 
Krantz 2010). Pa tticipants can be randomly assigned to exper
imental conditions, reaction times caD be measuJ·ed, and a 
broad range of incentives for participation can be offered 
{Ciiritz 2010). 

Internet methods offer researchers many advantages over tra
ditional methods in terms of improved efficiency, accuracy, cost 
pffectiveness, and reach (Gosling & Johnson 2010; Gosling 
e t al. 2004; Reis & Gosling 2010). But how do Internet samples 
fm·c regarcling Hen rich et al. 's concerns about gcneralizability 
and representativeness? We do know tlHtl Intemet samples are 
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generally more diverse than the "traditional" samples in the top 
psychology joumab with respect to gender, socioeconomic 
status, geographic region. aud age (Gosling et al. 2004). But do 
such samples oUer any hope ofreaching the kinds of participants 
that Henrich e t al. rightly note are so under-represented in the 
behavioml sciences? 

To find out, we examiJ1ed a dataset of personality question
naires collected in Dutch, English, German, or Spanish via the 
Internet in 2009 (for detai ls or the method, see Sl"ivastava et al. 
2003). We examined only those 564,502 participants (81 %) 
who had indicated the cotmt•y iJl which they resided and were 
aged between 9 and 90. We followed the four contrasts used 
by Henrich et al.: (I) people fl·om modern industrialized societies 
versus small-scale societies; (2) people from \•Vestem societies 
versus non-Western iJ1dustrialized societies; (3) people from 
the United States versus other Western socie ties; and (4) univer
sity-educated versus nonuniversity-eclucaled people from the 
United States. 

'"'ith respect to tl1e first compm;son, our sample almost cer
tainly fails to capture i.nclividuals living in small-scale societies, 
which is unsurprising given the written format and the languages 
used. So to provide some insight into the extent to which lntem et 
samples capture participants beyond modem industrialized 
societies, we examined the percentage of our pa1ticipants who 
were from the 34 countries classified by the International Mon
etmy Fund (Hvl F) as "advanced economies" ('vVEO Groups and 
Aggregates Information 2009): 19% ( = 104,928) were not 
fi'om these advanced economies. 

With respect to the second contrast, we found that 20% 
(N = 111,962) of the sample were from non-'vVestern societies 
(i.e., not from North Amedca, Israel, Australia, New Zealand, 
and Western Europe). With respect to the third contrast, 
\vithin these Western societies, 35% (N = 158,300) were not 
fl·om the United States. 

With respeet to the folllth contrast, we did uot have iufor
mation on whether the participants were college students. 
However, we do know that 66% (N = 369,916) of the sample 
(who ranged in age between 9 and 90) were not from the 18 to 
22 age group that clum~eterizes the vast majmi ty of college sh•
dents. With respect to diversity in te rms of etllJlicity, a substantial 
41% were non-white. 

All four eonh·asts suggest that Internet samples are not as 
dominated hy WEIRD participants a.~ are samples currently pub
lished i.n behavionJ science journals. Moreover, even tlwugh the 
percentages of non-WEIRD participants in the Internet samples 
may seem modest, Internet methods permit the collection or 
large samples, so the absolute sample sizes of non-\~leird partici
pm1ts can be quite impressive. For example, altlwugh the sample 
was predominantly North American (52% from the United States 
and 5% fl·om Canada). the sample represented a breadth of geo
graphic regions from around the world: 111 countries, from 
Alb<Ulia (N = 215) to Venezuela (N = 1,920), were represented 
in the sample by at least 100 participants each. 

Om data were collected using a website that clid not specifi
cally target non-WEIHD samples and used Western languages 
(D utch, English, German, Spanish) predominant in WEIRD 
countries; thus, Lbe findings almost certainly underestimate the 
percentages of non-WEIHD participants that con lei be obtained 
in sh•dies targeting non-WEIHD participants and using 
languages common iJJ non-,.YEIRD samples. 

Like all methods, Intemet-baseclmcthods arc subject to limit
ations. The samples are certainly not representative or human
kind, pruticipants must have access to the Intemet and know 
how to use a Web browser, ami some studies cannot be delivered 
online (Johnson & Gosling 2010). However, the global spread of 
\ .Yeb access,,~]! cLminish the sampling biases. Moreover, current 
infnL,tm chlre and technology already provide tl1e means for dis
tributing compensation to participants (e.g., \~a Amazon.com's 
Mechanical Turk) and for accessing populations tl1at do not 
have their o\\ryl Web access (e.g., via laptop computers, tablets, 

and smart-phones administered by local research assistants, 
even those \\~th minimal technical luwwledge). 

No single method can recti fy the fielcl"s over-reliauce on 
'vVElRD samples. However, Internet methods are one promising 
tool that should be used in combination with others to combat 
the problem of WEIRD research. Onr •malyses suggest that 
Internet samples t:an help ameliorate tl1e biases found in 
typical research samples and can help wean WEIRD researchers 
off WEI HD samples. 

WEIRD walking: Cross-cultural research on 
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Abstract: Motor development - traditionally shJclicd in WEI RD 
populations - falls victim to assumptions of universality similar to other 
domains described by Henrich et al. However, c ross-cultural research 
illustrates the extraordinary d iversity that is normal in motor skill 
acq•Iisitimt. In<lee<l, motor de·velopment provides an i1nporhmt <lotnaiJJ 
for evalualing cultural challenges to a general beha,~orai science. 

Heurit:h e t al. remiud us, like otbers before (e.g., Bornstein 1980; 
Graham 1992; Kennedy ct a!. 1984; Moghatldam 1987; Parke 
2000; Russe ll 1984; Sexton & Misiak 1984; Triandis 1980), 
about the formative role of culture in all human behavior. 
Even basic psychological processes such as perception are 
subject to cultural variation (Segall e t aL 1966). Nonetheless, 
psychological research remains largely ethnocentric. 

Consider basic processes in motor development. Cross-cul
hlral compru;sons se1ve as nah1ral experiments revealing the 
effects of experience on motor development and highlighting 
diversity in developmental pathways and tlw range in human 
potential (Adolph e t al. 2010; Bornstein 1995). Yet, the field 
suffers from long-standing >L~slnnptions of universality based on 
norms established ''~th WEIRD populntions. 

llistoJically, research on motor development focused on estab
lishing universals. Led by Gesell. early pioneers established the 
practice of cataloging the ages and stages of motor development. 
In p>nticular. Cesell's (1928) tesru1g procedures, test items, and 
developmental norms - e>-lJlicitly and deliberately based on 
behaviors of WEIRD children - inspired the widely used 
Bayley (1969) and Denver Scales (Frankenburg & Dodds 
1967), whic·li tlescdbe tl1e developmental timing and sequeuce 
of iJJJants' motor skills. Such normative templates are the 
current, accepted gold standard of motor development, and are 
regarded as presc•iptions of what is desired, rather tlum relatively 
narrow desc,;ptions of what may be acquired. 

Due to the prevailing emphasis on motor milestones, cross
cultural research has been dominated by normative comparisons 
of onse t ages. Recent evidence shows that cultural cliOerences in 
daily childrearing practices can mq1lain accelerated and delayed 
onset ages relative to WEIHD norms (sec Adolph ct al. 2010. 
for a review). For example, in some regions of Africa, the Carib
bean, and India, caregivers vigorously massage and exercise 
infants as part of daily batl1ing routines, stretching infants' 
limbs, tossing the m into the air, and propping them into sitting 
and walking positions (Bril 1988; Super 1976). Infants who 
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receive massage and exercise begin sitting and walking at earlier 
ages than infm1ts who do not (Hopkins & Wesh·a 1988). Labora
tory ex1Jeriruents witl1 random assigrnneut to exercise am! control 
groups confirm these reSLLits: A few minutes of daily exercise 
accelerates walking onset (Zelazo 1983). 

Reciprocally, restricted practice can delay the age at which 
children reach motor milestones. IJl Northern China, the 
practice of toileting infants by laying them on their backs in 
sandbags for most of the day delays the onset of sitting, crawling, 
and walking by several montl1s (Mei 1994). Among \I\IEIRD 
families, tl1e recent practice of puttin~ infants to sleep on their 
backs rather than their stomachs llas resulted in delayed 
onset of crawling and other prone skills (Davis et al. 1998). In 
cultures that do not encourage crawling (including WEIHD 
infants circa 1900), large proportions of infants skip crawling 
altogether (Hopkins & Westra 1988), either bum-shuflling or 
proceeding straight to walking (Fox et al. 2002; Robson Hl84; 
Trettien 1900). 

Other aspects of motor development are also influenced by 
culture and context. For example, childrearing practices can 
aiTect the shape of developmental trajectories. In \J\TEIRD cul
tures, uptight leg movements show a well-kno\1~1 U-shapecl tra
jectOiy: Newborn stepping disappears after about 2 months of 
age and upright stepping docs not re turn until the end of the 
first year. But ill cLLitures where caregivers exercise infants' leg 
movements (and this is confirmed in laborat01y e~'Periments), 
stepping shows monotonic increase throughout the first year 
(Super 1976; Zclazo 1983). 

Foot-binding in China provides an extreme example of how 
cultural practices affect the form of movements. For 1,000 
years, mothers deformed their daughters' feet to ~ve them the 
walkiJlg gait of a "tender young willow shoot in a spring 
breeze" (Chew 2005). Feet 3 inches in length were achieved 
through years of h·aining <tnd excmciating pain. The routine 
(typically beginuiug betweeu 5 aud 8 years of age) iuvolved 
breaking Four toes on each foot and bending and tightening 
them in place with bandages. Girls then relearned how to walk 
"~th altered balance constraints of their shortened feet. This 
custom was eradicated in the 1920s. 

Cultural practices also affect the endpoint of development. 
Daily tasks require peoples of Africa, Asia, and North America 
to develop walk-ing and running skills that excPed the abilities 
of WEIRD adults. Aflican women and Nepalese porters of 
both genders carry immense loads by modi~~ng tlwir walking 
galt to consetve mechanical energy (Heglund et al. 1995). They 
routinely cany more than their body weight for many J..;lometers 
(Bastien et al. 2005). Tarahumara.n lnclian children, women, and 
men of Mexico run 150 to 300 kilometers round-the-clock lor fuJl 
and for persistence hunting (Bennett & Zingg 1935). Endpoints 
can also stop short of what is ex11ected. Crawling on hands and 
feet before walking is typical in WEIRD infants, but some 
families of adults in rural Turkey crawl on hands and feet 
instead of walking (Humphrey et al. 2005). In contrast to most 
cultures, the parents of these adult children never encouraged 
walki11g, and tl1e plimary models for locomotion were siblings 
who also crawled instead of walked. 

Ilemich et al. raise an imp01tant point about commonaJjties 
across cultmes \\~th diOerent childrearing practices. Basic 
motor fimctions - manual, postural, and locomotor skills - that 
are tmiversally useful and adaptive m·e present in evmy society 
srudied. We arc compa1ing tl1e posrural and manual capacities 
of 5-month-olds in disparate cultures on maternal handling prac
tices (Karasik et al. 2010). Despite different support contexts, 
infauts practice vmious postures with accompanying oppm"tu
nitics for object exploration. These data highHght developmental 
equifinal ity (Bornste in 1995): Although the routes to object 
exploration val)', the outcome is the same. 

Cross-cultural research on motor development is imp01tant 
for establishing general ptinciplcs in developmental science 
and for revealing possibilities in human development hitl1erto 
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unimagined. WEIRD infants sit at 6 months, bnt Aflican 
infimts sit at 4 months. vVElRD mothers would never dream of 
leaviug their young iufants uuatteudetl, but mothers iu Cmner
oon leave their .5-month-olcls (for 20+ miJlutes!) sitting alone 
on high stools. These sorts of phenomena can only be revealed 
with cross-cultnral work pro~iding the impetus for laboratmy 
investigations to consider and test h)1Jotl·1eses previously not 
envisioned. 

The socio-ecological approach turns variance 
among populations from a liability to an asset 
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Abstmct: We C'mphasizc tllC' vain{' of the socio-ccological approach in 
ad<.L·essing the problem of population variances. The socio-ecological 
perspective studies how social and natural habitats shape human 
behaviors, and are in tnrn shaped by those behaviors. This focns on 
system-level factors is particularly wel l-suited to studying the origins of 
group diiJerences in human behavior. 

The target article persuasively demonstrates the perils of build
ing and testing psychological theories almost exclusively on 
Westem, Educated, Indust.tializecl, H.ich, and Democratic 
(WEIH D) people. We wholeheartedly agt·ee that knowledge 
based on \1\TEIRD samples is limited at best and misleadiug at 
worst. The authors' plea for broadening the knowledge base of 
psychological science is valid, timely, and of prime importance 
for the f·uture development of psychological and behm~oral 
sciences. 

Whereas tlte authors' main recotntnendation for a better 
science is to sample participants strategically from cliverse popu
lations, we recommend an additional research strategy based on a 
socio-ecologic<U perspective. Jnst as ecological biologists shtdy 
animals' behaviors in re lation to their natural habitats (e.g., 
Stutchbury & Mo1ton 2001), socio-ecological psychologists 
sh1dy how nahtral and social habitats afl .. ect human mind and be
havior. The first step we recommend is, instead of dismissing the 
research on WEIRD people, to consider tlte simple yet critical 
question of "\Nh)' are WEIRD people so weird to begin with?" 
Once potential explanations are considered, researchers can go 
on to systematically test tl1ese potential causes of human diversity 
in mind and beha,~or as the second step. 

There already are several recent studies using a socio-ecologi
cal perspective that provide important c lues as to why WEIRD 
people are so different from non-WEIRD people, and what 
factors might cause diversity in mind and behavior (see Oishi 
& Graham, in press, for a review). F incher et al. (2008), for 
example, wondered why nations, and indeed, regions, vmy on 
inclividnalism versus collectivism (witl1 the former being typical 
of WEIRD counhies). They showed that llistolic<Jiy low levels 
of pathogen prevalence might be one reason - people in 
nations with low pathogen prevalence do not need to draw 
shmv ingt·oup-outgt·oup distinctions tl1e way people do in 
nations \vitb high pathoge11 prevalence. Similarly, Kitayama 
e t al. (2006) wondered about the origins of rugged individualism 
in the United States, and hypothesized that it is in part due to the 
histoty of the frontier spirit. They found that people in Hokkaiclo, 
the northern island of Japan \\~th a histOI)' of frontier spirit, 
showed a greater degree of American-style incli\~duaLism than 
did mainland Japanese who don't have such a h.isto1y. 
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Oishi and colleagues (Oishi et al. 2007; 2009a) like\\~Se won
dered why Americans t)1Jically define themselves in terms of per
souality traits, ski.lls, aud abilities rather thau collective attdbutes 
(Markus & Kitayama 1991) and show conditional group identifi
cation (Cialdini et al. 1976). They demonsh·ated that high resi
dential mohiuty might be partly responsible for such patterns 
of self-concepts and group identification (see Oishi, in press, 
for review). Uskul et al. (2008) speculated that the degree of 
economic interdependence might be in part responsible for Rna
lytic thinking dominant in the United States. They examined 
whet!Jer herders (who are economically iJ1dependent) would 
show a greater degree of analytic tendency than brmers and fish
ermen (who are more dependent on others in their economic 
activities) in the same single region of Turkey. Indeed, they 
found that Turkish herders showed more analytic tendencies 
than did hll'mers and fishermen. Likewise, Yamagishi et <ll. 
(2008) hypotl1esized that preference for unique choice (Kim & 
Markus 1999) among Ame•icans is due i11 p1ut to open as 
opposed to closed social systems, and they demonstrated that 
this was indeed the case. Finally, one of t!Je target article 
authors' own seminal research (see Henrich et al. 200.5) has 
importantly sho\\~1 that market integration and payofl's to 
rooperation in daily economic acti,~ties predicted cross-societal 
variations in behavioral responses in the Ultimatum Game. 

A socio-ecologiml perspective may help us to understand not 
only cross-societal va•i ation, but vmiation \~thin WEll{]) popu
lations, too. For example, mean punishment e:-.vemlitu res from 
tile Public Goods Game dcsclibed in the target article's 
Figure 4 show high diversity \~th in \ .YEJRD samples: The 
United States and Australia are at one end and Germany and 
Den mark are at the other encl. The socio-ecological perspective 
helps us to generate various hypotl1eses regarding this vmiation . 
For instance, the United States and Australia are nations high in 
residential mobility, wherea~ Germany and Denmark a~·e nations 
low in residential mobility. Could these within-vVEIRD vari
ations be the result of societal clifl'erences in residential mobility 
(and temporariness of group membership)? If so, would there be 
a comparable \~thin-nation variation in punishment beha~ors 
between residentially mobile cities (e.g., Atlanta) and residen
tially stable cities (e.g .. Philadelphia), a within-city variation 
between residentially mobile people and stable people, and 
even a "~thin-person va1iation between the times when people 
are thinking about moving and the times they are thinking 
about staying? In tl1e area of self~concept and conditional 
group identification, Oishi and colleagues have found such 
\~thin-society variations as well as cross-society vmiations (see 
Oishi, in press, for re~ew). 

\Ve are of course not claiming that all variation between 
human populations is clue to socio-ecological factors. There is 
no doubt that biological and evolutionmy forces also play an 
important role. However, a socio-ecological perspective does 
provide a concrete framework for searching for the causes of 
diversit)' and universality of mind and behavior. 

In conclusion, we agree that psychological knowledge should 
not be solely based on WEIRD people. We also agree ''~th 
Henrich et al. that it is important to include hu·ge and diverse 
samples i11 our science. \.Ye recommend two additional steps 
for researchers. First, ask the simple, yet important question of 
"Why are WEI RD people so weird?" Second, test whether any 
potential socio-ecological factors tlJat might make WEIRD 
people weird account for societal, regional, and i.nclividual vaJi
ations in a broad array of phenomena central to btunan psychol
ogy. These two aclcutional steps are c•itical because tl1ey can 
convmt the research on limited \iVEIHD samples from a major 
liability (as tile authors suggest) to a major asset from which we 
can build and develop the type of psychological and beha~oral 
sciences that tl1e authors promote in their target arbcle - the 
psychological and beha~om.l sciences tllat illuminate tlte causes 
of universality and diversity in mind and beha~or. Instead of dis
missing the research based on WEfRD people, we can start a 

better science from it! We believe that a socio-ecological 
perspective is particularly helpf·ul to tl1is encl. 
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Abstract: Henrich et al. address how culttu·e leads to cognitive variability 
and recommend that researchers be critical about the samples they 
investigate. 1-lowevt>r. there are other sources of variability, su<:h a-.; 
in<U~dual strategies in reasoning and the <:ontent and context on which 
processes operate. Because strategy and content drive variability, those 
Factors are of primary interest, while cnltun~ i.< merdy incidental. 

llenrich et al.'s thought-provoking article discusses two major 
issues - how psychologists should pursue research, and how 
culture leads to cognitive valiabilit)'. In what follows, we 
address these issues in tum, and argue that any cognitive 
theory ought to account for not only culture, but also other 
sources of cognitive variahility. 

First, Hemic!. et al. compare empirieal data obtaiuetl from 
individual samples that fall under the umbrella descdption 
WEIRD (Western, Educated, lndusltialised, Rich, and Demo
cratic) \~th those obtained elsewhere, and draw the conclusion 
tlutt "WEIRD subjects may often be the worst population from 
which to make ~eueralizations" (sect. 7.1.2). For example, they 
report that people in many non-Western samples do not ex'Peri
ence the Miiller-Lyer illusion as sh·ongly as do AmPiicans, and 
query tllat ''if ~snal perception can v<uy, what kind of psychologi
cal processes can we be sure ,,~JJ not vruy?'' (sect. 3.1, para. 5). 
However, while Henrich et al. caution against making sweeping 
generalizations from limited sets of data, they do not ex'Plain 
why they are permitted to make sweeping generalizations of re la
tivism from tl1eir own data - tlw Milller-Lyer illusion is but one 
single phenomenon in visual perception, harcUy representative of 
all ~stml perceptual processes. What would count as a represen
tative sample of hmmm psychology? The a~se1iion til at WEIRD 
p<uticip;mts are least representative of human psychology implies 
that there is a more representative sample, but Henrich et al. 
have f<1iled to specify it. We believe that such a specification 
can only be arrived at empilicaUy, and tllat it is impossible to 
specify ll priori what a representative sample of human cognition 
should be. 

Psychological research is the01y-chiven. l-Ienee, in the absence 
of any evidence or theoretical rationale suggesting othen\~Se, 
\VEIRD samples ;u·e a convenient proxy for conducting research, 
and tl1ey allow researchers to draw tentative conclusions about 
d1e matter of investigation. We acknowledge t!Jat ce1tain specific 
psychological phenomena obse•ved in \.YEIRD samples may not 
uccm in other populations, and such discrepancies may help 
researchers make more accurate pretli.ctions in future exper
iments. Henrich et al.'s results underline the point that tental'ive 
conclusions are needed in order to support or contravene a 
tl1e01y. 

Second, Henrich ct a l. have identified culture as a major 
source of cognitive valiability, but we believe it is important to 
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examine other sources of variability, as well. Cognitive processes 
are by nahtre non-deterministic: Children do not employ a deter
ministic strategy to pe,-form cognitive tasks (e.g., Siegler 1996), 
and patients with dementia, head injmy, ADHD, and schizo
phrenia are even less consistent in their thinking (for a review, 
see MacDonald e t al. 2006). Like\vise, the same individual may 
perform a task differently at different times. In one of ou'r 
studies (Bucciarelli & Johmon-LaiHl 1999), a group of partici
pants had to draw deductions from syllogistic premises by 
using cut-out paper shapes representing syllogistic te rms. 
Results showed that individuals' strategies differed from uial to 
trial in terms of which premises to interpret first, how to interpret 
the premises, and how to diligently search for counterexamples. 
As a result, it was impossible to predict individuals' cogrtitive 
operations based on their previous perfom1ance. 

What other sorts of factors affect the way we think? Matura
tional and psychopalhological factors are clear determinants, 
but the content on which a cognitive process operates may 
affect the process itse lf. Indi,~duals think about different <!On
tents because they diJTer in their ex-periences, education, and 
beliefs. CultuJ·e may explain variabili ty in these factors only to a 
certain extent, and hence psychologists ought to develop theories 
thM explain how a cognitive process (a) <!an be modulated by 
content, and (b) develops and decays under normal and patho
logical conditions, respectively. 

Consider the case of bicultural individuals. The behaviour of 
these i ntlh~duals is guided by one intemalized culture or the 
other at different moments (e.g., Ng & Lai 2009; Pouliasi & Ver
kuyten 2007), and they organize their cultural identities diHer
ently (H<nitatos & Benet-Martfnez 2002). When bicultural 
individuals ' cultures contain inconsistent moral values, they \viii 
experience moral dilemmas such as the following desc1ibed by a 
19-year-old second-generation Indian American: "I enjoy my 
Indian culhue, l feel that it is 1ich in tradition, morali ty, <mel 
beauty; coufused be<!ause I have been in many situations where 
I feel being both cultures is not an option ... I feel like you 
have to choose one or the other" (llaritatos & Benet-Martinez 
2002). How might a theory e~-plain this phenomenon? 1\•lental 
models themy (e.g., Johnson-Laird 2006) allows for individuals 
to entertain inconsistent beliefs, because we tend to rely on separ
ate sets of beliefs in separate contexts (Johnson-Laird et al. 2000). 
This is evident in moral reasoning, in which moral intuitions and 
conscious moral reasoning m·e based on beliefs that are neitl1er 
<!Omplete nor mnsistent (Btwciarelli e t al. 2008). Our conception 
of culture therefore diJlers from that in cross-cultural psychology, 
which considers culhll'e as a ne twork of discrete, specific con
stmcts that guide cognition only when they come to tl1e fore
ground in an individual's mind (Hong et al. 2000). 

How do cross-cultural dilferences in thinking emerge in a 
society? Henrich et al. explain the development of these diAe r
ences by appealing to content (data perceived, norms, and <!cm
notatious) and mntexi (individuals' contemporary em~ronment, 
the environment during development, and the immediate e>.-pe r
imental environment). \·Ve emphasize that an analysis of reason
ing strategies can explain vmiability witl1in the same indh~clual . 
Therefore, if content, context, and strategy ruive cultunl differ
ences, then those factors are of primruy i11 terest, whereas cultural 
diAerences are merely incidental. Cognitive theories should dis
tinguish between the universal processes they propose and tl1e 
specific <!ontents on which they operate. For instance, our 0\\~1 
theory of moral reasoniJ1g (Bucciarelli c t al. 2008) posits that 
moral reasoning is simply normal deontic reasoning (Bucciarelli 
& Johnson-Laird 2005) applied to moral contents and contexts. 
Moral contents and conte:d:s may differ a~ross cultures, but the 
theory of deontic reasoning we propose is, and ought to be, 
domain-general. Such a dissociation between general compu
tational operations and the contents they operate on allows 
researchers to construct the01i es that are sensitive not just to 
cultural diHerenccs, but to age-related, social, personality, and 
strategic differences, as well. 
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Abstm ct: There ar(' many methodological considerations - some 
intricately associated witb tbe use of WEllill samples- that adversely 
affect external validity as much as. or even more than, umepresentative 
sampling tlocs. Among suspect appl ications, espcciaiJy worrisom<" is the 
incorporation of WEIRD-based findings regarding moral reasoning anti 
reh·ibution into nonnative exvectations, such as might be held by 
international criminal trilmnals in "cognitively distant" war-torn areas. 

The article hy I-I enrich et al. is a valuable contribution that goes 
beyond p1ior critiques of the deplorable lack of representative
ness of a large propmtion of participant samples that have 
been used in the beha~.oral sciences. The cogency of argumenta
tion, and both the breadth and the detail of the empirical docu
mentation tl1at is prm~ded , are impressive. Therefore, my 
commentmy "~ll not challenge tl1e main tl1esis proposed by 
Henrich et al. Instead, its putlJose is to supplement and iJ1crease 
the scope of their article's argument. 

An impmiant, although perhaps self-evident, observation is 
that the authors' thesis concemiJ1g \VEIRD sarnples would be 
even more useful (pe rhaps considerably more so) had they at 
least mentioned and brit>fly outlined some other factors - often 
closely, and sometimes unavoidably, associated \~tl1 the research 
designs using WEIRD samples - which may even more detri
mentally affect the generalizability (external validity) of the 
results than does tl1e lackofWEIRD samples· representativeness. 

An abbre,~ated list of such factors \~ll have to suffice here: unre
presentative sets of independent variables; mtificiality of research 
settings; a limited number of tasks (often a single task) tl1rough 
which tbe independent variables are presented: and relying on a 
single data-collection method (such as qtJestionnaires, su1veys, 
or rating smles) - and therefore obtaining a single dependent 
measme (or an uninformatively correlated set of measures) that 
is often qualitatively cli(\erent from the one to which generalization 
is sought in the "real world." The mentioned factors are highly rel
evant for a more complete understanding of the issues iu some of 
tl1e ru·eas discussed in the target aJticlc, especiaUy faimess and 
cooperation, punishment of ·'excessive" cooperators, personal 
choice, .. fundmnental attribution error,'' and moral reasoning. 

Moreover, one must wony about the (statistical) interaction of 
the eH'ect of WEIRD samples' uniqueness (cxtremjt:y, non-modal 
character) \vith the eJfects of these additional factors (e.g., the fre
quently highly artificial tasks), such that the overall result 
(especially when interadions are of a multiplicative form) would 
be even more misleading witb regard to some real-world crite rion 
and domain of desired application than is the case on the basis of 
WEIRD samples' "dilferenmess'" alone. On the other hand, if, for 
example, a greater variety of tasks were used, the presently 
obse1ved differences between \~'EIRD and various non
WEIRD samples might in some cases disappear. One simply 
cannot predict what would happen '~thout doing the research. 

The above family of metl10dological observations h<L' it' root in 
the pioneering work of Campbell and colleagues (e.g., CampbeU 
& Stanley 1963; Webb et al. 1966). Among the subsequent em pili
cal demonstrations of some of the underlying p1inciples were the 
sh.1clies by Ebbesen and Konecni: for example, of decisions under 
Jisk (in automobile d1i~ng: e.g., Ebbesen et al. 1977; Konecni 
e t al. 1976) and of key decisions by judges, prosecutors, and other 
participants in the c1iminal justice system (Konecni & EbbesPn 
1982b). An imporhmt aspect of tl1is work has been the muste1i ng 
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of the theoretical and empilical support for the idea of volidaled 
sim~tlolious in behavioral science {Konecni & Ebbesen 1992). 

Among the jutlidal decisions studied in this research program 
were those of the setting of bail and, especially, the sentencing of 
felons (e.g., Ebbesen & Koneeni W75; Koneeni & Ebbesen 
1982a). This work utilized both WEIRD and non-WEIRD samples 
(as in the fuurtl1 "telescoping contrast" in Hendch et al.; see sect. 
6) and supports the target article's skepticism. Moreover, a more 
general, but logical, extension is to qnestion the applicability of' 
\VEIRD-based findings regarding aggressiveness, rehibution, fair
ness and equity, and moml reasoning in genenu ( cf. sec.'t. 4.4.) to iuter
rwtionallaw. Here the most troubling possibility is the deliberate or 
unc'Onscious inm1poration of WEIHD-based findings into the nor
mative expectations held by intemational bodies in ··(.~Jgnitively 
distm1t" war-tom areas - such as in Rwanda by the United Nations 
Assistance Mission for H\1r.mda and the lntemational Criminal Tribu
nal for Rwanda. What must be very carefully taken into acmunt are 
not only the enom1ous comple"ities of ;mcient bibal relations, but 
also those stemming fi·mn massive religious conversions by some of 
the waning parties tmdcr an external oppressor (as in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, another intemationally adjuchcated wnlhct). 

1n smn, there is fi1r more to extemal validity than the nnrepresen
tativeness of samples. The only b1.uy solid reasou to b1.1st an exper
imental simulation (especially one that potentially involves 
enom1ous human costs) is to have had it validated by means of 
cm·ef11l successive approximations to the real world, each step 
moving closer to the actual re<u-world phenomenon - not just ''~tb 
diHerent participant samples, but also guided by a multi-method X 
nmlti-dependent-measure mah·ix (Koneeni & Ebbesen 1992). 

Some additiomu obse1vations are in order. Just a.' Nature Genetic.~ 
requires all empuical papers to include data from two independent 
samples (target article, sect. 6.2, para. 3), the ]au mal of Personality 
a11d Social Psychology, for example, might begin to require not just 
the use of at le'L't two diflerent methocl, in the laboratoty, but also 
both laboratmy and field research - before researchers move away 
from psychology freshmen. If this were required, it seems likely 
that some "cute," supposedly countetintuitive, task-specific eflects 
(including in the area of hetnistics and biases) would not be repli
cated even "~th different vVEI H D samples. I am not as favorably dis
posed as Henlich ct a!. apparently arc to Mook's (1983) idea that the 
use ofWEIRD samples is justified "when seeking existential proofs" 
(sect. 7.1.6, para. 1 ); nor to the authors' admittedly clever idea of 
setting up research facil.ities in bns termimus <mel aiqJoJts to 
captme non-wliversity p<utidp<mts (sect. 7.3, para. 6) - if the 
same old suspect methods, such as "reactive" questionnaires and 
games \l~th bivial pay-offs, would continue to be used. 

Hemich et <ll. believe that beha1~oral scienti~ts' tendency to claim 
"universality'' for datn obtained \l~tl1 WEIRD participtmts may in 
patt be due to so many resem·chers themselves being WEIHD 
(sect. 7.1.1, para. 8). This fact may also be partly responsible for 
resem·chers' relative reluctmK-e to wony aclecluately about extemal 
validity and about the effects of complex higher-order interactions 
among type of participants. methods, and settings. A sustained inter
est in such interactions may require aconlex:lual (" field-dependent") 
worlclview and a holistic reasoning style that is (according to Hemich 
etal.) less utili2ed by'WEIRD people, who fiworanalytical rew;oning. 
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Abst·ract: This ~'Ommenlal)' "~ll extend the te rritoryclaimedin the target 
article by identif)rinf( several other m·eas in the social sciences where 

findings f'rom the WEIHD population have been over-generalized. An 
argument is made that the root problem is the ethnocentrism or 
scholars, trxtbook authors, and social commentators, which lends them 
to take their 0\\01 cultural values as the norm. 

r am grate fill to the authors of the target ati:icle ftlr illuminating 
this ve1y sedous problem in the social and behavioral sciences. I 
also have written critically on the issue, but \vithout the courage 
to fully assert the fundamental weirdness of researchers' favorite 
subjects. 1 will add to Henrich eta I.'s catalog by briefly revie\ving 
severru areas where the WEIRD tribe can be shm\~1 to he 
e:\ireme outliers. 

Culture and cognitive development. The best known model of 
cognitive development originated 11~th the S\viss biologist, Jean 
Piaget. He derived his theo1y hu·gely on hi5 obse1vations ;md 
interactions \·vith his 0\\~1 very brainy and sophisticated children 
(Vidal 1994). As Piaget (and colleagues) tested his propositions, 
subjects were largely dra\\o1 From the same milieu of middle
chL5S European society. Piaget led the vanguard but a veritable 
army of cognitivists followed in llis wake. The models that 
emerged were rooted entirely in research with children from 
the WEI RD tribe. Had these scholars delved into the anthropo
logical literature, particularly with respect to the cognitive 
processes implicated in native belief systems, they might have 
paused to consider the implications. Indeed, Alexander Luria, 
close colleague of Lev Vygostsky, h·aveled to Cenh·al Asia in 
the 1930s and easily discovered alternative patten1S of thinking 
in the reasoning of Uzbek peas;mts (Lmia 1976). 

Later, researchers working in \Vest Africa (Dasen et al. 1978; 
Greenfield 1966) and Papua ew Guinea (PNG) (Kelly 1971) 
sought to test these theoretical idea' about children's cognitive 
development outside the West and found that they didn't hold 
up very well, especially beyond early childhood. As Luria had 
earlier shown, scholars were finding that cognitive "devPiop
ment" was rbiven by exposm e to modern institutions - school
ing, in pmticular - rather thau reliably erupting, like secoud 
molars (Cole ct al. 1971). Others succeeded in showing vety 
specific connections between cultural practices and cognitive 
skill (Price-Williams et al. L969). Somewhat later in PNC, the 
typic<U two-culture (WEIRD vs. "other") compmison was broad
ened to systematically assess cognition in a variety of societies 
with vmying subsistence patterns and degrees of acculturation 
(Laney 1983). These stuclies reve:uecl that the patterns of CO!,>'ni
tive behavior in the vVEIRD population were uncommon com
pared to prelerred local altematives (Laney & Strathern 1981). 

Culture and children's social behavior. Social psychologist 
.\1illard Madsen began 1\~th the premise that Westem midcUe
dass children were markedly d!fferent. I-Ie devised a se1ies of inge
nious, game-like devices that unambiguously revealed whetlwr a 
child was disposed towards a competitive or cooperative stance. In 
his initial work, he found that subjects in the United States made 
only competitive moves irt the game (which only rewarded coopera
tive moves). whereas chilcb'en from a Mexican village made only 
cooperative moves. Replicate<] in numerous other societies, the 
studies revealed U.S. children as outliers, being much more com
petitive than children from other societies (Madsen 1971). 
FUJther cross-cultmal vmiation was neatly predicted by the child's 
social circumstances, so village kids were fmmd to be more coopera
tive than mban kids, for example. 1n the highlands ofPNC, Melpa 
children from wm·ting clans were less C"Ooperative than pau~s from 
the same or allied clans (Laney & l\•ladscu 1981). 

Culture and parent-child Interaction. The problem identified 
by Henrich et al. arises. I believe, from a (likely nniversal) ethno
centrism. Contemporary orthodm;y regarding child development 
and child-reming can turn nurture into nature. The way \VEIHD 
parents raise their children becomes more than just the current 
fashion, it becomes "natural," rooted in the phylogeny or 
histmy of the species. This can be quickly ill11sb·ated. 

'vVorking among tl1c Gusii of Kenya, LeVine (2004) bas raised 
doubts about ~viclely accepted tenets of the theoty of infant 
attachment. Like many, if not the majmity of mothers throughout 
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history, Gusii mothers respond to their infant's need for suste
nancP hut otherwhe hu·gely ignore them. Such behavior, if dis
played by a Euro-Amelican mother, would be grounds for a 
dLnician to predict later pathological development. Of course, 
the Gusii children h1rn out fine. Closely related is the practice 
of talking to nonverbal inf;mts using a special speech register 
(baby talk or motherese). O ften assumed to be both universal 
and essential to the development of speech in children, it is in 
fact neither (Ochs & Schieffelin 1984). "Parenting style" the01y 
(Baumrind 1971) cannot 'vitl"L~tand cross-cultural scrutiny. 
Central African Bofi farmers fit the so-called authoritmian pm·
enting style in valuing respect and obedience and exercising coer
cive conb·ol over their children. Bofi children should, therefore, 
he withdrawn, non-empathetic, :md aggressive, and lack initiat
ive. On the contrary, they display precisely the opposite traits, 
leading Fouts (2005) to condude tl1at the t11eory "has very little 
explanatory power among the Bon" (p. 361). 

Parent-child play is another in this basket of parenting belm
viors that illustrates how nurture is made out to be nature. A 
recent textbook desclibes valiation in patterns of parent-child 
play, but never questi.ons its universality (see Scarlett et al. 
200.5). One scholar of infancy claimed that the absence of 
motl1er-inf>mt play signaled attachment failure or worse (Tre
varthen 1983, p. 1.51). E mpirical studies of mother-child play t)1)i
cally report that "Mothers were instructed to play with their [2- to 
3-years-old] children as they would at home" (Stipek 1995, p. 244; 
emphasis added). Another common feah1re is the use of well-off, 
highly educated subjects, with no caveat about the limited gener
alizability of the results (see Sung & llsu 2009, p. 432). However, 
in a recent review of the ethnographic reconl, with hundreds of 
cases, parent-child play was found to be extremely rare and dis
tinctly incompatible 11~th many native ideas about "best practices" 
(Laney 2007). To parents, play's chief value is in keeping chilch·en 
out of the way (Whittemore 1989, p. 92). 

Lastly, I would demur from the notion that parents' adive 
teaching of chilcL·en is both universal and the essential com
ponent of cultmal transmission (Csibra & Gergely 2009; 
Strauss & Ziv 2004). A thorough survey of e thnographic and his
tOlical cases shows teaching by parents to be extremely limited 
(Laney & Grove 2010): children arc expected to learn from 
obsetvation, imitation, :llld practice. As Fiske (1997) notes, in 
the e thnographic record there is "much less child-reming than 
there is culh1re-seeking" (p. Ll). 
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Abst.-act: Ilemich et al. c'Onvincingly caution against the overgenemlizaUon 
of findings from partic11lar h11man populations, but t:1il to apply their 0""' 
compelling reasoning to our nearest living relative.s, the great apes. Here 
we argue that rearing ltistory is eve1y bit as important for understanding 
cognition in other species as it is in humans. 
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Henrich et al. pro\~de a timely cross-cultural analysis of percep
tual and cognitive abilities in hmmms, concluding that a signifi
cant number of allegedly human-universal capacities are, in 
fact, confined to specific socio-cultural environments. lrOllically, 
they caution against overgeneralizing from particular humans to 
all humans, everywhere, hut fail to correctly generalize their own 
arguments to nmthumatl species. In section 7.1.4, Heinrich et al. 
highlight both the need for and the limits of comparisons 
be tween human and nonhuman primates. Their point is that con
tradictOly conclusions about the tamnomic clishibution of cognitive 
abilities could be reached, depending upon which hmnan cultures 
are sampled. What they fail to e lucidate is tlmt precisely the same 
arguments also apply to nonhum<tn p1imates, pmticularly the great 
apes, 11\lm<ms' nem·est living relatives. The over-relianc:e in psychol
ogy on one group of humans, 'vVEIRD, to represent "the human" in 
cognitive tcnllS has a strong parallel in the over-reliance in compara
tive psychology on chimpanzees raised in Barren, InstitlJtional, Zoo, 
And other Hare Rearing Environments (BiZARRE) to represent 
"the chimpanzee." Cross-species compalisons are appropliate only 
,vitJJ careful consiclcmtion of specific rearing environments (e.g., 
Bard 1998; 2008; Bard & Leavens 2009; Boesch 2007; Bulloch 
e t al. 2008; Leavens 2(Xl2; 2004; 2006; Leavens & Racine 2(X)9; 
Leavens et al. 200.Sa, 2008; 2009: Lyn e t al. 2010; Racine et al. 2008). 

The case of manual pointing p rovides an example ofovergencr
alization ill both humans and non humans. 'vVestern scientists por
trayed pointing \\~th the index finger as a human species-specific 
gesture adapted for referential comnnmication (Butterworth 
2003; Eibl-Eibcsfeldt 1989; Povinelli & Da1~s 1994; Povinclli 
et al. 2003). Degas (2001) recently asserted that "[t]he pointing 
gesh1re is exclusively human, and universal \vithin mankind" 
(p. 26.3). In fact, altl10ugh widespread, index-finger pointing is 
neither universal nor nccessruily the predominant manner of 
pointing even where it is found (Enfie ld 20(>1; Wilkins 2003). 
The formerly popular idea that pointing with a particular finger 
extended reflects the shared evolutionary history of all humans, 
everywhere, exemplifies the kind of reckless disregard for cultural 
variability that lien rich et a!. rightly criticize. Production and 
comprehension of pointing are \videly viewed as indices to cogni
tive processes supporting reference, perspective-taking, and the 
construction of shared goals (e.g .. Tomasello 2006). 

Like humans, chimpanzees display group clifferences in point
ing. Figure 1 depicts three pointing phenotypes, all emanating 
from the same gene pool (Leavens 2004; Leavens et al. 200.Sa; 
2008). As tl1is figure makes clear, depencling upon which chim
panzees are sampled, entirely contradictoty conclusions can be 
reached as to whether pointing is a shared characteristic of 
great apes and hlllmms. Consider the incidence of mrmual point
ing: If home-reared or language-trained apes were compared 
\vi th humans from cultures tl1at prohibit manual pointing, one 
could reach the erroneous conclusion that great apes point 
manually, whereas humans do not; tl1is would be a consequence 
of overgeneralizing from both of tl1e specific human and dlim
panzee populations sampled. Recently, numerous researchers 
have reached the erroneous conclusion that only humans point 
declaratively. because they have compared people of largely 
European descent (i.e., vVEIRD ) with wild chimpanzees or insti
tutionalized (i.e., BIZARRE) chimpanzees. Wben chimpanzees 
are raised the way human children are raised, in richly interactive 
contexts, the chimpanzees will go on to point - point \\~th the 
index finger, frequently point declaratively, and eomprehend 
pointing by others (Itahtra & Tanaka 1998; Leavens ct a!. 
2005a; 2008; Lyn et al. 2010). 

Different populations of chimpanzees also display different 
communicative expressions and calls. For example, Figure 2 
depicts Mctv pointing with his index finger to a squeeze bottle 
filled with juice (out of' camera view). The protruded lower lip 
is glossed as the "juice-me" face, and to our knowledge appears 
only in chimpanzees that e>.1Je1ience juice delivery from a 
bottle with a downward-pointing spout. Chimpanzees adapt 
calls to serve functions in captive en\~ronments that di!Ter from 
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Manual Pointing? Extremely rare 

Index Finger? Extremely rare 

Declarative? 

Between Apes? Extremely rare 

Comprehension? 

Yes (>50%) 

Yes (<50%) 

Yes (But rare} 

Yes (But rare} 

Yes («50%} 

Home-raised or 
Language

trained 

Yes (100%) 

Yes (-100%) 

Yes (-95%} 

Yes (-50%) 

Yes (>80%} 

Figure 1 (Leavens et al.) . Pointing incidence, posture, function, and social use r1ffer radically between different populations of 
chimpanzees. Manual pointing: Extension of ann and at least one finger in tiiaclic contexts. Index finger: Pointing with outstJ·etched arm 
and index finger. Declarative: Pointing to draw somebocly's attention to an object or event; includes responses to quelies, such as 
pointing to an object when asked where that object is. Between apes: Pointing by one chimpanzee for another chimpanzee. 
Comprehension: Understanding pointing by others. [Som·ces: Pointing in wild chimpanzees: Inoue-Nakamura and Matsuzawa (1997); 
also sec Pika and Mitani (2006). Pointing in institutionalized chimpanzees: de Waal (1982); Leavens and Hopkins (1998); Leavens et al. 
(1996; 2004a; 2005b); Savage-Rumbaugb (1986); among others. Pointing in home-reared or language-trained chimpanzees is nearly 
ubiquitous and has been described by Ca1penter et al. (1.995); Fouts et al. (1982), Kellogg and Kellogg (1933), Krause and Fouts (1997), 
Lyn et al. (2010), and Wih11er (1909), among others. See Leavens and Racine (2009) and Leavens et al. (2009) for reviews. ] 

their uses in the \vild: chimpanzees in captivity selectively emit 
attention-getting calls and other auditory signals, tactically, as a 
function of whether an obse1ver is looking at them (Hopkins 
et al. 2007; Hostetter et al. 2001; Leavens et al. 2004b; 2010). 

The validity of Henrich et al.'s argument does not suddenly 
collapse when applied to other species. We agree \vith Henrich 

Figure 2 (Leavens et al.). Merv points with his index finger and 
simultaneously displays the "juice-me" face, a facial expression 
unique to certain captive groups. Used \vitb permission from the 
American Psychological Association (Leavens & Hopkins 1998). 

and his colleagues that scientists need to specifY to "which 
people" their flndings can be generalized (sect. 7.3). And we 
argue here, that, given the variabili ty in communicative signaling 
characteristics in diffe rent populations of great apes, there 
is no rational justification for overgeneralizing from BIZARRE 
chimpanzees to the entire chimpanzee species. Like humans, 
chimpanzees evince different cognitive adaptations to different 
environments; no single environmental context can elicit the 
full range of chimpanzees' cognitive capacities. 
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Abstract: In this commentary, I a rgue that to properly assess the 
significance of the cross-cultural findings reviewed by Henrich e t al., 
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one needs to uuderstand better the causes of the variation in perfonnance 
in experimental tasks across cultmes. 

Henrich ct al. review a la rge body of evidence showing that 
in numerous tasks Westerners (oJten Americans) behave dill'er
ently from people in other cultures. The targt>t article raises 
numerous important questions. including: Which psychological 
duu-acteristics should we expect to vary fi-om culture to CLLiture 
(studying thes<' would necessarily be cross-cultural) and which 
should we expect to he universal (studying these could be done 
on the basis of sanrples of eonvenienee)? vVhy ;u·e most examples 
ill Henrich ct aL's article cL-awn fi·orn social psychology? Is social 
cognition particularly likely to vary from culture to culture? 
Would we find the same cross-cultural variation if we focused 
on the phenomena discussed in percepturJ and cognitive psy
chology textbooks (provided the cross-CLLitural data are avail
able)? Do tht> find ings reviewed by Henrich et al. suggest 
replacing the traditiomJ search for human psychological univer
sals (mtr lruman nahrre) with tire search for laws that connect 
psychological variation to social and ecological conditions? 

Although tl1ese questions are fascinating, for the sake of 
space l "~II focus only on the following issue: It is unfortunate 
tlmt Henrich and colleagues chose to say little about the causes 
of the cross-cultural va1iation they present evidence about, 
since the signiRcance of this variation depends on the exact 
nature of these causes. To illustrate this point, I examine three 
possible explanations of tl1e cross-culhrral variation described 
by Hcmich et <LI.. and I consider how these e:-.vlanations 
bear on the significance of the findings presented in the target 
article. 

It is well kJJO\\nl that when participants conceptualize a given 
experimental task differently (perhaps because they have diffe r
t>nt beliefs about the exverimenter's goals), they behave difler
ently. (In fact, this is a well-known e'--perimental problem.) To 
give a single example, Westerners behave differently in economic 
games depending on how these arc framed (e.g., Hoffman ct al. 
1994). Some of the findings discussed by !I enrich et al. (perhaps 
many) may simply be due to the fact that ex1Jerimental partici
pants in different culhues conceptmLiize the experimentiJ tasks 
differently. In fact, Henrich's own nJldings (iJl previous work 
''~th other colleagues: lien rich et al. 2004; 2005) about the 
cross-cultt tral variation in the Ultimahrm, Dictator, and Public 
Goods games can be at least par tly ex1Jiained in this way. as 
some researche rs on Henrich's team reported tlrat participants 
assimilated the economic games to real-liJe situations (e.g .. the 
Onna identified the Public Goods Game with the lwram&ee, a 
local financial contribution to collective projects; see also 
Cronk 2007). 

Naturally. when participants in an experimental task (witl1in 
a given culture or across cultmes) behave clilferently because 
tl1ey conceptmJize this task cLfferently, this variation does 
not show that the incLvicluals who behave differently differ psy
chologically (i.e., that they have clill'erent psychological mechan
isms, capacities, characteristics, etc.): If one controlled for the 
differences in task concephralization across cultures. the cross
cultural variation would disappear. Thus, much of HenJich 
et al. 's thunder would be stolen if the findings they describe 
were clue to people in cli!Jert>nt cultures conceptualizing the 
tasks differently. True, it would still be incorrect to ex1Ject 
people in different cwtures to behave similarly in a given exper
imental task, but this would not entail that the American mind 
diilers !'rom, for example, the Peruvian mind or the Machiguenga 
mind. 

Consider now a seeontl 1)1Je of explam1tion. Human beings 
have evolved numerous domain-specific mechanisms that are 
designed to interact with the ctrlt1.r ral , socia.l, and ecological 
environment to produce typically (but not necessarily) locally 
adaptive psychological phenotyves. Although there is little 
space here to discuss the various ways of specifYing this hypoth
esis (lor detail, see Fessle r & Machel)'. fOJthcoming), let us 
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consider some possibilities. Some evolved mechanisms might 
have parameters which are set to different valnes in different 
e11virornnents during developrne11t. If the hypothesis of a uni
versal grammar developed by Chomsky is correct, this is bow 
nahrral languages work_ Some evolved mechanisms might 
provide a template that is comple ted "~t11 culhrnilly local infor
mation (see, e.g., Bm-rett's [2005] hypothesis of a universal, 
evolved mechanism for learaing concepts of dangerous 
animals). It might also b<> that humans typically possess 
various strategies for fulfilling a given psychological function 
(e.g., categorizi11g or making decisions tUlder uncertaiJlty) and 
that tht>y leam to rely preferentially on the strategies that are 
most e fficient in their environment. while being able to revert 
to the otl1er sb·ategies if needed or primed. !VI any cross-cultunJ 
findings might result from people learning to rely preferentially 
on a pa1ticular strategy among the toolbox of ~trategies that are 
available to them, since, as d iscussed by L-lenrich et al., it is 
sometimes easy to prime people to adopt the cognitive styles 
of culnu·es they do not belong to. If tire cross-cwtural variation 
il1 ex-perimental tasks described in t11c target article were due to 
the interaction of universal processes and local environments, 
this vmiation would reflect a genuine psychological variation -
a significant conclusiOJl: It would show that aeross cultures_ 
people do harbor different psychological processes (character
istics, styles, etc.). or, at least, that tl1ey preferentially rely on 
different p rocesses (styles, etc.). However, this type of exvla
nation would undermine the idea, sug,_gested througlrout 
Henlich ct al. · article, that the Western mind is really peculiar, 
since the psychological dirrerences across cultures would 
emerge from the same basic psychological endowment. In a 
sense, the cross-cultural vruiation in psychological phenotyve 
would be shallow (particularly if' it is merely a matter of 
people relying preferentially on different strategies in different 
culhJres). Furthermore, alhe it being an incomplett' research 
strategy. in Heed of complementary eross-cultural work, shrdy
ing Western participants could cast some light on this basic 
endowment, exactly as one can learn about the universal 
grammar by sh.rclying English synt'""· 

Consider, finally. a third explanation. Particip<ints in diffe rent 
cultures behave cliffercntly in experimental tasks because people 
acqLLil'e diJlerent psychological processes, traits, or capacities 
across cnlh tres as a result ol' cultural h·ansmission, domain
general learning mechanisms, and the like. To give a single 
example, tl1is third exvlanation plausibly applies to the cross-cul
tural variation in semantic inttLitions (for review, see Machery, 
forthcoming). Philosophers of language havt> ignored the possi
hiLty that the semantic inhritions on which theories of reference 
a re based might vary across cultmes. However, evidence shows 
that while Americans tend to view the relerence of proper 
names as determined by the causal and historical connections 
between these names and partieular inclividuals, Chinese m·e 
more likely to view the reference of proper names as deter
mined by the information speakers associate with these names 
(Deutsch et al. 2010; Machery e t al. 2004). Follow-up studies 
~ven su~est th_at Americans m·e much more Lkely to hold the 
forme r kind oJ intuitions than are other Westemcrs such as 
French participants (Machery & Stich, forthcoming; Mache1y 
et al. 2009). I f this third explanation explained not only the 
vari ation iJl semantic, epistemological, and othe r intuitions 
described by experimental philosophers (see Stich's commen
taJy), but also the findings summarized by Henrich et al., 
these findings would then reveal not only that the human 
psychological phenotype V[uies across cultures, but <Jso that 
this vmiation does not merely result from the ir1teraction of a 
basic psychological endowment and local environments. Fur
thermore, shrdying American participants, as most American 
psychologists have done f(n- about a cenhrry, would often 
reveal_ nothing abont universal properties of tl1e mind; ratlrer,_ 
Amencan psychology woLLid often JUSt be the psychology of 
Americans. 
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WEIRD languages have misled us, too 
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Abstract: The linguistic and cognitive scienc.-s haw severely 
underestimated the degree of linguistic diversity in the world. Part of 
the reason for this is that we have projected assumptions based on 
English and t:un iliar languages onto the re,i. We f{>ens on some 
distortions this has introduced. especially in the study of semantics. 

This commentmy rounds out Lhe picture convinci11gly advanced 
in the target paper by considering how scientific approaches 
to language bave also ignored the diversity of behavior in the 
Unguistic domain. In the BBS paper 'The Myth of Language 
Universals," Evans and Levinson (2009) argue that there is 
little f'\~dence for the view that the vatiation in language stlllc
ture is tightly bounded by linguistic universals. Instead, what 
we find is ell.tensive variation on almost evety dimeusion , witli 
the main patterns understandable in terms of cul tural evolulion. 

Why does it matter to psychology that languages va•y fundamen
taUy on so many dimensions? Leaving aside that it is the highest 
leamed hum<m skill, and therefore has an interest in its 0\\~1 right, 
there are at least two futther reasons: (a) Language is in many 
ways a "window on the mind," and (b) semantic va•iation seems to 
correlatf' with psyd1ological vmiation on a range of parameters. As 
a result, most of our ideas about how humans reason or what 
notions form natural categories are prompted by our own languages. 

\.Ye must leave to the historians of science an ex11lanation for how 
the myth of language nniversals came to dominate the langnage 
sciences for .50 years. But one factor is almost ccttainly the '~ew 
that (;lmiliar languages such as English are canonical. Yet many 
features of English are quite unusual - for example, only 1.6% of 
langnages e>;press Yes/No Cjllestions by word order inversion 
(D ryer 2008), al!(l uo other !mown language has verb iullectiou 
\vilh non-zero exponent tor third person (as in john come-s) but 
zero fot· a ll other persons (see mra#34 http://typo.nni-konstanz.de/ 
rant!). As we discnss he re, there are languages \vithout sn<:h 
"natural" concepts as left, in, ann, or gree11. English is, in fact, in a 
special, rather unusual c-omer of the design space for h uman 
languages, an outlier, not some kind of central defiwlt model at all. 

As surveyed in the tm·get article (sect. 3.4), there appe<u-s to be sig
nificant vmiation in the spatial frames of reference employed cross
cultumlly, hugely predictable &·om language - that is, languages 
without spatial left and righl tet·ms are used by peoples who 
prefer tulocentti c c..~x.ling. Some authors find these results hanl to 
<:ret!it and have wondered whether they don't reflect conscious 
ratiocination correcting an innate egocenbic bias (Li & Gleib11an 
2002). Ilaun and H.apold (2009) now produce additional e\~dence 
for the depth of allocentric coding in a non-WEIRD culture, 
Haillom hLutter-gatherers of Nmnibia. Hmm and Rapold asked 8-
year-olds to learn a demonstrated dance, and then got them to 
repeat the dm1ce under 180-degrees rotation. The Haillom kids 
maintained the rlm1ce moves in absolute (North-South-East
'~' est) eoorclinates under rotation, whereas a matched Gennan 
sample maintained the dance moves in egocenbic coordinates (in 
terms of Jeft/Jigbt motions). Given the rigicUy egocenttie natm·e 
of ne•mu coding fin· hcxly position, these findings are quitf' unex
pected a11d show the extent to which a different spatial framework 
can be adopted in the cognitive representation of spatial movement. 

The spatial en<.'Ocling of topological relations between objects in 
non-VVEIRD b nguages also challenges long-held assumptions 
about the human mind. Develop'!'ent~J psycholo!9st~. <mel ling.~is~ 
have supposed that preverbal Infants have a stock of prclmgmstic 
concepts (either inbom or learned through sensorimotor 

experience) and that language maps onto these universal p1imitives 
(e.g., Clm·k 1973; Slob in 1973). These include notions snch as itt, on, 
and under - exactly those wncepts fount! in Engli~h. Infants less 
than a year old show sophisticated understandings of such relations 
(Baillargeon 19CJ4). But subsequent crosslinguistic investigation has 
shown considerable vmiation in how lang. .ages e:-.11ress spatial con
c-epts (Bowen nan 1996; Bowennan & Choi 2001). Korean speakers 
cUstinguish between "tight-fitting" and. "loose-fitting relations" 
instead of "mntainment" (as in in) or "support"' (as in on). This 
finding has had a profound impact on how we CIIITently tl1ink 
about tlJe inf<Ult rnind. Rathe r tl1an tl1e inf;mt c.-oming to the world 
wilh only EngUsh spatial categories, she comes now with Korean 
ones, too (Hespos & Spelke 2(X)2; McDonough et a!. 2003), and 
resem·che rs are actively pmsuing which of the my1i ad fiuther tlis
tinctions cxxled in other hUJguages may be present for tlte infant, too. 

[n another domain, vision scientists have been impressed by the 
correspondence between the algorithms used by the visual system 
to p<use tbe world m·ound us and their reflection in lang.mge. 
H offinan and Richards (1984, p. 82), after discus>ing how parts m·e 
assigned when '~ewing a fac-e, condude that: "It is probably no acci
dent that tl1e pa1ts deB ned by minima are often easily assig.1ed verbal 
labels" - the caveat being "in English .. , The pmts assig.1ed verbal 
labels in other hmguages differ subshmtially. In Jahai, a language 
spoken in the Malay Peninsula by a group of nomacUc hunter-gath
erers, speakers make Rue-grained segmentations of the body and 
face: there is no term c'Orresponding to face, ann, or leg ( Bnrenhult 
2006). Compare this ,.,4th Lavukaleve, spoken by some thousand-odd 
subsistence fishers and farmers on the Solomon Islands. Lavukalcve 
speakers have a much coarser-g.·ained system and use a single term 
to refer to arms and legs, "~th no Rner-level conventionalized te1ms 
for the limbs (Te nill 2006). The m n espondence between English 
pmt categ01ics and those identified by the vision sciences has 
caused researchers to setiously misjudge the issues involved in 
a theo1y of the language-perception interface (Majid 2010). 

Take color as yet another domaiu. H ere language plays a critical 
role. Languages carve up the spectrum into a number of discrete 
catego•ies, and it is these linguistic catego1ies that are utilized in 
mem01y and perception (Davidoff eta!. 199H; Gilbert eta!. 2(){)()). 
Speakers oflang.tages from WEIRD societies make finer divisions 
in the color space tlta11 do speakers of most of the thousands of other 
languages oftl1eworld (Kay& Maffi 2008), and the p innacle of color 
categotization (in terms of how many divisions of the color space 
a lmlg.1age makes) h<L~ been taken to be 11 - exactly the number 
tl1at English has (Berlin & Kay 1969; Kay & Maffi 2008). But 
there is aecwmuating evidence that WEIRD societies may be sur
Pilssed in thisrlomain. ln Russian (Corbett& Davies 1995), Turkish 
(Ozgen & Dm~es 1998), Creek (Thien)' e t aJ. 2009), and Japanese 
(Uchikawa & Boynton 1987), there are 12 tem1s (ml additional dis
tinction is made between dm·k and Light blue). The new p innacle is 
15, as demonstrated by Korean (see Roberson eta!. 2008). 

H n man perfonmmce diversity offers a rich resomce for cogni
tive scientists. It allows us to biangulate on underl)~Bg properties 
of mind that would be invisible if we were all culturally identical. 
Instead of lamenting the loss of the '·psychic nnity of mankind," 
we should e mbrace the stt.1dy of cog.citive diversity as a 'vindow 
on humnn cognitive potential. 

WEIRD societies may be more compatible with 
human nature 
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Abst ract: Are WEIHD societies unrepresentative of hmnanity? 
According to Henrich et al., t.hey are not useful tor generalizing about 
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humans because they .tre at the extreme end of the distribution for 
societal formations. In their vision. it is best to stick with the ""tried and 
true·· traditional societies for sp('culations about human nature. This 
commentary oilers <l more re<llistic starting point. and, odcUy enough. 
concludes that WEIRD poptualions may be more compatible with 
humans' evolved nah1re than are most tntditional societies. 

While Henrich et al. exaggerate the extent to which under
graduates are used to generalize about pan-human traits (as 
many social scientists still refuse to subscribe to the premise 
that a human nahJre exists), it is h·ue that such generalizations 
arc often implicit in research findings. I also endorse the 
authors' call for more cross-species research and new research 
designs. But [ strongly disagree with the claim that WEIHD 
populations skew the traits that dum1cte rize H o111o sapiem. 
Henrich et al. also overstate the value of the cross-ctJtural 
method for uncovering the evolutionary foundations of human 
cognition and social behavior. Let me highlight some of these 
hmitations. 

What Is to be learned from cross-cultural research ?The cross
cultural method has a long history It originated in the 19th 
centtny when ethnographers took to the lle ld to ""discover" the 
fundamental and universal core of humans and society. These 
ethnographies, along with the Human Helations Area Files 
(Ill\AF), are readily available in most libraries. What researchers 
found is that cultures a re o rganized around systems of common 
meanings that members use to direct beha,~ors :md organize 
social relations. A key lincbJlg is that despite a remarkable diver
sity, broad-based cultural universals do exist, and therefore, the 
cross-cultural method has proven to be useful in making general
izations about human cognitions, pe rsomllity, culture, and 
society. But it has failed to uncover an anchor of umlerlying 
pan-human traits. 

Today, these populations speak only in the "ethnographic 
p resent."" Hunter-gatherer societies, who monopolized 95% of 
human history, are extiud. Most horticultural societies are also 
extinct or hardly recognizable from their past history, as they 
have had to adapt to a 2lst-cenru•y inclushialized world. The 
cross-culh1ral method is stil.l valuable, of course, but no matter 
what samples of societies are used, d~tims about pan-human psy
cholOf,')' and social behavior are not easily made from the data. 
We still confront the problems of earlie r researchers: How do 
we distinguish the si mplest, oldest, ami most exotic traits from 
the most common traits? For, once humans abandoned the 
hunter-gatherer liJestyle, institutional arrru1gements and second
ary adaptations were set into motion and passed do\\~1 from gen
e ration to generation, including symbolic traditions unictue to 
a population. Hence, even if we believe that a substratum of 
evolved human proclivities exists. they are always at the mercy 
of culture and social forces that can repress them, channel 
them towards more nom1ative behaviors, or, in some societies, 
allow them to be expressed. How, then, do we itlentify an evol
utionary-derived trait from a socio-cultural trait? Hence, on 
what empiJ·ical grounds can the authors claim that WEIHD 
people are not in hme with their evolved nature? What yardstick 
justifies such a claim? In the future, would it really be a Slii1Jrise 
that as populations around the globe slowly industrialize and set 
up democratic iJ1stilutions, tbey too may come to resemble 
WEIRD populations? Who, then, should we nominate as unre
presentative of our species::> The authors' call for new research 
designs for uncovering evolved traits, however. is much more 
promising. 

A call for new research programs. Do human proclivities exist 
that characterize our species? Hather than falling into assmnp
tions about human nature, we do need new research designs 
that include an evolutiona1y perspective, cross-species research, 
and a h·ue interdiscipl ina1y approach. In particular, [ think we 
need to stmi by searching our evolutiomuy past for clues. Let 
me illustrate with two basic questions on human biology and 
human sociality: (1) Ilow much genetic variabil ity exists in tl1e 
hu man genome; and (2) are humans nahJral ly social? 
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Low genetic diversity. Hecent findings reveal that the human 
genome has less genetic diversity than the chimpanzee (Pau ), 
our closest living relative (Bakewell et al. 2007; Gagneux & 
Varki 2001; Kaessmann & Paabo, 2002: Kaessmann et al. 
1999). This snrprisingly low level of genetic vmi ahility suggests 
that humans today are al.l descendants of a small "mother'" 
deme that may have numbered only in the hundreds (Long & 
Kittles 2003; Relethford 2002). If so, despite great human 
culrural vmiation. a high probability exists for a bedrock of 
evolved traits. In addition, the fossil rceord tells us that anatomi
cally modern humans evolved about 150 thousand yeru·s ago 
(Garrigan & Hammer 2006; Smith et al. 2007). This means that 
hunter-gatherer populations were around for at least 140,000 
years before horticultural fanners. As data on studied hunter
gatherers clearly demonstrate, they share a remarkable number 
of institlttional arrangen1ents \\~th (l·aits that inc;lude high indivi
dualism, reciprocity, and low levels of inequality; and their wel.l
preserved ethnographies <H"e surely a more fruitful resomce for 
clues into our evolved nature. 

How naturally social are humans? Humans are evolved apes 
This fact bas impmim1t implications for how we might go about 
studying our biologically based propensities and social arrange
ments. One way to gain insights into the distant past is to use da
di~tic analysis, social network analysis, and evolutionary theory. 
One inb·iguing llnc!iJ1g is that monkeys (which make up 70% of 
all p•imates) m·e high-density col.lecti,~sts, whereas great apes 
are low-density and low-sociality individualists, "~th needs for 
autonomy and mobility. 'vVih1ess the orangutan, which is nearly 
solitmy. Thus, one star ting point for clues into our evolved 
nature is to srudy our primate relatives ,Jong with past hunter
gatherer societies. These data suggest tl1at the high-sociality, col
lectivist touchstone we have used to characterize Homo sapiens 
may he misguided. And oddly enough, since tl1e days of 
hunter-gathering. the society that best 6ts this view of human 
nature- at least in terms of placing a high value on individual
ism, mobility in space, re lative autonomy, ve•incation of self, 
sexm1l equality, and freedom of choice - are vVEIHD popu
lations. For, despite all the multiple ills of industrialized societies, 
WEI RD societies may be more compatible with our human 
nature than the high-density kinship constraints of horticnltlJral 
societies or the "peasant'" constraints of agrarian societies with 
their privileged few (for data on this argument, see Ma1yauski 
& Turner l99Z; Turner & Mmyanski 200.5; ZOOS). 

It's not just the subjects - there are too many 
WEIRD researchers 
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Abstract: A literature in whic-h most data are outliers is A awed, and the 
tari(et article sounds a time.lv aJann call for the behavioural sciences. 
lt abo suggests remedies. \-Ve mostly concur, except for arguing that 
tl1e importance of the fact that tl1e researchers tltemselves are mostly 
outliers has been underplayed. Improving matters requires non
Wcstenl rcsParchers, a.'li well as rPscarch subjects. 

Henlich et al. prO\~clc an impo1iant piece of '·consciousness 
raising": They remind us that human beings are complicated 
and diverse, and review evidence that the variance in some 
types of behaviour and cognitive performance is far greater 
than has often been assumed. These h1cts have been obscured 
by the WEIHD-ness of the vast majority of the research subjects 
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in behaviomal science: people are not inte rchangeable in the 
same sense in which a sample of gold, whatever its origin, can 
be taken to the laboratory and treated as represeutative of gold 
gene rally. No one geographical, cultural, or socio-economic sub
group of people (least of all , perhaps, contemporary Western 
nnde rgrarluates) is representative of hnmanity. This means the
ories tested only or large ly against a narrow range of subjects 
are likely to be incomplete or outright false. Behavioural scien
tists, in other words, have engaged in precipitate theorizing: 
outliers are unlikely to constrain e:-.11lanatmy themies correctly 
or inspiTe the right sort of h)1)othesizing. 

To remedy this bias, ideally, we need globally representative 
samples of subjects in order to gene rate thorough descriptions 
of cognitive phenomena, guide hypothesis fonnation, and rigor
ously to test themies. The logistical and financial ch~Jlenges of 
conducting research on this basis are immense. Overcoming 
them requires, among othe r things, changes in Lhe research 
cnlture and to academic incentives (here Henrich et al.'s rec
ommendations are spot on). In psychology, for example, the 
current incentives produce many small, single-instih1tion, low
powe red studies aimed at discovering novel eJTects. \~'hal we 
need, however, is not, say, evidence or yet more ways of modulat
ing implicit associations in American undergraduates. Rather, we 
need large, prospectively designed, highly powered, cross-cul
tural studies that can answer specif:lc questions more definitively. 
Medical research provides a model behavioural researche rs 
would do well to emulate. In genenJ and in outline, before 
some clinical inte rvention is approved for use, research must 
proceed through three stages. This begins "~th small open
labe l studies in Ph'L'e I; proceeds to larger , single-blind trials 
in Phase II; ant! culminates in large, multi-center , randomized, 
double-blind, placcbo-controllecl trials in Phase III. BelH1\~oural 
scientists conduct too many studies in the equivalent of Phases l 
or II, \vith too few large, definitive and cross-culhrral studies. 
The re is still room for small studies - irnpmtant novel pheuom
ena undoubtedly await discovery. We merely suggest more 
"Phase Ill" research. Pooling resources, exploiting various 
online collaboration tools (e.g., Nie lsen 2008), and shifting edi
tmial policies and research priorities should result in more 
large, cross-cultural studi.es being concluctecl. 

That noted, Henrich e t al. u11de rplay - to the point of 
missing - thar how the behavioural sciences research community 
itself is coTJstitllted introduces biases. That the subject-pool of be
havioural science is so shallow is indeed a se1ious problem, but so 
is the fact that the majority of behavioural researche rs are them
selves deeply WEI RD. People in Westem conn tries have, on 
ave rage, a remarkably homogenous set of values compared to 
the full range of worldwide valiability (Inglehmt & Welzel 
2005), and the data Henrich e ta!. adduce suggest similarly popu
lation-level homogene ity in cognitive styles. Moreover , aca
demics [u-e more uni(i>rm than the populations from which 
they are drawn (as the target article's Contrast 4 suggests), so it 
is not implausible to think behavioural scientists are even 
\!VElRD-e r than their most common subjects. Henrich et al. 
review a body of stuclies and expe riments that did not sbike 
those who designed and coucluctecl them as focused on outliers. 
Intelligent scientists acti11g in good faith conducted, peer
reviewed, and published this research, honestly be lieving in 
many cases that it tluew light on hunmn nahrre. Tl1is forcefully 
illustrates the power of the biases on the part of researchers 
themselves. It also suggests that, besides widening the pool of 
subjects, the re are significant gains to be made by broadening 
tl1e range of inputs to the scientific process, including in the con
ception, desigu, a11d evaluatim~ of empilical nnd theoretical work. 
Given that diverse groups are demonstrably better at some kinds 
of problem solving (e .g., Hong & Page 2004; Lakhani e t al. 2006), 
as things stand, the WEIRD-dominated lite rahrre is robbed of 
potentially worthwhile perspectives, critiques, and hwotheses 
that a tmly global research community could provide. Clearly, 
simply increasing the number o r behavioural sciences 

researche rs \viii , in gene ral, be beneficial. Our key contention, 
though, is that the margimJ benefits of acldition;U Western 
researche rs are much smaller than the marginal beue llts of 
more non-Weste rn researchers, among other things, )11st 
beca11se they are non-\Vestern. 

The non-\Vestem world, in short, can contribute not only 
additional wbjects to expe riment upon - the main focus of the 
target article's recommendations - but also additional research
ers, "~th nove l perspectives and ideas and who are less aH'ected 
by WEIRD biases. (Natural.ly, these researchers \viii have 
biases of their own. Our claim is not that there is someone who 
consistently knows bette r than WEIHD researchers. It is that 
diverse groups of investigators can avoid some kinds of error.) 
Clearly, these researchers will have to be educated, \vi.ll likely 
be miclcUe class, and, since science flourishes in politically open 
societies, they will tend be concentrated in libe ral countries. 
Neverthe less, additional non-\IV este rn researche rs, even if they 
are educated and relatively wealthy. could be a boon to the 
behaviou.ra1 sciences. 

A direct and powerful way to remedy bot.l1 somces of bias -
too many WEIRD subjects and too few non-WEIRD research
e rs - is to foster research capacity in the non-vVeste rn world. 
Non-WEIRD resmm:hers tend to study non-WEIRD subjects, 
so increasing their number will deepen the subject pool and 
''~den the range of inputs to the scientific process at the same 
lime. Building research capacity, however, should not merely 
involve collaborations led by vVEIRD researchers; it should 
airn to generate studies led and initiated by non-Western 
researche rs. Committed and long-te rm inte r-institutional collab
oration between \!Vestem and non-\~lestem unive rsities focused 
on remedying the deficits in the behaviomal sciences lite rah1 re 
should include intem ships at Westem universities for non
Western researchers, stints at non-Weste rn unive rsities (or 
WEIRD researchers, and extensive shtrlent exchange pro
grammes (especially for g raduate sh.tdents). Unlike tuany existiug 
scholarship and exchange programmes in the sciences, a key 
point of the necessary programmes should be lor the learning 
to proceed in both directions. 

Development: Evolutionary ecology's midwife 
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Abstmcl: We a?;ree with Henrich et al. that documenting cultural 
univ~rsality and variability provides an indispcnsabl<' window into 
human nature. We want to stress the mediating role development plays 
between evolution and culh1re. Moving beyond the mere 
documentation of universality or variability, developmental approaclws 
can provide mechanistic explanations, linking ecology to phenotn>e. 
Combining phylogeny and adaptationism, evolutiona•y approaches can 
explain tlu· properties of dc,·clopmcntal systems. 

The target article epitomizes a growing appetite for i.tltc rdisci
plinary research, bridging ba.lkanized fields such as psychology, 
economics, anthropology, and biology. This integration requires 
"a research program tl1at can explain the mtmifest pattems of 
s.imi.larity and variation by clarifying the underlying evolutiontuy 
and development processes" (sect. 7.2, para. 2). Development 
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must he a foundation stone upon which this new program is 
built - if not, to stretch our tih1lar metaphor, the conceived 
integration will be stillborn. 

Confronted with a catalogue of human universals (e.g., social 
exchange) and culh1ral variation (e.g., lihmls), social scientists 
trachtionally link universals with evolutiomuy processes and 
valiation with developmental ones. Echoing Hemieh e t al., we 
believe tllis is a li1lse choice. Among other reasons, developmen
tal mechanisms, including the learning abilities gh~ng rise to cul
tural transmission, are products of natural selection; universality 
can mise for several n!<L~ons, natural selection being one of them 
(Jablonka & Lamb 2005); and, evolutionary processes can reSLLlt 
in adaptive plasticity, developmental systems capable of con
sbllcting a range of adaptive phenotypes, eontingent on the 
local ecology. 

To illustrate how nahmll selection can tailor development to 
local conditions, let us consider the soapbeny bug, a half-incb
long, seed-eating insect dwelling in the Southeastem United 
States (Carroll 1993; Carroll & Corneli 1995). While it takes a 
male soapbeny bug only ten minutes to copulate with a female, 
he may spend hours more anchored to her by means of specially 
designed genital hooks. This mate guarding i ncrea~es fit11ess 
by preventing r iv,J males ti·om copulating "~th a female bef()J·e 
she lays her eggs. However, guarding comes at a price - males 
could be copulati11g witl1 additional females. The local sex ratio 
arbitrates this opportunity cost: fewer females leads to more mate 
guarding. 

In Oklahoma, where sex ratios vruy between populations, 
males exhibit adaptive plasticity, calibrating the amount of 
mate guarding to the sex ratio ex'Pelienced during development. 
By contrast, in F lorida, where sex ratios don't vmy, male soap
berry bugs engage in a fixed amount of mate guarding, and, 
when raised in lab conchtions with variable sex ratios, ru·e incap
able of calibrating. Soaplwny bugs teach ns why nahmu selection 
and development should not be seen as opposites. Natural selec
tion designs developmental mechanisms, and these mechanisms 
give birth to phenotypes adapted to their local ecologies. When 
environments routinr;>ly va1y, nah1ral selection can engineer 
developmental mechanisms that use ex11e1ience to facultatively 
adjust behavior. 

Some of the variation across human cultures may be clue to 
calibration, analogous to mate gnarding in soapbeny bugs. For 
example, women grmving np in harsh environments - where 
life-expectaneies are lower - exhibit earlier onset of menarche 
and younger age of first birth than women gro,ving up in safe 
environments (Ellis et al. 1999). The ex'Planation for this acceler
ated reproductive strategy, seen in other animals as well, may be 
a qunntity /quality tratle-off: When long life is a given, organi~ms 
invest in prolonged growth and development, resulting i11 !ewer 
but higher quality of1'spling; when life is short, organisms forgo 
further growth and development, focusing instead on maximizing 
the number of offspring (Belsky et al. 1991). The developmental 
system, in this case determining the timing of reproduction, can 
thereby produce a correlation between ecology and behavior. 
Variation in cultural practices. such as coming of age rituals , 
may then pmtially reflect the interaction between evolved devel
opmental processes and tl1e state of the environment. 

O f course, humans are more complex than soapheny bugs. In 
addition to calibration, human developmental systems can be 
"open," enabling the acquisition of nove l skills and information. 
\•Vhen combined with cultw·e, a repository of wisdom accumu
lated across generations, novel skills and information can be 
passed directly to other inrlividuals, bypassing genetic trans
mission (Richerson & Boyd 200.5). Inflmts and children are 
thus tasked with extracting adaptive cultural information in 
order to become competent adults; while adults are tasked "~th 
teaching them. The lesson, here, is not that social learning 
precludes evolutionaq explanation; instead, the psychologic<ll 
mechanisms subsen~ng cultural b·ansmission should be viewed 
as adaptations (e.g., Csibra & Gergely 2009). 
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However, cult11re is more than a consequence of social learn
ing adaptations; culture cru1 impose selection pressure.~ on devel
opmental proeesses. altering their genetic eompositions (i.e .. 
gene-etutLu·e coevolution; Hicherson & Boyd 2005). As Henrich 
e t al. discuss, the ability of some people to consume milk into 
adulthood, pru·ticulru·ly those from European ami some Aflican 
populations, provides a clear-cut example: A cultmal adaptation, 
pastoralism. and its consequence. the prevalence of milk, created 
a novel selection pressure on genes, prolonging the production of 
laetase, an enzyme needed to digest milk sugru·s. Research on 
how coevolutiomuy processes shaped hurmUl cognition and 
development is still in its [nfancy. 

Although Henlich et al. suJVey the rich breadth of the human 
experience, it is worth uncle rscming just how special we ru·e: No 
other animal occupies as many different ecologies, no other 
animal deploys a comparable range of subsistence techniques, 
and no other animal exhibits as \vide a range of social stmct·nres. 
The propensity for this p lasticity makes sense only in the light of 
evolution. Fear not: An evolutiomuy e;-.vlanation need not be 
simplistic; a thorough explanation of human plasticity reqLlires, 
at a minimum. phylogenetic, paleo-ecological, cross·culhmtl, 
and adaptationist considerations. For exm11ple, recent research 
on past eli mates poi11ts not to a static evolutionmy eeology, but 
to one in which climate change was the norm (reviewed in 
Richersoo et aL 20(ll). Further, the timescale of tbis c limatic 
variation was short, particularly dming the late Pleistocene 
(120,000 to 10,000 years ago) when environments ehanged radi
cally on the order of hundreds to thousands of years, a situation 
best tracked by cultural adaptation, rather than genetic evolution 
(too slow) or individual leaming (too e rror prone). Our human 
natur e, housing a licb array of evolved developmental meehan
isms capable of open-ended, fi1cultative adaptation, may have 
been conceived in this nurturing cradle of change. 

Leaming precisely how the human mind emerged from the 
evolutionary process poses a challenge that some believe insur
mountable (e.g., Lewontin 1998). We remain optimistic. Progress 
\vill be made as research becomes increasingly interdisciplinary. 
Scholars interested in developmental processes \\~]] benefit from 
atteuding to cross-culh1ral stuuies, as processes often reveal 
themselves through theiJ- manifestations · in different ecological 
contexts. An understanding of developmental processes ,,~]] 
benefit sh1dents of culh1re, as development links ecology to be
havior. An evolutionary perspective can illuminate why humans 
have the particular developmental mechanisms they do, given 
our species' evolutionary histOJy. 

ODD (observation- and description-deprived) 
psychological research 
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Abslmct: Most ps)•chological research consists of expe1·iments that put 
people in artificial situations that elicit unnatLiral behavior whose 
ecological validity is unknowu. Without knowing the psychocultural 
meaning of experimental situations, we cannot interpret the responses 
of WE!HD people, let alone people in other cultures. Psychology, like 
other sdences, needs to be solicUy rooted in naturalistic observation 
and description of people around the world. Theo1y should be 
inductively developed and tested against real-world behavior. 

We applaud Henrich et aL for their cogent demonstration of the 
need for more representative samples in psychological research 
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in order to permit generalization to the human species. However, 
even if participant ~am pies are representative, the psychology eli
cited by experiments that require participants to make judgments 
in response to hypothetical situations, answer abstract questions, 
or behave in response to artificial laboratory tasks may not be 
representative of - or even ve1y informative about - human psy
chology across most domains of life. To understand human 
nature, our methods must e;.q)lore the psychology of natural 
human e:..'Perience. By this, we mean that psychological theory 
must he grounded in detailed obse1vation and description of 
eve1yday Life across cultures in order to understand the cognitive 
mechanisms that operate in the natlU·ally occurring situations to 
which humans are adapted. 

Ohse1vation- and description-dep1ived (ODD) resem-ch pro
grams often wander far fi·om real-life psychology because they 
become increasingly oriented to addressing the precedents and 
frameworks of previous ODD research and t.heory. For 
example, Hemid1 et al. show how theories about judgments of 
faimess and cooperation have to take into account tl1e culture 
of tl1e people making those judgments. But tl1ere is a further 
problem with basing our psychological theory on studies of econ
omic games: Behavior in artificial games does not correlate 
strongly to social behavior in the community (Gurven & 
\'17inking 2008). If the cooperative behavior and hlimcss judg
ments we want to uoderstand are those that occur in everyday 
behavior in communities, rather than only those that are specific 
to the particular <Utificial framework of the Ultimatum Game, 
ilicn we need real-world validity. That is. we need expeliments 
that make sense to participants because the psychology of the 
e>.11eriment matches the psychology of behavior in the real 
world. ODD psychological research programs rarely prm~de evi
dence regarding the ecological validity of the results based on 
experiments that typically use extremely impoverished stimuli, 
severely restrict responses, or are based on hypothetical seen
alios ant! Likert-scale respouses to questions about abstract 
concepts. 

Moreover, we can only interpret data if we lmow how partici
pants have interpreted the research situation, the task, and the 
stimuli. For example, WEIRD people are used to identif)~ng 
themselves and stating their interests and values, and typically 
welcome the opportuJ1ity to do so. But even WEIRD Scandina
\~ans find this an uncomfortably unnatural pmctice; on the first 
clay of seminar, a Sc<mclinavim1 student whose turn comes to 
"say a bit about yoursel.f' is embarrassed and confused by this 
AJnerican practice, which feels uncomf(Htably self-promoting 
(Lotte Thomsen, personal communication). In Burkina Faso, 
Moose informants find any personal questions threatening and 
dememting: "To ask about my thoughts, desires, or activities is 
to seek control over me, possibly in order to thwart or harm 
me." Given this interpretation of an inte1view or questionnaire, 
Moose responses mean sometl1ing q uite chfferent from the 
responses ofAmmicans, who tend to perceive personal questions 
as a welcome invitation to assert themselves and make them
selves look good. 

If we do not know the psychocnltural meaning of an expeli
ence, we cannot tmclerstand the meaning of responses to the 
e:..1Jerience. Attachment research is based on infants' behavior 
when their caretakers leave them in a "sh·ange situation." l n 
most African culh1res, infants <u·e on the body of ilieir mother 
or other close kin much of ilie lime, sleep witl1 them, and are 
never out of sight of tl1eir immediate family members. Families 
eli.'Pect children to Corm i11alienable bonds of iJlterdepemlence 
witb them. [n contrast, German infants sleep alone, m·e often 
left i11 daycare for many hours \\~th strangers, and in early child
hood are expected to play alone and are often left at home 
unattended (LeVine & Norman 2001). German parents foster 
self-reliance and autonomy. Conseqnently, being separated 
from the mother in tl1e strange situation has completely different 
meanings for African and German infants, so their responses 
cannot be el i rectly compared. 

Psychological theo1y over the p<lSt 40 years has been formu
lated mostly on the basis of p1;or the01y, data, and intuitions. 
As researchers are largely from WEIRD populatious, the theor
etical constructs that inform eli.1Jerimental design lend to be 
based on WE IRD intuitions and stimulated by ODD data and 
theory. If our goal is to understand human tl1inking and beha\~Or 
in tl1e world, we must leave our desks and begin eollecting an 
extensive and rich body of naturalistic descriptive data based 
on various kinds of observation. Currently, e>.'Perimental papers 
are accorded ilie ltighest prestige in psychology and comprise 
tl1e vast majOJity of studies published in top journals (Cialclini 
2009). Ex'Perimental controls are invaluable, but they are 
useless if the constructs being tested are invalid or the e>.'Per
iment elic its unnatural psychology. A natural science of psychol
ogy should be based on naturalistic study in the real world of 
diverse situations in diverse cultures. Just as botany, zoology, 
ecology, geology, astronomy, chemist1y, and physics grew out 
of: conshmtly rehm1 to, and must ultimately be validated by 
observations of tl1e natural wmlt!, so psychology should be. In 
addition to relying on analytic lmd functional approaches, 
psychological constructs should be cultivated inductively from 
obse1vation and we shoJtld grow our tl1eories by contemplating 
naturally occ;uniug patterns of aetion. Experiments are one way 
to test such constructs and theories, but they arc not the only 
way. Often tl1ey are insuiJicient i.f we want to make inferences 
about behavior outside the lab, beyond key presses and pencil 
marks. 

What is really wrong with a priori claims of 
universality? Sampling, validity, process level, 
and the irresistible drive to reduce 
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Abstract: Catchy acronyms such as "WEIRD population .. are good 
mnemonics. However, they carry the danger of distracting us l'rom 
deeper issues: how to sample populations, the validity of measuring 
instruments, the levels of processing involved. These need to be 
considered when assessing chtims of universality regarcling how Lhe 
mind works "in genera)" - a dominant and highly rewarded drive in the 
beh;wioral and brain sciences. 

As behavioral scientists, we have to come to terms \vith the f~1ct 
tl1at, if we want to su.rvive in our culture, publishing ancl building 
a reputation that b1ings recognition, not to mention salary and 
grant money, it is better to account for what is stable and predict
able. It often has better academic pay-off than trying to acc01111t 
for what is diverse and valiable. 

In academia, a priOJi claims of universality sell better than 
diversity, which complicates rather tl1an simpli£es matters. UJti
versality claims get more attention because they are cleaner and 
sharper, projecting more encompassing control and predictive 
power in the field. Such daims are also better didactic tools. 
They have all-around greater impact and appeal. This tends to 
relegate cliversity to noise rather than a primary object of study. 

There is no clear escape from such reality. Yet, as scientists, we 
have to be constantly reminued of how bully-ish and presumptu
ous we intrinsically are in our reductions and gcnerahzations. 
This is what IlenJ;ch et al. do pointedly in their target article. 
They clPserve to be congratulated for their effort, in the footsteps 
of Arnett (2008) and Rozin (2009). However, there m·e some 
imp01tant points that tl1cy either omit, or at least seem to gloss 
over too quickly. 
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First of all, the serious issue of Lmiversal validity cannot be 
resolved by jnst testing a larger, more cnlturally chverse popu
lation. The sampling of diversity is CJlJuial. The i.dea of setting 
up labs at intematiomJ aiqJort terminals, as recommended in 
the article, \\~II simply not do it. Think about it: Who is traveling 
to foreign countties by plane? Those intemationally "rich" ones 
would arguably be no more diverse (hence representative) than 
college students, They might be as "weird" and non-representa
tive, not a good measure of what is universal or variable about the 
mind. As a measure of the sampling issue problem, be reminded 
that 80% of the world's population lives on a family income of less 
than $6,000 a yea1·, wilh balf of the world's population U\~ng on an 
average of 2 dollars a clay (Kent & Haub 2005; UNDP 2006). 
Who would claim that poverty h<L5 no impact on shaping the 
mind? However. tliBding the world into rich and poor would 
include major confounds, and the question is where to set the 
limits of the population category boundaries? 

The question, somehow eluded in Heinrich et al., is: how to 
sample diversity tmd what rationale to adopt? '~'hat are the t:Ii
teiia? Geographk? Ecological? Physiological? Socioeconomic? 
Demographic? Cultural'? These are important considerations 
and, in the end, it all depends on the theory behind the quest 
for univers,Jity. Diversity cannot be contmlled just for the sake 
of it, pmticuJarly if the ultimate motive is to detcmtine what is 
iJwarimJt and what changes across populations. Tbe delicate 
q11es t~ion, somehow glossed over by the authors, is: On what 
basis do we duster populations? Such decision can often be 
"shaky." For example, catchy acronyms like "WEIRD" for a 
population sample are good mnemonics. However, they carry 
the danger of distt·acting us from deeper issues. The last letter, 
D, for example, stands for "Democratic." ' •Vhat does this mean, 
given that many Eastern cultures would not consider themselves 
as non-democratic, having universally elected parliaments in 
their Colmhi es? In using such an acronym to characterize a popu
lation sample, the authors must have a theo1y about what demo
crats and a democracy mean. They must also have some intuition 
as to what kind of impact such a regime might have on its citizens, 
as opposed to another. The democratic crite1ion would deserve 
more mticulated rationale. It is not as easily measurable com
pared to race, wealth, or education, yet it probably captmes 
something important. The question is what? 

The name of the game in science is to generalize from limited 
population samples: samples that m·e easily accessible, easy to 
work '~th, and closer to tl1e culture we as scientists know best. 
In this respect, there is nothing wrong about ethnocentrism. 
From such sampling we keep building paradigms on how "chil
dren," "folks," and "the mind" work In the scientific context, 
the claim of universality is neither wrun~ nor presumptuous. It 
is a goal and a measure of scientific truth. The problem is that 
such a measure is always relative to its instillment. 

\Nhat seems to be really wrong \\~tl1 a pliori claims of univers
ality is not tl1e lack of population diversity, per se, as implied in 
Heinrich et al. lt is the use of Western "WEIRD" instruments 
to measure behavioral phenomena across cultures. The use of 
Westernized procedures and expe1imental paradigms thought 
out to Ht Western inteLlectual ecology and preoccupations (e.g., 
two-chmeusioual symbolic optical illusions such as the l\.fi.iller
Lyer one, instead of ecologically more valid, hence potentially 
more universal, optic phenomena such as the "moon illusion"; 
the use of "weird" anonymous. and on the whole abstract, one
shot economic games; ''weird" abstract questionnaires and 
other l.Q. testing) might well account for why typical Western 
samples are systematic outliers clisplaying ex·heme, non-repre
sentative beha,~ors. Behm~ontl sciences, histOtically a WEIRD 
practice, create cttlturally specific objects and tools of investi
gation to measure our predominantly '~'EJRD population 
against other populations. This is the true guilty aspect of 
etlmocentrism. 

Last but not least, it is essential to distinguish levels at which 
universality claims may apply. The macro levels of economic 
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games or self-assessment surveys are incommensurably more 
subject to population vmiability compared to lower level pro
cesses such as face recognition or emotional expression. This 
needs to be taken into consideration, the problem being not 
only how different populations are, but instead and more impor
tantly, how populations vary in their distribution. But this 
distribution certainly depends on whether we are dealing "~tl1 
a low-level processing, such as emotion Jecognition, or higher 
level, such as self-concept. 

To conclude, it would be disingenuous to think tlutt we are not 
in the busi11ess of trying to approximate natural laws, whetl1er 
these laws account for the homogeneity or cliversity (context 
and culh1re dependence) of phenomena that. by consensus, 
need to be falsifiable. This is the context in which scientific 
claims of universality shotJd be read and discussed. Whether 
population variability is ignored or not, the assumption of uni
versality is trne unti l proven wrong. As in any scientific debate, 
there is no end in sight. 

The weirdest people in the world are 
a harbinger of the future of the world 
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Absb·act: Although Nmth American undergraduates represent about 
0.2% of hlllnanity. and a very unrepresentative subset, they actually 
provide an advance look at what humanity is becoming. In the face of 
globalization. this is all til(' more reason to study the wonderful variants 
of tire human cor1clitiot1 before tl1ey become homogenized. 

I am enthusiastically positive about 1-lemich et al.'s target article. 
The message is central. Although the bottom line has been men
tioned before in print by some of the authors aull others (iuclud
ing myself), never has it been so thoroughly documented and 
elaborated into all the domains in which it is relevant. And 
never so con~ncingly. 

For studies of humans in their social world, tl1e North Amer
ican undergraduate (NAU) does not serve as the fruit fly or 
E. coli has se1ved for genetics. But at the level of basic psycho
logical processes, such as learning, motor organization, or 
~sion, the NAU is prolntbly a pretty good fruit fly. Many basic 
psychological processes seem about the same in almost all 
humans, and great progress made by psychologists in areas 
such as Bsion can be attlibuted iJ1 large pmt to tiJe appropliate
ness of NAU subjects, as weLl as animal models, of course. 
However, in the social world, in understanding humans as 
whole creahires negotiating the world, the NAU is a very unfor
hmate choice. Convenience, of course, is tl1e justification, and 
this is ve•y imp01tant; fruit Hies and E. coli nre very cOnvenient 
ways to study genetics. North Americans constitute an at)1lical 
5% of humanity, and North American freshmen and sophomores 
at research universities constitt1te an even more atypical 0.1 or 
0.2% of humrulity. But even for North Ameli cans, the freshman 
or sophomore is very atypical, because tl1is person is at a unique 
life transition, between family life and an entirely peer-centered 
life usually away from direct family influence. I have shown that 
on n number of beliefs about the social world, tl1e grru1dparents 
of NAUs arc as much like Asian Indian college students as they 
are like their American grandchildren (Rozin 2003). 

A sample of 30-year-old Americans would give us a much 
better picture of American adulthood, because sut:h indh~duals 
usually have a reasonably settled life course and l~m1ily. 1t is 
ironic that the one special value of undergraduates for psychology 
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has to do with how humans, in one important cultural setting. 
manage the transition to independence. ·Psychologists, at 
various points iu time, have been interested iu transition 
periods such as weaning, toilet training, ent1y into the school 
system, and adolescence. Here is another inte resting h·ansition 
point that receives snrplisingly little stndy. for a population 
tltat is bigltly appropriate to examiJ1e human adaptation to 
change. 

But the main point of my commentmy is that although the 
NAU is truly anomalous. this subspecies of Homo sapiens is a 
'~sion of the future. With the Internet, ready availability of infor
mation of all sorts, computer fluency as key to success in the 
world. and ease in negotiating a world where text as opposed to 
face-to-filce interactions are the meat of human relationships, 
tlte NAU is at the vanguard of what humans are going to be 
like. So study of them has some justification, not for understand
ing the human condition 11orc or in history, but as to wbat it may 
become more like in the fittrtre. This is, as it were, a luck)' break 
for acatlenlic psycltology, a consequence of globalization am\ the 
computer/media revolution. Already, there has been a major 
change in an important area of socialization. It is now parents 
who are learning from their children how to na~gate the Inter
net. order online, and na~gate the modem electmnic world. 
This is a real change in the direction of knowledge transmission. 
Iusolar as the social world bas transmuted to email, Facebook, 
and orde1ing online, it is the undergradnates who best illustrate 
how humans"~ function. Globalization, tlw growing availability 
of access to c'Omputers and the Internet, Internet datLng scr~ces, 
the decline of face-to-face markets, automated telephone 
answe~ing services, \IVai Mart, and the like, are rapidly homoge n
izing the world, making more and more people like NAUs. 

Because of globalization, it is especially important that 
we understand now the di/Terent worlds that humans have 
created - the physical worlds (e.g., cities, markets, architechJre), 
the institutional worlds, the social alliances, and the mental rnaps 
of the world - before they become much more homogenized. 
So the prescient virtues o f the NAUs make it more important 
that we fully explore human potential and human hist01y at 
this time. vVe don' t have much time, and the distinctive and 
elaborated different cultural worlds of interpersonal interac
tions, institutions, value systems, and the like, are a threatened 
species. The '~de range of cultures in the world are wonderful 
and enlightening examples of the human conclition >md hnman 
potential, ant! we should chelislt them and rush to understand 
them. 

Donald Campbell's doubt: Cultural difference 
or failure of communication? 
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Abstmcl: The objection, rightJully noted but then dismissed b)' Henrich 
et al., that the observed vnriation across populations "may be clue to 
various methodological >utiJacts that arise from t ranslating experiments 
across contexts" is a theoretically profound and potentially constn1ctive 
criticism. It parallels Donald Campbell's concern that many culturnl 
difl'erences reported by psychologists "come from failures of 
communication misreported as differences." ironically, Campbell's 
doubt is a good founnation for investigations in culhJml psychology. 

Ncar the end of the last essay ever written by the great psychol
ogist Donald T. Campbell, one reads: 

I would like to close . .. with a focus on the most ubiquitous source of 
error in efforts to know the other. This is to interpret as a cultural 
diflerence what is in reality a failme ol' communication .... I personally 
am convinced that many of the cnlh•ral cliffcrcnccs reported by psy
chologists and others using questionnaires or tests come from failures 
of communication rnisreported as diflerences. (Campbell l996, p. 165) 

1 hope the present target article by Henrich et al. has an impacl 
on the way research is designed and reported in psychology: that 
there will he more specification of the houndmy conditions for 
generalizations about human beha,~or, a greate r reluctance to 
rush to claims about fundamental processes, and far less reliance 
on collecting data from college undergraduates. Here I focus on 
Don Campbell's doubt. J suggest that the objection, rightliilly 
noted but then dismissed by Henlich et al., that "the observed 
variation across populations may be clue to va1ious methodologi
cal artifacts that arise from translating experiments across 
con texis" (sect. 7.2, pm·a. 2) is a theoretically profound and poten
tially consb-uctive criticism. 

Evaluating claims to universality of psychological theories in 
the light of cross- cultural e~clence is of course not a new enler
ptise. An early example is Margm·et Mead's (1932) ciitique of 
Jean Piagefs claims in his book The Child:~ Conception of the 
World (Piaget 1929). Piaget described young s,,~ss children as 
animistic and proposed a universal ontogenetic sequence i_D 
which animism waned over time. Mead produced e~dence 
from a small-scale society Ln the Admiralty Islands suggesting 
that among the Manus, the young children were dreary literalists 
and only learned to be animists later in life. Henrich et al. write: 
"As children already show large population-level differences, it is 
not ob~ous that development[LI work ean substitute for research 
across clivcrse human populations" (sect. 3 .1, para. 5). Margaret 
Mead would not be surprised . 

An even earlie r example is the 1895 Cambridge University 
Torres Straits expedition headed by the autlrropologist A. C. 
Haddon, which set up a.n cxpelimental psychological laboratory 
i11 New Guinea (see Cole 1996). Will iam McDougall ran exper
ime ntal tests of sensation conceming the limen of dual impression 
upon the skin, using a small pair of carpenter's di>viders \~th 
blunt metal points. Native subjects were asked to perform an 
apparently straightforward task foUo\~ng an apparently easy-to
tnmslate instruction: to say "one" or "two" as they judged 
whether one or two points touched the skin .. McDougall reported 
that "Murray Islanders have a tlueshold of tactile disciimination 
of which the value, in terms of d istance of two points touched, is 
just about one half that of Englishmen, or we may say in other 
words, that their power of tactile disciimination is about double 
that of Englislunen" (quoted in Titebeuer 1916, p. 206). 

The claim was challenged by E. B. Titchener, whose 1916 
essay defending the proposition that "human nature is much 
the same the world over" should he read by every anthropologist 
and cultural psycl•ologist who believes othen~se (and I am one of 
them; see Shweder 1990; 1991; 2003). Titchener raised a series of 
methodological objections, including the way subjects inter
preted the pm11ose of the hL5k He argued that the subjects in 
New Guinea, when decicling whether to repmt "one" or "two," 
were looking for "a sensation perceptively di1ferent from that 
yielded by a single point," which is not exactly the same as 
looking for two distinct points of sensation. Educated English
men, Titchener suggested, simply interpreted tlre notion of 
duality of impression in a stricter sense. He judged that tl1e evi
dence from New Guinea did not show that the Murray Islanders' 
powers of tactile disctimination were Sllbstantially different from 
those of subjects ill his own WEIRD (Western, Edueatecl, Indus
mal, Rich, and Democratic) society. 

The relevant methodological point can be e:\1Jressed this way: 
E~dence of psychological d ifferences between cultural groups 
may sirnply (although signLFicantly) demonstrate that different 
stimulus situations produce diA'crcnt responses. The identity of 
a stimulus situation (e.g., an experimental task) does not exis t 
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independent of the subject's interpretation of its meaning. 
Hence, the more different the culture stndied from the culhue 
where tbe stimulus situation was invented, the more likely tbe 
meanings of the task wiU be harder to communicate with the 
recplisite exactihl(]e in distant field contexts. 

A revealing illustration can be found in cross-culhiral research 
on the Ultimahun Game (see Henrid1 et al. 2005). Were cross
cu.lt1tral researchers working across 15 cultures in fact able to 
standardize the practice and subjective meaning or "playing a 
game with an anonymous other"? Consider, for example, the be
havior of the Au and Gnau peoples of Papua New Guinea. Many 
.. proposers" oll'er more than 50% ol' the available currency. Many 
of these oiTers are h1rned down by the "responder," leaving both 
"players·• \vith nothing. The "'VEIRD" populations of the world 
don' t play that (apparently strange) way. 

What description of goals, values, and pictures of the world can 
help us understan d what the stimulus situation actually meant to 
those New Cuinea subjects? H enrich et ,J. (2005) offer an expla
nation: "The rejection of seemingly generous offers, of more than 
hall'. may have a parallel in the etJture of status-seeking through 
giFt-giving found in Au and Gnau villages, and throughout Mela
nesia . In these societies, accepting gifts , even unsolicited ones, 
implies a strong obligation to reciprocate at some future time" 
(p. 811). Is that not prima facie e\~dence that the VCJ)' idea of 
p laying with an anonymous other did not compute or translate 
well in the mind or language of those non-WE! RD subjects, 
and that in effect they were not playing the same game as the 
one played by a typical "weird" American college student? 

Indeed, the ve1y idea of cult1Iral dilference might well be 
described as not p laying the same game. l-Ienee, we learn 
much about the culture-sped fie mentality of Melanesian 
peoples by trying to give a "thick description" of their local 
goals, values, and pictures of the world, so as to understand 
how and why the Ultimatum Came becomes a different stinmlns 
situation (a d iffere nt affimlance, if you prefer that concept) as it 
crosses borders and travels :uouncl the world. I suspect Don 
Campbell would have been pleased to see the 6eld of cultural 
psychology bnilt on the basis of his methodological doubts. 

Philosophy and WEIRD intuition 
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NJ 08901-1107. 
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Abstract: From Plato to the present, philosophers ha\'e relied on 
intuitive judgments as ~vidence for or against philosophical thcori<•s. 
Most philosophers are WEIRD, highly educated, and nuJe. The 
literature reviewed in the target article suggests that such people might 
have intuitions that differ from those of people in other groups. There 
is a growing hody of C\idence sugge.<ting that they do. 

I n tbe opening pages of Plato's Republic, Cephal us suggests that 
what justice reqnires is spealdng the truth and pa)~ng one's debts. 
Bnt Socrates immediately otTers a thought ex11eriment to show 
that Ceplllllus's account of justice is not correct: 

Suppose that a friend when in his right mind bas deposited arms with 
me and he asks for them when he is not in his right mind, ought J to 
give them back to him" No one would say that I ought or that 
I sbould be right in doi1lg so, any 1nore than they would say that J 
ought always to speak the truth to one who is in his condition. (Plato 
1892. The Rep~tblic, Book I, p. 331) 

When Cephalus agrees, Socrates concludes that "speaking the 
h·nth and payingyonr debts" is not an adequate acconnt of justice. 
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Philosophy has changed in many ways in the 2,400 years since 
Plato wrote the Rep~tblic, bnt the method Plato uses in this 
passage is still one of the most basic tool~ in the philosopher's 
toolkit. Although there is some debate about how, exactly, the 
method should be charactelized, the ha~ic outlines are clear 
enough. A philosopher desclihes a real, or more often an imagin
ary. situation and asks his audience whether the people or objects 
or events described have some philosophically important property 
or relation: Is the agent's action unjust? Was it 111omlly tvrong to 
push the large man off the foothiidge to stop a trolley that 
would oti1envjse kill five people? (Thomson 1976) Does the 
person who holds a ticket in a lottery where the odds are one in 
a thousand know that the ticket won't \vin? (Kyburg 1961., 
p. 197; see also Hawthorne 2004). Does the "Chinese Hoom" 
understand ti1e story? (Searle 1980) When things go weU (as 
they always did in Plato's cli<dogues!), the audience will agree 
that the answer is intuitively obvious, and the philosopher \\~11 
conclude that the content ofti1ese intuitive judgments is probably 
true. If it is intuitively obvious that it is wrong to push the man off 
ti1e footbridge, and that is what ti1e philosopher's theOJ)' e ntails, 
then this counts as evidence for his theory. [f it is intuitively 
obvious that the Chinese Room does not understand the stOI)' 
or have other intention<J states, but a philosopher's ti1eory 
entails that it does, this counts as cvidenee against his theory. 

The ovenvhelming majority of philosophers who use this 
method are WEIRD. Moreover, as reflected in my choice o f pro
nouns, the majolity of those who teach in North Amelican and 
European philosophy departments arc male. And. of course, on 
at least one dimension, professional philosophers are exh·eme 
outliers among 'vVE I R D people, as most of them have undergone 
five o r more years of training and vetting in one of the 30 or 40 
leading graduate programs. About a decade ago, as we became 
acquainted \vith the emerging literature reviewed by H enrich 
e t al. , my colleagues and T began to wonder whethe r these 
WEIRD philosophers might have weird philosophical intui
tions - intuitions that differed fi·om those of people who did 
not share their cul tural and educational background. To find 
out, we did something p hi losophers often do - we scomed the 
literahue. 'vVe also did something that philosophe rs rare ly do: 
We designed and ran om own experiments aimed at finding 
out whether people who were not WEIRD shared the intuitions 
that play such a central role in Western philosophy. 

Althongh this work is still in its infancy, I think it has begun to 
pro,~tle an important adde ndum to 1-Ieruich et al.'s smvey 
suggesting that, iJ1 a number of areas of philosophy, the intuitions 
of philosophically h·ained, WEIRD males are indeed quite differ
ent from the intuitions of people in other cultural groups. Space 
does not pennit an exhaustive discussion of the literatme, but 
here are some of the bighpoints. 

Epistemology. I. Wcinbergct al. (2001) and Nichols et al. (2003). 
showed tbat Arne1ican students of Emopean ancest1y and American Shi

dents of East Asian ancestl)• have di!Ierent intuitions about a variety of 
thought experiments that ha\'e played a central role in contemporary phil
osophy. They also report diflcrcnces in inlliitions between high- and low
socioeconmnjc status (SES) pmticipant", where year.-; of education was 

the major detenninant iu classif)>ing a participant as high or low SES. 
2. Starmans and Friedman (2009) found a large gender difference in 

intuitiom on a "G<.'ttier" case similar to those that arc widely discussed 
in the philosophic:J literature. In recent years, there has been growing 
concern about tbe under-representation of women in philosophy 
(Haslanger 2008). Though the phenomenon almost certainly has many 
causes, this striking findin~ sug_~ests one that most philosophers have 
hccn loathe to consider: Many women sh1dcnts may have inh1itions 

tht\1 diiTer from those their male prol:esso,·s insist <lre carted. 

Ethics. l. The classic work of' Brandt {I H54) repmt s some <L·aJHatic 
differences between the moral judgments of Hopi people and white Amer
icans that apparently cannot be ex-plained by differences in factual hellefs. 

2. Abarhancll and Houser (in press) report that in a variety of carefully 
controlled '''l'eriments. rnr:J Mayan participants Jid not exhibit the 
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"omission·• bias that has been widely documented in a number of large
scale societies. 

Philosophy of language. Mache1y et a!. (2004) repo1t that 
Hong Kong Chinese and Americans of European ancesuy have 
dHierent intuitions on a thought experiment that bas played a 
central role in the philosophical theory of reference. Deutsch 
et al. (in preparation) reinforce these findings, ami Mache•y 
ct al. (2009) include a prelimina•y report of additional studies 
in Mongolia, India, and France. (For l"u rther discussion, see 
Mache1y's commentary.) 

There is no shortage of debate about tl1e robush1ess of these 
findings and about their implications for the viability of the 
venerable philosophical practice of using WEIRD people's intui
tions as evidence (Mallon eta!. 2009; Sosa 2009; Stich 2009). My 
m111 '~ew is that the~e stuclies pose a major challenge to that prac
tice, because, when the intuitions of tlifferent groups diverge, 
there is no reason to tl1ink that 'vVEIRD people's intuitions arc 
more likely to be true. 

Authors' Response 

Beyond WEIRD: Towards a broad-based 
behavioral science 
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Abstract: In our response to the 28 (largely positive) commentaries 
from an esteemed collection of researcher~ . we (1) consolidate 
additional "'~dence, ext ensions, and amplifications offeretl by 
our commentators; (2) emphasize the value of integrating 
exv erimental and ethno!\'·aphic metl10ds. and show how 
researchers using behavioral games have done precisely this; (3) 
present our concems with arguments from several commentators 
tl1at scpamte vmiable "c:ontcnt" from "computations" or "basie 
processes"; (4) adclress coneerns that the patterns we highlight 
marking WEIRD people as psychological ontliers mise from 
aspects of the researchers and the resem·ch process; (5) respond 
to the claim tl1at as members of the same species, humans must 
have the same invariant psychological processes; (6) address 
c1iticisms of our telescoping conh·asts; and (7) retum to the 
question of ex1Jiaining why WEIHD people are psychologic~Jiy 
unusual. We believe a broad-based behavioral science of human 
nature needs to integrate a variety of methods and apply them to 
diverse populations, well beyond the WEIRD samples it has 
largely relied upon. 

Frankly, we are stunned. We expected that our target 
article would provoke ferocious counter-attach among a 
substantial cross-section of researchers from several 
fields. Awaiting the commentmies, we steeled ourselves, 
bracing for harsh and relentless rebukes. One renowned 
social psychologist, who bad read an early draft, warned 
us that our colleagues would probably spit on us. What 
anived were 28 commentaries Ii·om an esteemed and 
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diverse set of scholars, including anthropologists, econom
ists, linguists, neuroscientists, philosophe rs, primatologists, 
and sociologists, as well as cognitive, developmental, per
sonali ty, and social psychologists. These commentaries 
large ly cohe re as an emerging synthesis, offering important 
expansions and extensions of our argument, as we ll as 
raising several interesting points for debate and discussion. 
There is now sufficient evidence from diverse human 
populations to indicate that researche rs can no longer con
tinue to - explicitly or implicitly- infe r the universali ty of 
psychological processes or behavior from studying only 
WEIRD people and their children. Our readi.ng indicates 
that 23 of 28 commentmies largely support our main 
thesis, although they raise imp01t<U1t issues and fruitful 
points for debate. Of the remaining five, on ly one is in deci
sive disagreement (Gae •·tne r, Sedikides, C ai, & Brown 
[Gae rtne r e t al.)), \vith the other four (Khemlani, Lee, 
& Bucciare lli [Khemlan.i et al.), Machery, Maryanski, 
and Shwed er ) seeming somewhat ambiguous or ambiva
lent as to the ir precise views. Of course, it is possible that 
those who disagree most strongly \-vi th our assessment 
chose not to comment. We look forward to engaging repre
sentatives of this position in the future. 

Our reply is ordered <\S follows: \1\le (1) mnsolidate the 
additional lines of evidence, extensions, and amplifications 
of our target piece made by va•ious commentators; (2) 
discuss the impo•tance or integrating e:qJerimental and eth
nographic methods, and show how researchers using behav
ioral games have done precisely this; (3) present our 
concems with argiJments fi·om several commentators that 
separate "content" and "representations" from "compu
tations," ·'learning," or "basic" psychological processes; (4) 
address concerns that the patterns we highli~ht marking 
"WEIRD people a~ psychological outliers arise from aspects 
of researchers and tl1e research process; (5) respond to 
Gaertner et al.'s claim tl1at being members of tl1e same 
species means we must have the same invmiant psychologi
cal processes; (6) address Ciiticisms of our categOJies and 
rhetorical strategy; and (7) return blie fly to the question or 
ex11laining why WEIRD people are psycholot,>ically unusual. 

R1. Additional evidence, extensions, and 
amplifications 

Here we consolidate additional evidence, extensions, ~mel 
amplifications of om target article. Seven commentmies 
reviewed empi.Jical evidence that we did not present. All of 
this evidence supports the notion that WEIRD people are 
unusual, and none or it challenges that claim. Several of 
these lines of evidence are complementary ~vitl1 each other, 
and suggest some theoretical reasons for the unusual 
nature of WEIRD people, an issue that we return to in the 
final section. Nine additional commentaties supplied i.nsight
ful amplifications, nuances, or extensions of our eJfoJts. 

R1.1. Additional support for the argument that WEIRD 
populations are unusual 

l. C hiao & Ch eon point out that the vast majOJity of 
cognitive neuroscience findings are based on WEIRD 
brains. They then review findings from the nascent field 
of cultural neuroscience showing how population-level 
differences in experimental findings reveal tl1emselves in 
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brain activity. Some of the psychological differences we 
discussed regarding the self and holistic versus analytic 
reasoning can be observed in differential patterns of 
brain activation. These commentators also highlight differ
ences in brain activation based on socioeconomic status. 
Their commentmy underscores the point that neither 
imaging brains nor measudng hormones allows one to 
avoid the challenge of population-level variation. More
over, because sophisticated cultural learning is an aspect 
of the evolved human repertoire, our brains are partially 
self-programmable, so even cul tural differences are bio
logical differences (though not genetic differences) - for 
example, see Nisbett and Cohen (1996). 

2. Majid & Levinson emphasize the importance of con
sidering the world's immense linguistic diversity for studying 
and theorizing about psychology, especially ill light of the 
unusual natme of English on several important dimensions 
(e.g., see next item). They also highlight additional evidence 
indicating how deeply some a~pects of language imprint 
themselves on nonlinguistic a~1Jects of CO!:,'llition. They 
point to the uncanny coincidence that the fundamental 
stock of prelinguistic concepts hypothesized by cognitive 
scientists corresponds closely to those available in English 
- the language of many of the researchers and most of the 
participants - but not to those found in other languages. 

3. Amplifying Majid & Levinson's points with 
fi_uther examples, Machery and Stich discuss sh1clies in 
America, France, Mongolia, lnclia, and China showing 
that people have different philosophical intuitions, with 
English-speakers (and Amelicru1s) at one end of the spec
trum and Chinese at the other. Apparently, some philoso
phical theories of reference are based on these "English 
intuitions." 

4. Stich, in considering the implications of our eflorts 
for philosophy, highlights novel work fi-om experimental 
pllilosophy showing population-level differences in philo
sophical intuitions and moral judgments, including a 
recent finding on the lack of any "omission bias" in the 
moral judgments of Mayans. This lack of omission bias 
contradicts previous claims or universality based on work 
done purely in industrialized populations (and on the 
Internet ). These initial findings, if replicated and 
exiended, suggest that impOiiant elements of philosophi
cal themizing and conceptual analysis are rooted in local 
folk intuitions that do not extend to the rest of humanity. 

.5. Karasik, Adolph, Tamis-LeMonda, & Bomstein 
(Karasik et al.) review evidence on differences in motor 
development across human populations, and recent data 
linking developmental differences to childrearing prac
tices. They also highlight how, in some cases, clifferent 
developmental trajectOiies mTive at the same outcome. 

6. Fe 1·nald, in underlining the extreme narrow11ess of 
the samples used by developmental psychologists, 
reviews evidence linking socioeconomic status, early cogni
tive stimulation, and long-term cognitive outcomes. Since 
most developmental work is vvith infants fi·mn WEIHD 
families, the oft-highlighted developmental milestones for 
various cognitive and linguistic abilities may reside at the 
exireme end of the true underlying species clistlibution. 

7. Laney reviews both ethnographic and experimental 
work on children from across diverse human populations 
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showing just how w1usual the worlds are of children who 
grow up in WEIRD societies, and how different their cog
nitive development can be. 

R1.2. Extensions of our points 

Here we lay out five clifferent ways in which vmious 
commentators highlighted, amplified, and extended our 
effotis. 

R1.2.1. Dealing with the predominance of WEIRD 
researchers. One imp01tant issue that we were not able 
to spend much space on in our target article revolves 
around the fact that most researchers are themselves 
WEIRD people. Thls cllrectly impacts the choice of 
subject pools, since many researchers study those 
around them. However, this also may impact tbe01y build
ing and expelimental design in a number of ways (e.g., 
l\'l ajid & Levinson, Stich). First, Fessler emphasizes 
bow researchers use their own intuitions, at least at the 
stati, in either theory-building or experimental design. 
His discussion of research on shame shows how American 
cultural models of emotion lead to basic elements of this 
emotion being missed by U. S. researchers, despite the 
fact that tl1ese elements are highly salient elsewhere. He 
ru·gues that researchers, at least for some topics, would 
be better off not studying people who are culturally 
similar to themselves. Second, Be nnis & Medin wony 
about this same point, arguing that researchers' cultural 
biases influence the choice of topics and phenomena 
that are considered interesting. Ftuther magni~ying the 
problem, instruments are then developed and honed in 
particular populations, which may not be suitable to 
other populations (also see Rochat). Finally, Meadon & 
Spurre tt suggest that one important way of addressing 
these challenges is to bring more non-\iVEIRD researchers 
into the process. Empirical findings should be peer 
reviewed by researchers who bting different cultural 
models and implicit e"'Pectations to the problem. 

vVe agree with all these suggestions: Researchers can 
view phenomena from a novel perspective, not con
strained by tl1eir own intuitions, when they study those 
from other cultures, and can potentially discover phenom
ena that they otherwise would not see. Howeve r, we 
disagree with an extreme version of this argument, which 
proposes that researchers should entirely avoid studying 
people from tl1eir own culture. Researcher's intuitions 
about the ways people in d1eir own cultures tl1ink can be 
a useful source of understamling in building theories and 
in honing research instruments. More non-WEIRD 
t·esearche rs should be brought into the discussion, as well 
as onto collaborative research teams. Research teams 
tl1emselves tl1at better reflect broad global cliversity can 
more effectively address the challenges delineated by 
Fessler, Rochat, and Bennis & Me din. 

With regard to these points, it is instructive to consider 
why psychology is more dominated by Amct·ican research 
than any od1er science (.May 1997). One possibility is that 
pmsuing a career in psychology is a luxmy that people 
cannot afford until tl1e countties and societies in which 
they live have achieved sufficient economic development. 
This may be p<ut of the ex'Pianation, although tl1is would 
not ex1Jiain why universities in wealthy societies like 
those of Japan and vVestem Europe typically have 
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proportionately smaller complements of psychology 
researchers and majors than do N0.1th Amelican univer
sities. Another possibility, which we high light here, is 
that the fie ld's emphasis on WEIHD samples, coupled 
with the guiding assumption of universal psychological 
processes, tends to unintentionally marginalize inter
national research. I f non-\-\IEIRD researchers are inter
ested in extending findings initially established with 
\ -\IETRD samples in their home populations, such as find
ings associated with motivations for self-enhancement, 
tl1ey may well be unable to replicate tl1e American 
results. The implicit assumption that self~en.hancement 
motivations are similar everywhere would suggest that 
such failed replications are not due to the natu re of the 
samples studied but instead due to some kind of unspeci
Fied deficiency in the methods of the non-vVETRD 
researchers. Ametican researchers have a distinct 
advantage in tl1at the field's key theories were largely 
constructed on data from Ameiican pmticipants, and we 
suggest that this is likely why American research constitu
tes 70% of the field's citations. International research 
sulfers fi·om the disadvantage of bying to extend AmeJi
can-hasecl tl1eoties witl1 participants who often have differ
ent psychological tendencies, yielding results that are 
difficult to interpret while embracing an untested assump
tion of universal psychological p rocesses. In conn·ast, if the 
field comes to recognize that psychological phenomena 
cannot he assumed to he universal until demonstrated as 
such, then research conducted by non-'vVEIRD research
ers, guided by non-\1\TEIRD intuitions, and stulliecl with 
non-WElHD samples, would come to be viewed as par
ticularly important for understanding human psychology. 

R1 .2,2. Existential proofs. Giichter's commentaty also 
extends one of our discussion points by underlining the 
fact that, depending on the research question, WEIRD 
subjects may be suitable, or even ideal. In our target 
article we wrote tl1at 

Research programs that are seeldng existential proofs for 
psychological or behavioral phenomena, such as in the case 
of altruistic punishment discussed earlier (e.g., Fehr & 
Gachter 2002), could ce1iainly start \\~th WEIRD samples. 
That is, if the question is whether a ceJiain phenomenon can 
be found in humans at all, reLance on (llry slice of humanity 
would be a legitimate sampling strategy. (sect. 7.1.6) 

We pointed both to Kahneman and Tverky's work on 
ralionality (e.g., Gilovich et al. 2002) and to Rozin's work 
on magical thjnking (Rozin & Nemeroff 1990) to highlight 
situations in which \i\TEIHD samples are either suitable or 
ideal. However, if one's goal is ultimately to construct 
(rather than tactically falsify) themies of lwman behavior , 
it is hard to see how that could be clone 'Arithout expanding 
beyond vVETHD subjects. 

R1.2.3. Differences among chimpanzee populations. Two 
commentaries cx'Pand on one of our points (Note 14 of the 
target article) by hjghHghting the challenge that popH
lation-level psychological variation creates fur programs 
comparing h umans and chimpanzees (Boesch and 
Leavens, Bard, & Hopkins [Leavens et. al]). Applying 
our argument to chimpanzees (though not to other 
animals?), these commentaries make the point that chim
panzee populations may also vaty in tl1eir psychological 
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abilities and motivations, and that this clifference is impor
tant for comparing wild and captive populations. 

Broadly speaking, we agree with this point and feel it 
needs care f'ul attenbon. Nevertheless, we offer some cau
tionmy notes. First, tl1ere are hotll tl1eoretical and empiri
cal reasons to believe that human population-level 
psychological variation is substantially greater than that 
found in chimpanzees. While chimpanzees are a cultural 
species, \vith local traditions and some imi tative abili ties 
(Horner & 'Vhiten 2005; Whiten et al. 1999), humans 
are a •·unaway hyper-cultural species whose genetic 
endowments, including abilities to adapt ontogenetically, 
have been shaped by a long hist01y of cumulative cultural 
evolution, social norms, institutions, and culture-gene coe
volution (Henrich 2008; Lalancl et al. 2010; Richerson & 
Boyd 2005). With the same basic genetic endowments, 
humans ex'Panded as foragers to all major continents, 
across substantial bodies of ocean, and into an immense 
diversity of envimnments. Meanwhile, chimpanzees 
remained stuck in a narrow band of African tropical 
forests. The impact of culture-gene coevolut:ion has 
become increasingly clear fi·om stucUes of the human 
genome (Laland et al. 2010). Therefore, although we 
agree that understanding chimpanzees also requires tl1e 
study of diverse samples, we suspect that population
level variation is a far more significant issue for under
standing human psychology than for understanding 
chimpanzee psychology. 

Second, we note that it is far from clear which way the 
use of captive chimpanzees in psychological e;-.'Periments 
might bias empirical findings . The aforementioned two 
commentaries provide opposing claims on this issue. 
Boesch suggests that if populations of human forage rs 
were compared with \vile! chimpanzees, then the obsetved 
psychological and motivational clifferences would be mini
mized because of the impoveJished social environments of 
captive chimpanzees and the unusual psychology of 
WEIRD people. Leavens et al., somewhat contrastingly, 
summarize evidence inclicating tllat captive and human
reared chimpanzees have declarative pointing abilities 
more similar to humans (or at least to their human 
captors) than is found in \vild chimpanzees. This suggests 
that captive chimpanzees may be more simiJ<u· to some 
humans than to \\~ld chimpanzees. l t cettainly seems 
plausihle that life with humans might make chimpanzees 
more similar to humans, not less. This remains an 
open and imp01tant question, the answer to which is 
likely to vary depending on the phenomenon under 
investigation. 

Finally, some of Boesch 's specific indictments are off 
the mark. For example, he suggests that Silk et al. (2005) 
designed experiments \viU1 the "etlmocenh·ic assumption 
that sharing should be preferred over nunshming," and 
then affirmatively cites Hemich et al.'s (2006) work, 
which argues that these differences result from different 
culturally evolved norms. It turns out, however, that 
Henrich was a co-investigator on both projects, and that 
these chimpanzee experiments were designed witl1 full 
knowledge of the cross-cultural results, and precisely to 
test tl1e "cultural norms" hypothesis against altemabves. 
Moreover, tl1ese expetiments were done with chimpan
zees in Louisiana, which Boesch criticizes, but were also 
replicated in Bastrop, Texas, prior to publication (Silk 
et al. 2005), and tl1en replicated again in Leipzig (Jensen 
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et al. 2006). Despite the substantial variation in the social 
environments of these chimpanzee populations, the exper
imental results were identical in all three sites. Finally, 
although differences between captive and \vild chimpan
zees may be important, there is nothing inconsistent 
about field observations of chimpanzee cooperation ~md 
Silk et al.'s experimental results. Pure self-interest can 
generate plenty of sharing and cooperation in some con
texts, and seems to explain much about chimpanzees' 
social behavior (Gilby 2006; Tennie et al. 2009). 

R1 .2.4. Generalizing across contexts. The commentmies 
by both Konecni and Ceci, Kahan, & B..aman (Ceci 
et al.) call attention to another concern regarding general
izability: How well do research findings generalize beyond 
the methods that arc used to test specific hypotheses in 
laboratmy settings? Belatedly, Rochat argues that the 
choice of narrowly conceived psychological instruments 
may limit the generalization of findings , as well. We 
agree with Konecni, Ceci et al., and Rochat that there 
are potential artifacts unde rlying the findings of many 
experimental paradigms. Tiighlighting the need to 
broaden pa1ticipant samples does not obviate the need 
for researchers to study their phenomena with a valiety 
of methods and in different contexts to assess whether 
their findings are meaningful and generalizable. 

R1 .2.5. Implications beyond the laboratory. The unusual 
nature of WEIRD samples is not solely a problem for 
researchers; it has implications that extend well beyond 
the laborat01y. We think that Konecni is conect in high
lighting how automatic assumptions of psychological 
universality can he problematic when people from one 
society apply and en force new norms and policies in 
another society. As he notes, there can be enormous 
costs iJ1 "the deliberate or unconscious inc01poration of 
WEIRD-based findings into the normative expectations 
held by international bodies in 'cognitively distant' war
torn areas - such as in Rwanda." International interven
tions that are based on \"'EIRD research, or inspired by 
untested universalist assumptions, may generate ineffec
tive and potentially destructive policies. 

We emphasize, however, that an awareness of popu
lation variability is not a call for unbridled cultural relati
vism. Findings that reveal population diflcrences do not 
imply an absence of a 1miversal human nature, but they 
do indicate that what is universal might not be the same 
as what emerges from \NEIRD particip~mts. The investi
gation of universals can play a central role in the endeavor 
to manage international disputes and humanitarian crises, 
because they stand to possibly provide the only legitimate 
crite1ia by which any particular cultural practice or belief 
system may be understood. As Fox (1973, p. 13) has 
argued, "\"le could not plead against inhuman tyrannies 
if we did not know what is inhuman." Understanding 
what is human or inhuman necessarily requires studying 
people from a diversity of populations. 

Theories based on narrow sampling also have disturbing 
implications for the field of psychiahy and the treatment of 
mental health across diverse cultural contexis. As in the 
behavioral sciences, psychiatric models have largely been 
constructed on an empirical foundation that was gathered 
from WEIRD people. The burgeoning field of cultural 
psychiaby (Tseng 2001), however, bas revealed that 
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many disorders have distinct cultural boundaries, and 
can best be understood as culture-bound syndromes, 
such as (l ) bulimia nervosa in the West (Keel & Klump 
2003), (2) hikikomori in Japan (Sakai et al. 2004), and (3) 
koro in Southeast Asia (Ngui 1969). Moreover, many uni
versal mental disorders manifest themselves in quite dis
tinct ways across populations, such that presentations of 
depression (Kleinman 1988), social anxiety disorder 
(Okazaki 1997), or even schizophrenia (WHO 1973) are 
associated with difTerent symptoms and prognoses. In his 
recent book, Cra;:,y Like Us: The Globali;:,ation of the 
American Psyche, vVatters (2010) documents how psychia
try has been ex1)orting Amedcan models of psychopathol
ogies around the world, such as post-traumatic stress 
syndrome to Sri Lanka, anorexia ne1vosa to Hong Kong, 
and depression to Japan, often \vith disastrous conse
quences. The problem lies in diagnosing and treating incli
genous presentations of pathologies according to how they 
appear through the plisms of the culturally limited diag
nostic categories of the American Psychiatric Association's 
Diagnostic and Stali.stical Manual of Mental Disorders , 
which often increases the cllstress for both the patient 
and the community. vVhen real-life inte1ventions are 
based on a body of research - however extensive - that 
is dispropOiiionately clmwn from WEIHD samples, the 
implications extend far beyond the accuracy of our the
ories and into human lives. 

R2. Methods for an interdisciplinary science of 
human behavior 

We agree with Hai & F iske, Astuti & Bloch , and Shwede•· 
that a fully interdisciplil1a1y study of human psychology 
demands an integration of ethnographic and experimental 
methods. Panchanathan, Frankenhuis, & Barrett 
(Panchanathan et al.) also recognize the need for research 
that goes beyond clisciplinaJy bow1dru·ies. Experimental 
methods provide insb·uments for better measurement and 
pennit the testing of causal hypotheses. Ethnographic 
methods provide crucial insights for developing themy, 
designing experiments, and inte1preting results, as well as 
imporiant information for understanding the proximate 
causes (e.g., ontogenetic processes) of psychological differ
ences (Henrich & Henlich 2007, Ch. 1). However, because 
our target article was aimed p1i.ncipally at ex'}JeJimentalists, 
we wrote in the language of ex'Periments. Too often, ethno
graphers have railed against experiments, but little com
municati.on has occurred because ethnogn1phers generally 
have refused to become f:luent in the local language of 
experimental thought (which is ironic). 

There are important rlifferences here, however. Our 
own view is more in line \vith Rai & Fiske, than with 
Astuti & B]och and Shweder, who seem to be emphasiz
iJlg an approach based on qualitative etlmography witl1 an 
emphasis on "thick description." Ethnographic work must 
be based on systemic, quantitative, and replicable research 
protocols that quantify the theoretically relevant aspects or 
life. Alongside in-depth interviews and participant obser
vation, tllis might involve time allocation, systematic 
obse1vation, social network measures, conversational 
recordings, and formal cognitive tasks (e.g., pile sorts). 
The integration of experimental techniques with ethnogra
phy will partially return anthropology to its broader scope, 
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p1ior to the intellectually desh,_tctive epidemic of postmo
dernism (Slinge rland 2008). As Shweder points out, field 
anthropologists used to integrate expe•iments with ethno
graphy (e.g., Edgerton 1971 ; Mead J 932; Rivers 1901 b). 
What we do not need is greater reliance on ethnographic 
impressionism, which delivers such spectacles as the 
Mead-Freeman-Orans debate (Freeman et al. 2000) on 
the nature of Samoan adolescent sexuality. 

Tn the 21st centllly, scattered teams of highly interdisci
plina•y researchers have already begun to demonstrate 
how to integrate ethnographic and e;.qJeJimental findings 
in a manner that takes advantage of their S)mergies, 
going well beyond "thick desciiption" (e.g., Atran et al 
1999; 2005; Barrett & Behne 2005; Cohen 2007; Fessler 
2004; Henrich et al. 2005a; 2006; Hen1ich & Henrich 
2007). In Section R2.1 below, we discuss Foundations of 
Human Sociality: Economic Experiments and Ethno
graphic Evidence from F-ifteen Small-Scale Societies 
(Henrich et al 2004), which el'.:plicitly integrates insights 
from long-term fieldwork with findings from behavioral 
games. 

R2.1. Meanings and misunderstandings: Behavioral 
game experiments 

In expressing concerns about how experimental partici
pants from diverse sociehcs interpret or conceptualize 
pa•ticular ex-periments. some commentators have criti
cized the use of"economic games" across cliverse societies 
(Shweder , Rai & Fiske , Baumanl & Sperber , and 
Astuti & Bloch ). vVe adch·ess these specific issues in two 
ways. First, we show how these criticisms atise from an 
incomplete reading of the work that ha~ been clone using 
economic games across diverse populations. Second, we 
use these cross-cultural game projects as an example of 
bow in-depth ethnographic studies can be combined 
with e"'1Jelimental tools by interdisciplinary teams to 
address important theoretical questions. 

Understanding the utility of an exveriment requires 
understanding the theoretical debates that those exper
iments aim to address. The Roots of Human Sociality 
Project, which consists of two phases of e,1.-periments and 
etlmograpby performed in 22 difFerent small-scale 
societies by a team of anthropologists, psychologists, and 
economists (see Henrich et al. 2001; 2006; 2010), was 
designed to examine particular hypotheses related to the 
evolution of large-scale complex human societies. One 
hypotl1esis for tl1e ernergence of hu·ge-scale human 
societi.es proposes tl1at cultural evolution, dliven by com
petition among societies and institutions, favored the evol
ution of particular J,:inds of social norms. These norms 
bamess and extend evolved social motivations to foster 
cooperation, trust, and exchange with ephemeral parblers, 
beyond each individual's stable local network of kin and 
repeat interactants. Such norms pennitted tl1e formation 
of market institutions, which encourage market expansion, 
trade, and economic success. Psychologically, this hypoth
esis suggests that the inhabitants of large-scale, complex, 
mm·ket-integrated societies will possess default sets of pro
social beliefs, motivations, <md e,~.-pectations about how to 
treat ephemeral interactants (e.g., strangers or anonymous 
others). Under this view, the institutions of complex 
societies, such as markets, ought to correlate positively 
\vith prosocial behavior in these contexts. 
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An alternative hypothesis proposes that cooperation, 
trust, and exchange in large-scale societies restM directly 
from the misapplication of evolved kin- and reciprocity
based heuristics for interacting in small-scale societies to 
individuals in larger social spheres (Bumham & Johnson 
2005; Dawkins 2006), evenh.uuly including nation states. 
These heuristics for life in small-scale societies, which 
are not favored by natural selection in large-scale societies, 
misfire in large-scale societies because these societies have 
spread only in the last 10 millennia. Crucial to this hypoth
esis is tl1at culrru·al evolution cannot substantially alter 
the social motivations and calculations that determine 
sociality. 

These two hypotheses make quite different predictions 
about the context-specific behavior and motivations oF 
people from eli fTe rent societies toward ephemeral 
interactants. 

vVhat kind of expe1iments might allow us to measure 
these differences? Ideally, the e,~.vetiments should have 
real costs and benefits with the same underlying material 
payofTs, so we can comparatively measure motivations 
and e>.-pectations. However, there ought to be cues tl1at 
wiU tap the predicted sets of context-specific motivations 
and e,~.-pectations (norms) for interacting with individuals 
in the absence of information about their particular 
relationships (e.g., cues about stah.1s, sex, kinship, or 
future interaction). With their salient cues of ca~h and 
anonymity, and their lack of other cues, economic games 
seem ideally suited for testing tl1e above hypotheses 
(Hemi ch et al. 2010). 

From the beginning, the Roots team leaders knew tl1at 
deploying these experiments across diverse societies 
would be challenging, requiring experts on each local 
culture and qualitative etlmographic information to 
assess local meanjngs and inte1-pretations. Long-term 
antl1ropological fieldworkers were recmited to design 
and implement the protocols. Although tl1e Phase I find
ings did show that market integration was i.ndeed impor
tant for predicting prosociality in these contexts, there 
were also a few cases in which the ex11e1iments happened 
to cue local prosocial norms - inte11xetations or meaning 
systems - unrelated to the targeted set of default norms 
for exchanging with strangers or anonymous others. The 
project team attended to these alternative interpretations, 
arguing that it is essential to understand the mapping 
between the ex-periments and local norms (Alvard 2004; 
Ensminger 2004; Hemich & Smith 2004; Hill & Gurven 
2004); tbey also captured much of tllis vmiation with 
a vmiable related to non-market cooperative domains in 
their statistical analyses. The observation of how daily 
life influences the experiments was so important that it 
wa5 one of the five major points in the team's 2005 BBS 
paper (Henrich et al. 2005a). Each etlmographer also 
wrote a chapter in Foundations of H11man Sociality: Econ
omic Expe1-iments and Ethnographic Evidence and in 
Fifteen Small-Scale Societies , in which they deployed 
their own interviews, participant obse JVation, and years 
of ethnographjc e>-11erience to illuminate the local mean
ings of our expe1iments. 

An important example of tllis focus on understanding 
local meanings comes from the team's investigation of 
their ex-perimental findings from the Au of New Guinea 
(sec Sh wed er ). This investigation began when ethnogra
pher David Tracer, who speaks Au and had been 
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working in New Guinea for 12 years prior to the Roots 
collaboration, published two papers illuminating his exper
imental findings (Tracer 2003; 2004). To fmther address 
this in Phase IT, the Roots team recruited another long
term Linguistically skilled New Guinea ethnographer, 
Alex Bolyanatz. In this second phase, Tracer replicated 
and extended his p rior findings , while Bolyanatz returned 
home with findings parallel to those of Tracer (Bolyanatz, 
unde r review; Tracer ct al., under review). It seems likely 
that in New Guinea, behavioral games map onto prosocial 
norms that have Little or nothing to do with markets or 
complex societies. This is consistent with decades of ethno
graphy emphasizing the broad-ranging imp01tance of reci
procity norms in ew Guinea (Fiske 1991; Si!Htoe 1998). 

After the Phase I findings became known, many 
researchers expressed tl1e same concerns that have been 
highlighted hy commentators Baumard & Spe t·ber, 
who write "participants in tl1ese games have no i11for
mation about the 1ights of each player over tl1e stake and 
are asked to make a 'bli11d' decision. But who owns tile 
money? ... Who is the other participant? ... Does he or 
she have rights over the money?" vVhereas the Roots 
team argued against these concerns [or Phase T (Henrich 
et al. 2005b), Phase ll's design directly and explicitly 
addressed them in the standardized game instmctions, 
pre-game tests of participants' understanding, post-game 
interviews on game interpretations, contextualized game 
variants, and games \vitl1 double-blind anonymous part
ners. Phase II's results replicated and extended tile 
P hase I flndings in valious ways, showing tl1at, among 
other things, the modifications made to addJ-ess the con
cerns raised by Baumard & Sperber have little impact 
on the results (Henrich & Ensminger, n.d.; Henrich 
et al. 2006; 2010). 

Rai & Fiske suggest tl1e expelimental games are not 
meaningful because tl1ey do not correlate with anything 
important in tile real world (Levitt & List 2007). They 
cite GUlven and Winking (2008), who show that socializ
ing, food-shaling, beer-brewing, and well-digging are not 
correlated with three bargaining ex'Periments among tl1e 
Tsimane in Bolivia. \Ve question what themy predicts 
tl1at tl1ose domains should be correlated? The above 
desc1ibed evolutionmy approach to social norms predicts 
that, if game play does indeed tap norms evolved for inter
acting \vith strangers or anonymous others, then the games 
played by Gu1ven <Uld Winking ought to be associated vvitl1 
tl1ings such as market integration, social scale (community 
size), and other features related to the operation oflarger
scale societies - features that capture those elements of 
social interactions not governed by durable personal 
relationships. Looking across diverse populati.ons, market 
integration is indeed hjghly correlated witl1 experimental 
measures of prosocial behavior in these bargaining 
games (Henrich et al. 2010). Similarly, antisocial punish
ment (Figure 3 in the target mticle) is highly negatively 
correlated with GDP (gross domestic product), and pre
dicted by national measures of the strength of the rule of 
law and measures of norms of civic cooperation (Herr
mann et al. 2008). Within populations, tmst game 
measures of tmstw01thiness predict repayi11g loans in a 
microfinance program (Karlan 2005), and predict alumni 
donations (Baran et al. 2009). Dictator game offers are cor
related with donations to hurricane victims (Kam et al. , 
n.cl.) and political participation (Fowler & Kam 2007). 
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Once properly the01ized, not only are economic games 
highly correlated with imp01tant real-world phenomena, 
but we can predict witl1 which real-world phenomena 
tJ1ey should correlate. 

R2.2. Merely methodological artifacts? 

Beyond economic games, Shweder, as well as Baumard 
& Sperbe 1·, ask whether the population-level variations 
found in the psychological literatu re we reviewed are a 
product of methodological m·tifacts arising from clilterent 
meanings assigned to the ex'Pelimental settings, or from 
com munication failmes between researchers and pmtici
pants. Could it be that, for example, the extensive cogni
tive dillerences we reviewed in perceptual judgments, 
visual illusions, analytic-holistic thinking, and folkbiologi
cal reasoning mise not from diilerences in cognitive 
processes, but from diffe rent interpretations of the ques
tions or the tasks~ 

vVhile we agree that researchers working across popu
lations should take such methodological concerns 
seriously, several lines of evidence speak against this 
being a general problem. First, we emphasize tl1at 
diverse methodological techniques have often been used 
tlu1t yield consistent findings. For example, Western par
ticipants are found to privilege analytic cognitive strategies, 
whether the t·asks measure reaction times in categm·ization, 
Free recall, patterns of bias in deductive reasoning, or eye 
tracking in scene recognition. It is hard to see how task 
interpretation or meaning issues would aflect all of these 
tasks and yield responses in the same direction as the pre
dicted diHerences in cognitive processes. Moreover, 
many of the psychological studies we included in our 
review (Choi & Nisbett 1998; orenzayan et al. 2002) 
included conb-ol conditions in which there were no popu
lation-level differences, and none were ex1Jected. Tllis 
helps estabHsh the meaning equivalence of the ex'Peri
mental contexts and procedures across populations, and 
undermines a purely mctJlodological inte rpretation of 
clifferences found. Finally, it is important to recognize 
tl1at tl1e same or similar metl10cls and insb·uments tl1at 
have revealed population-level differences have also 
revealed population-level inva1iances, often in the same 
study with the same participants (Ab·an & Medin 2008; 
Atran et al. 2005; ITaun et al. 2006; Henrich et al. 2006; 
Norenzayan et al. 2002; Segall e t at. 1966). As we point 
out in our target article, if certain metl1ocls count toward 
establishing iuv<uiant aspects of psychological processes, 
then data that indicate vmiation have to count as well. 

As an illustration, consider recent work showing both 
universal and variable aspects of numerical cognition. In 
conb·ast to evidence fi·om \VETRD samples, ex11e1imental 
work from two small-scale Amazonian societies, tl1e Piral1a 
and the Mm1duruku, suggests that the ability to distinguish 
quantities digitally beyond the first couple of integers is 
poor in these groups, whose languages do not include 
numerals above 3 (Gordon 2004; Pica et al. 2004) - a 
pattern common in many such societies (Everett 2005). 
These same ex1Je1iments also demonstrate that the cogni
tive ability to estimate quantity approximately, or an analog 
"number sense" (Dehaene 1997), is found to be strikingly 
similar irrespective of linguistic variation in cou11ting 
systems. This analog system is a.lso present in numerous 
nonhuman species (Hauser & SpeLke 2004). 
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R2.3. Accessing non-WEIRD samples 

Commentators Gosling, Cat·son, J ohn, & Potte r 
(Gosling e l al.) discuss an important tool that should 
allow the behavioral sciences to obtain more diverse 
samples by reaching non-WEIRD participants through 
the Internet. We agree that this is a potent addition to 
the researcher's toolbox. The advantages of the Internet 
arc the ease and affordabiDty bv which international 
samples can be accessed. We. su; pcct that some fields 
arc. prol?ably more Like ly to change in the ways we pre
scnbe d the changes do not requiTe researchers to alter 
the ir habituul practices, or leave their home universities 
to go out into the world. 

While the Inte rnet is undoubtedly a valuable tool that 
needs to he fu lly exploited, there are some limitations to 
this approach, as Gosling e l al note. First, though the 
!nternc~ is a1~1em~ble to some kinds of psychological ex1Jer-
1mentation, 1t Wlll not facilitate the ki11d of integrated 
research program that synthesizes tools from across the 
human sciences, including direct observation, naturalistic 
field PX]X' riments, biomarkers, and qualitative ethnogra
phy. into longitudinal studies across the life cvcle. 
Second, the segments of many counllies that have Tnt~rnet 
access probably share many atllibutes with WEIRD 
people alreadv (see Rozin) - they will tend to be rich 
educated (at ieast literate), and often disproportionate!); 
from pa1ticular ethnic groups. For example, Internet 
users in Africa are far more likelv to be cultural outliers 
in WEIRD ways re lative to the ge1~eral Af1ican population·, 
compared to, say, Internet users in Europe relative to the 
~eneral European population. Third, many people overes
timate the current reach of the Web. Our Table Hl gives 
the percentage of the total population in each of the 
world's major rcgions that complises of Inte rne t users 
(i.e., pc rccu tage of Internet penetration across the 
globe). The pen;entages for Africa, Asia, and Latin 
America are not only low, but the chshibutions a re 
highl_Y skcw?d . Most African counhies have Inte rnet pen
e tratiOns of less than l %; and the overall African pcn
ch·ation is distorted upward by the higher diso·ibntion in 
Egypt, South Africa, and igeria. The aggregate statistics 

Tabk• HI. Global distribution of Intemet penetration as of 20091 

Penetration 
World Intemet {% of 
Regions Population Users Population) 

Africa 991,002,~2 67,371.700 6.8 
Asia 3.808.070,503 738,257.230 19.4 
Europe 80.3.850.858 418.029,796 52.0 
Middk• East 202,687,005 57,425,046 28.3 
North 340,831,831 252,908,0<XJ 74.2 

Anwrica 
Latin 586,662,468 179,031,479 30.5 

America/ 
Caribbean 

Q<;ennia/ 34,700,201 20,970.490 60.4 
Australia 

WORLD 6, 767,805,20/l 1 ,733,~J93,741 25.6 
TOTAL 
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for Oceania/ Australia are also deceptive, as more than half 
the countries comprising that region have less than 15% 
penetration. with sLx countries showin" less than 5% pen
etration (Solomon Islands, Kiribati, P~pua 1 ew Guinea, 

aunt, larshall Islands, and Samoa). Fourth and finallv 
we hope tim~ the ease of this method does not discourag~ 
researchers from considering other ways to broaden their 
research programs to integrate diverse populations. 
OveralL we arc in favor of any additional methodological 
tools that can be used to study diverse human samples, 
an~ we belie~e the field will he best o(f by using a wide 
van ety of diflereut tools. 

R3. " Basic level" processes, learning, and 
computational operations 

Four commentaties emphasize a bipartite partition 
between (I ) mental content and (2) basic or universal, 
psychological processes (Roz:in), variously labeled as 
"learning" (D anks & Rose), "computationi l operations" 
(Khe mlani e l al.), or "low-level processing" (Rochat}. 
Each commentmy emphasizes that while content varies, 
the underlying computational machine is constant. 
Danks & Hose write, '"there is a natural, defensible distinc
tion between tlw cognitive 'objects' of the mind, and 
dynami~ mental ·proccsscs." Cognitive objects include rep
resentations, knowledge structures. and so on." Similarly. 
Rozin notes, "But at the level of basic psychological pro
cesses, such as leaming, motor organization, or vision, 
the NAU [North American undergraduate] is probably a 
pretty good fruit fly." Maybe this is how the human 
mind operates, like the compute r on your desk, hut how 
do we know until we sample a broad range oflmman diver
sity'? I Inman learnjug or computational processes might 
be self-modifying to adapt to local conditions, so, while 
all human fetuses might begin with (roughly) the same 
~?gni~i,:e equ:pmcnt, a~~u i r.c?, content ~ou ld provide 
fc~dback and ,tite r these bas1c -level learmng or compu
tational processes through phenotypic plasticity or cultural 
transmission. Or, culrure-gene coevolution, which is 
increasingly recognized as a powerful force in human evol
ution (i:<lland et al. 2010), could genetically adapt local 
populations to more effectively acquire and process the 
local stahlP cultural representations. 

Our own folk model of human psychology, which is also 
rooted in a computer metaphor, confonns to that suggested 
by these commentators. However. we think the available 
evidence ought to make us question this metaphor. Let's 
first consider vision, since Rozin highlights this. By all 
appearances, vision seems to be the product of"hasic" pro
cesses. We have <JTeady discussed the population-level 
vmi ation in the MiiUer-Lyer illusion, which, according to 
Khe mlani e t al., is "but one single phenomenon in 
visual perception, hardly representative of all visual per
ceptual processes." However, as we noted, the re is also 
substantial variation in the Sander Parallelogram and two 
versions of the Horizontal-Vertical illusion. 

But forget illusions. Suppose one was sh1dying why 
people see so poorly underwater, compared to on land. 
Can one .n~ake universal generalizations regarding the 
human ahd1ty to sec undmwater by exclusively studying 
undergraduates? Turns out, no (Gislen et al. 2003). The 
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Moken are nomadic sea foragers who live in an archipelago 
off the coast ofBunna. From a young age, Moken subsist by 
collecting food from the sea Aoor. Comparisons of under
water visual acuity between Moken and European children 
show that Moken children have more than ~vice the visual 
acuity of their European counterp;uts. The Moken appear 
to have acquired the ability to constrict their pupils uJ1Cle r
water, thus improving acuity, rather than widening them in 
the dimmer light, as Europeans do. That is, the pupils of 
Moken and Europeans do opposite things when they enter 
water, one adaptive, the other, not so much. Isn't pupil 
dilation a "basic" part of vbual processing? 

Rozin also mentions "motor organization" as a basic 
process. It is not clear to us precisely what this means, 
but Karasik e t al. 's commentary reviews evidence 
showing how imp01tant aspects of motor development 
vary across human popu.lations, and suggests how this 
might be related to childrearing or parenting practices. 
Karasik et al. also discuss how children in some small
scale societies never crawl - instead, they "butt-scoot" or 
"bum-shufHe." A "crawling stage" per se is neithe r univer
sal nor necessary for adul t bipedalism. 

Perhaps a non-psychological example will li1rther 
sharpen the problem. Suppose you wanted to study the 
nature of human running. Can you build a universal 
model of human running that is based on undergraduates, 
or other WEIRD people? Interestingly, WEIRD people 
would be one of the worst populations to select for such 
an investigation. Heceut research shows that cushioned 
running shoes lead to dramatic modifications of the 
htunan rwlUing profile by causing runners to hU1d princi
pally on their heels instead of the balls of their feet. This 
difference has substantial implications for how we under
stand the evolved design and engineering of human feet 
(Lieberman e t <U . 2010). I f one studies life-long sneaker
wearers, the engineering of h umaJl feet appears ill-suited 
for long-distance running. In conh·ast, studying barefoot 
runners, pmticularly life-long barefoot runners, suggests 
a matvclous evo.lved design for the human foot, possibly 
specialized for long-distance running (Bramble & Lieber
man 2004). Hence, if you study vVEIRD runners exclu
sively, you again get the wrong answer. 

The difference be tw·een the feet of shod and unshod 
people has implications even for the intetvretation of 
ancient hominid evolution. Tn 1978-79 a 27.5-meter-long 
trail of footprints hardened in volcanic ash dating to 3.5 
million years ago was unear thed at Laetoli, Tanzania. Com
parisons of these ancient ptints with those of urban North 
Ameticans suggested that although bipedal, these ancient 
hominkls were not bipedal i11 the way Homo sapiens are. 
The ancient footprints show a separation between the big 
toe and second toe, an antetior "fanning," and a substantial 
arch - all indicating diffe rences compared to the feet of 
WEIRD humans. However, when the Laetoli piints were 
compared with those of the Machiguenga, who live a 
barefoot life of hunting, gathering, and horticulture in 
the Peruvian Amazon, the Laetoli footprints could not be 
distinguished from these non-WEIRD footprints (Tuttle 
et al. 1990; 1991). It turns out that WEIHD people have 
Hat, narrow feet with underdeveloped big toes, which are 
the product of a lifetime of having one's feet bound in cush
ioned shoes. One cannot even safely identify universals 
about human foot anatomy by exclusively studying 
WEIHD people! 
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The assumption that "basic" processes are invariant also 
needs to stand up to evidence that human brains change in 
response to experience and cultural routines. Work on 
neuroplasticity has shown how training and ex'Pertise can 
create both functional and structural differences in 
brains. But the demands and incentives of developmen
tally adapting to local social organizations, status hierar
chies, performance norms, cm1)en tered corners, and 
other culturally evolved features of developmental 
environments persist for longer periods, are probably 
more constant, and are m·guably more intensive thm1 the 
behavioral regimes associated with occupations, such as 
those associated \vith musical training, mathematics, or 
taxi driving (Heynolds Losin et al. 2010). Yet , musical 
training creates structural alterations in brains, such as 
enlarging the anterior corpus callosum and alte ring the 
motor and somatosensoty maps. Taxi driving increases 
gray matter in the hippocampus, while train ing as a math
ematician increases grey matter in tl1e pmietal cmt ex. 
Consequently, however one conceives of these hypoth
esized inva1iant "basic processes," such processes would 
have to remain constant in the face of the stmctural and 
functional modiRcations in brains that inevitably arise 
from ontogenetically adapting to culturally constructed 
environments (Reynolds Losin et al. 2010). As 
Panchanathan et al. recognize, rather than demanding 
universal psychological processes, it might be fruitfu l to 
think about evolved ontogenetic processes that consb11ct 
and calibrate diverse psychological processes to local 
environments, at least for some domains. 

Recent evidence emerging from collaborations be~veen 
cognitive psychologists and anthropologists fUJther chal
lenges the distinction be~veen process and content that 
stands as a virhJal axiom in parts of the cognitive sciences. 
Cultural differences in what people think about loops back 
to impact how people tllink (Bang et al. 2007). For 
example, in folkbiology, differences in what people 
believe about plants and animals affect memory organiz
ation and ecological reasoning about living things. 

Finally, a key point that is missed by the prevailing argu
ments supporting a clistinction betv.reen ·'univerS<U 
process" versus "variable content" is that universality is 
not an aU-or-nothing phenomenon. In order to draw 
meaningful conclusions about what is unJversal and what 
is not, one must also make distinctions between different 
levels of universals that are grounded in empiTical obser
vation. For example, the cognitive ability to estimate quan
tity approximately, discussed em·lier, appears to be quite 
invariant in that it produces cognitive responses \vith iden
tical effect sizes across populations. In contrast , many 
processes or central interest to psychology and cognitive 
science, such as rule-based categorization, geocentric 
spatial reasoning, or some egocenh·ic motivational biases, 
are universal ill a much weaker sense. They may exist i.n 
the psychological repertoires of all peoples, but theiT use 
and relative dominance over other competing strategies 
are con tingent on population-level variability in cultural 
routines <mel practices. See Norenzayan and Heine 
(2005) for a theoretical framework for identi.f)ring levels 
of ttniversals. 

ln sum, it is not clear to us what kinds of psychological 
processes are a p1·iori more likely to be universal. More 
empirical evidence regarding the degree to which psycho
logical phenomena vaty across populations \vill be of much 
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utility in addressing this important question. Perhaps, as 
Machery alludes, such evidence wiJI reveal that social 
psychological phenomena (whatever those are?) are 
especially likely to vaty across populations. But at this 
point, there is insufficient evidence to support such a 
conclusion.2 

R4. Are WEIRD populations actually unusual? 

While agreeing with our cenh·al thesis, Benni~ & Medin 
wony that the seemingly extreme nature of\¥EIRD popu
lations on many dimensions may result from various biases 
created by the fact that most researchers are themselves 
WEIRD, and tbat psychological instruments are devel
oped and honed in VlEIRD populations. Vve arc sympath
etic \vitb their concerns, although we r1u.ibble with some of 
the details of their ctitique. 

Bennis & Medin begin their ctitique by proposing that 
a consideration of base rates would suggest that something 
is amiss with our claim. Thei r logic implies that it was 
essentially a random process that determined which 
society, of all historical and extant societies, happened to 
accumulate sufficient e>.perimental findings about human 
behavior from enough populations to begin to consider 
the question at hand. However, the light way to think 
about the !]Uestion they are posing is to ask: What is the 
probabili ty that a society is psychologically unusual, 
giDen tl1at it is tl1e first to aggregate sutficient expetimental 
findings from diverse societies to even explore the ques
tion? For starters, such a society has to inhetit a scientific 
and experimental tradition. The society has to be economi
cally successful enough to create occupational specializ
ations for experts in human psychology and behavior. 
The society has to he willing to place sufficient value on 
these activities, despite their questionable economic 
utility. This society must be willing to fund data collection 
in some diverse populations. And, at least some members 
of the society have to find this endeavor su!Hciently inter
esting to dedicate their lives to pursuing it. Given all these 
prerequisites, which limit the number of candidate 
societies to a handful, we think it is quite plausible that 
the society which first bad sufficient experimental findings 
to explore the question at all, would itself be psychologi
cally unusual. 

In fact, many of the findings reviewed in our article and 
in tbese commentaiies could plausibly be linked to being 
in a position to explore the question. Comrnenators 
Keseb ir, Oishi, & Spellman (Kesebir et al.) note that 
Americans have low pathogen loads and high residential 
mobility, both of' which arc correlated with individualism 
and may promote economic growth. Togetl1er, Laney 
and Fernal(l suggest that American (and Western, more 
generally) ch.ildreming practices may speed the cognitive 
development of particular skills. We pointed out the 
unusual lack of co-sleeping in the United States, which 
may influence independence and self-reliance. Individua
listic notions of the self may increase Americans' curiosity 
about psychology, which might explain why psychology is 
so domi11<1ted by U .S.-based research. Differences in hol
istic versus analytical thinking may be linked to epi.stemic 
social norms about what cou11ts as "good thinking" 
(Buchtel & Norenzayan 2008), and may be rooted in the 
ve1y origi.ns of science (Nisbett 2003). Visual illusion 
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variability and folkbiological anomalies may be linked to 
growing up in built urban environments \vith ample two
dimensional representations (artwork, photographs). 
Motivations for fairness towards anonymous others are 
highly correlated with market participation, whereas 
motivations for antisocial punishment strongly negatively 
predict GDP; both of these factors can impact economic 
performance. In short, it appears that a society that has 
conducted and amassed a large majority of the extant 
psychological data may, for precisely the same underlying 
reasons, he a p~ycbological outlier, at least on many impor
tant dimensions. These are not independent processes, as 
Bennis & Medin would have it. 

Having clarified this, we do agree with Bennis & 
Medin's more general concern that WEIRD samples 
may look pa1ticularly unusual on those measures that 
have been selected, developed, and honed for use in 
WEIRD populations. If Indian psychologists first illent
ified a specific phenomenon tl1at was of particular 
concern in India, tl1ey too might hone their methods to 
enhance their cH'ects, resulting in Indian participants 
being outliers for tlJat phenomenon. However, this is pre
cisely the problem tl1at the behavioral sciences lace -
initial themies are hu·gely derived from WEIRD samples, 
and, as such, we fail to consider phenomena that might 
be of greater concern elsewhere. As our target article 
emphasized, it remains an open question whether, when 
a fuU accounting is taken of all tl1e psychological phenom
ena that exist tl1roughout tl1e world, WEIRD samples will 
remain any more unusual than otl1er societies. At present, 
we lack the empitical data to evaluate this possibility, and 
hope that researchers strive to contribute to this database 
by identifying and studying phenomena that arc more of 
a concern in other populations. 

AS. Does variability conceal psychological 
universals? Is WEIRD WRONG? 

Gaer·tnm· et al.'s commentmy stands as the sole one that 
e>.plicitly rejects our basic claim regarding population
level vadability in psychological processes. Altl1ough this 
commentary is unique in its cJiticism of our key argu
ments, we suspect that many behavioral scientists sbare 
the intuitions underlying these commentators' critique, 
and we therefore devote substantial space to this in our 
response. 

Gaertner et al. maintain that behavioral scientists 
study tl1e cu.lh1rally valiant phenotypes of an underlying 
universal genotype. We note that thjs point is dependent 
on researchers being able to discern what the underlying 
universal psychological process is in the first place. But 
behavioral scientists do not have direct access to this 
underlying genoty}Jic level; rather, we are in tbe business 
of studying questions at the phenotypic level, such as, 
whether people view themselves more positively than 
they are viewed by others, whether people succumb to 
the Mi.iller-Lyer illusion, or at what point people reject 
low offers in tl1e Ultimatum Game. The genotypic level 
is inferred on the basis of tl1e phenotypic evidence; and 
when the phenotypic evidence comes ti·om a nanow 
sample, such as N01tb American undergraduates, 
researchers very well might incorrectly inFer what is 
going on at the genotypic level. 
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As an analogy, consider the case of understanding preg
nancy sickness. All of the major hypotheses for why 
women get nausea and vomiting during their first tJime
ster are evolutionary explanations. Some hypothesize 
that pregnancy sickness is an evolutionary byproduct of 
the body's need to alter hormonal leve ls, to permit the 
grovvth of a fetus. Other explanations propose that preg
nancy sickness is an adaptation triggered by either 
threats from pathogens (in meat) or toxins (from plants). 
vVhich evolutionary explanation is correct? Tt turns out 
that key evide nce comes from studies of small-scale 
societies that rely on very little meat and use corn as a 
staple (which does not have the toxins hypothesized to 
spark pregnancy sickness as a defense). These societies 
have plenty of pregnancy, but no pregnancy sick'lless, 
thus unde rmining the byproduct hypothesis (Fessle r 
2002; Flaxman & Sher man 2000). So, assuming evolved 
unive rsality does not preclude the need for comparative 
evidence to adjudicate among alternative hypotheses. 

ow consider the self-serving attributional bias, which 
is operationalized as the tendency for people to take pe r
sonal credit for their successes but to eli rect blame exte r
nally for their failures. An el\t ensive meta-analysis 
revealed that the e ffect size for this bias is d = 1.05 for 
Americans but d = - 0.30 for Japanese (Mezulis e t al. 
2004): that is, the phenotypes are diametrically opposed. 
What is the unde rlying universal psychological process 
he re? Just like the blind me n trying to identifY the ele
phant, one would reach an e ntirely dil:h:rent conclusion 
if one bad Japanese data than if one had Ame rican data. 
The most complete view of the underlying beast requires 
multiple sources of evidence; the more diverse the popu
lations studied, the bette r researche rs will be able to trian
gulate on the underlying processes, be those unive rsal 
psychological or ontoge netic processes. 

Tbe guiding assumption of much of the be havioral 
sciences has been that human behavior is the expression 
of universal underlying psychological processes. We 
submit that it is because of this assumption that the 
samples studied a.re as narrow as Amett's (2008) analysis 
reveals. Indeed, there is little point to trek into the New 
Guinea highlands if highlande rs share the same universal 
psychological processes as the unde rgraduates in a 
researche r's home university. ln the target aJticle we ques
tioned whether this assumption is tenable - how does it 
stand up to the e mpirical evidence? For some domains 
(e.g., personality structure; sex diffe rences in some mate 
preferences) the evidence for universality, at least at the 
level of functional universals (see Norenzayan & H eine 
2005), seems solid. In other domains (e.g., fairness motiv
ations, moral principles, spatial pe rception), the high 
degree of variation among populations makes identifying 
an underlying universal psychological process more inter
esting (and more work). But we cannot address whether 
this assumption of universality is supp01ted for a given 
hypothesized process until there is sufficient comparative 
data. 

In some domains, it might be the case that the re is not a 
common, universal psychological process. Many in the 
behavioral sciences have yet to take seriously the impli
cations of epigenetic inheritance and culture-gene coevo
lution. A rising tide of evidence [rom epigene tics is 
showing how genetic systems modify gene expressions to 
adapt to local circumstances without altering the 
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underlying DNA. This can create lasting heritable vmi
ation in individuals (epigenetic inhe ritance), and differ
ences among populations, without any underlying 
diffe re nces in DNA base pair sequences - only difTe r
ences in gene el\11ression (Jablonka & Raz 2009). Monozy
gotic twins diverge in their gene el\1Jression as they age 
because their epigenetic response syste ms modifY thei.r 
gene expressions (Fraga et al. 2005). In addition, potent 
fo rces of culture-gene coevolution could mean that diffe r
ent populations have genetically adapted to stable 
e lements of their cultures, such as in the case of lactose 
tole rance (Laland et al. 2010). This does not mean that 
there are no basic p1inciples to account for psychology 
and behavior; it just means that we must move one step 
back to principles from genetics, e pigenetics, culture
gene coevolution , and cultural evolution to explain 
human valiation. 

It seems to us that Gaertnet· et al. ;ue offering an unfal
sifiable hypothesis. They suggest that studying diverse 
populations will eithe r yield evide nce of similarities 
because of an unde rlying universal psychological 
process, or it will yield evidence of clill'erences, which 
mask the underlying universal psychological process. 
They do not offer any memts for discerning <m underlying 
unive rsal process in the face of population-level variability. 
lndeed , they do not seem willing to entertain alternative 
hypotheses that, for example, propose universal ontogen
e tic processes that give rise to diffe rent psychological pro
cesses nnde r difl'erent conditions during development. 

This is particularly evident in their discussion of popu
lation-level vmiability in self~enhancement motivations. 
Gae11ne1· et al. challe nge us by claiming that the cross
cultural evidence regardina self-enhanceme nt points to 
much universality. \Ve tackle this claim at length here a5 

it is central to tl1eir re jection of our thesis, and it is an 
ongoing controversy.3 First, they argue that this motivation 
is universal but expressed differently: 'vVeste rners enhance 
themselves in domains that are i.mpo!tant to tl1em (i.e., 
individualism), while East Asians enhance the mse lves in 
domains that are important to the m (i.e., collectivism). 
This question has been investigated using a number of 
different methods. The results from the "be tte r-than
average effect" largely supp01t this hypothesis (Brown & 
Kobayashi 2002; Sedikides e t al. 2003). These are the 
only findings cited by Gaertne r et al. 

However, the othe r ll methods that have addressed 
this same question (viz., tl1e false-uniqueness bias, 
actual-ideal self-discrepancies, manipulations of success 
and l~1ilure, situation sampling, self-peer biases, relative
likelil10od and absolute-likelihood optimism biases, 
open-ended self-descriptions, automatic self~evaluations, 
social re lations model, and a corrected be tter-than
average effect) yield an opposite pattem of results - that 
is , East Asians do not seH~enhance more in domains that 
are especially imp01t ant to them (whereas 'vVesterners 
do: Falk et al. 2009; Hamamura e t al. 2007; Ross et al. 
2005; Su & Oishi 2010). A meta-analysis including all of 
the published stuches on this topic finds no support for 
this hypothesis (Heine et al. 2007a; 2007b); the meta-ana
lyses cited by Gaertner et al (viz., Seclikicles et al. 2005; 
2007a) find different results because they excluded most 
of the studies that yielded contrary findings. FUJther , 
many research programs have documented that the 
be tter-tl1an-average eii'ect is a compromised measure of 
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self-enhancement as it includes a number of cognitive 
biases that exaggerate estimates of self-enhancement 
(Chambers & Windschitl 2004; Hamamura et al. 2007; 
Klar & Giladi 1997; Kri?A'ln & Suls 2008; Kruger 1999; 
Windschitl et al. 2008). That is, the sum total of the avail
able evidence contradicts Gaertner et al.'s claim that East 
Asians are self-enhancing in domains of special impor
tance to them. 

A second argument for the universality of self-enhance
ment that Gacrlne•· e t al. offer is that the population
level variability is a function of dilferent modesty norms 
such that the cultural cliiTerences disappear with nun
explicit measures. However, other studies of self-enhance
ment that employ hidden behavioral measu1·es (which 
Gaertner e t al. do not cite) Rnd equally pronounced dillc r
cncrs as those with explicit measures (Heine ct al. 2000: 
2001). Along these line.~. Gaerh1er et al. cite evidence 
that cultural differences do not appear with the Implicit 
Association Test (I AT) measure of self-esteem (Greenwald 
& Farnham 2000). This is the only method out of 31 that 
did not find a population-level dilfcrcnce in the magnitude 
of self~enhancement motivations between 'Westerners 
(averaged == 0.87) and East Asians {averaged== -0.01: 
Heine & llamamura 2007), yet none of the results from 
these 30 other methods are discussed by Gaertner et al. 
FLnther, the IAT measure of self-esteem has the least 
validity evidence of any of the TAT attitude measures 
(Hofmann et al. 2005), and this mea~ure does not correlate 
reliably \vith otl1er implicit mea~ures of self-esteem, 
mea.su;·es of explicit self-esteem, or other e;xi:ernal validity 
criteria (Bosson et a!. 2000; Falk et al. 2009). Hence, at 
present it is unclear what the self-esteem lA T measures, 
and it is noteworthy that it is the method that stands 
alone in not finding a dilference in self-enhancement 
motivations between \Vesterners aml East Asians. 

Finally, Gae•1ncr e t al. argue that self-enJ1ancement 
promotes adjustment equally in both Weste~·ners and 
East Asians. But the relationship between self-enhance
ment and adjustment continues to be hotly debated, 
even among \1\lcstcrn samples, with divergent results 
emerging depending on the methods used. In general, evi
dence for this is best \vith measures of the better-than
average effect and self-repmi: measures of adjushnent, 
where the indh~dual answers items regarding both how 
positively people \'iew themselves relative to others and 
how positively they view themselves with rega1·ds to their 
adjustment. The evidence is much weaker. and often con
tradictory. for studies that utilize objective benchmarks of 
self-enh<;ncement (Colvin et al. 1995; Paulhus 1998; 
Robins & Beer 2001; but see Taylor et al. 2003). 
F'mthcr, the only published study that mcasu1·cd self
enhanceml:'nt and depression in both East Asian and 
Western locations finds a significantly weaker relation 
between the two constructs among Japanese than Cana
clians (lleine & Lehman 1999). It is also wo•th noting 
that, although evidence for self-enl1ancement is far 
weaker among East Asians than vVcsterners, epidemiolo
gical studies find depression rates in East Asia to he 
approximately one-fifth that of North Amelica (~es~l~r 
et al. 1994; Weissman et al. 1996) - a pattern that lS cliffi
cult to explain if self-enhancement promotes well-being 
equally across populations. 

rn sum, Gae•·tne •· c t al. claim that East Asians self
enhance similarly to :'llorth Ameticans, and tl1at this 
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reveals the universality of self-enhancement motivations. 
They are only able to make this claim by ignoring the 
vast. majority of the relevant data. The assumption of 
underlying unh ersal psychological processes is nothing 
more than that- an assumption, which needs to he evalu
ated against alternative hnJotheses with empitical evi
dence from diverse human populations. 

R6. Misleading categories and contrasts? 

v\lhilc agreeing with our major point, Astuti & Bloch 
suggest that our seties of telescoping contrasts, and 
especially our contrasts be tween small-scale and industri
alized societies and between Western and non-Western 
societies. distorts or exaggerates the unusual nature of 
WEIHD people. They charge us with the "uncritical 
lumping together of a variety of cliparate societies·· and 
\vith using "under-theorized labels.' 

We agree \vitl1 their concems about uncritically lumping 
societies, which is why we sought to carefully avoid such 
pitfalls. To begin, in our introduction we wrote. "\Ve 
emphasize that our presentation of telescoping contrasts 
is only a rhetorical approach guided by the nature of the 
available data. It should no/ he taken as captUling any 
unidimensional continuum, or suggesting any single theor
e tical explanation for the variation" (target article, sect. 1, 
para. 7). The first sentence in this quotation was meant 
to explain how our particular choices of telescoping con
trasts were strictly driven by the lumpy and sparse distri
bution of the available data, not by any tlJemizit1g about 
the nahJre of the variation. The second sentence, regard
ing the unidimensional continuum, was meant to explicitly 
avoid any suggestion of what Asluti & Bloch term a 
"unilineal path." 

Next, because of our concern about lumping clisparate 
socie ties, we displayed tl1e data whenever possible. 
Figure 2 in our target article clisplays tl1e 14 small-scale 
societies for the Mi.iller-Lyer illusion, along with two 
indust rialized populations. We also included all the 
samples of children on that figure. This allows the reader 
to draw his or her own conclusions, and highlights tl1e 
degree of vatiation among small-scale societies. Figures 
3A, 3B. and 3C display tl1e means for each of 15 small
scale socie ties on three different behavioral measures 
related to fairness. Again, this kind of graphical displa)' 
was sprcificnlly intenfled to lay all the cards on the table, 
and avoid concealing population-level va1iation in broad 
categories. In the text we wrote. 

For Dictator Game offers, Figure 3A shows that the U.S. 
~ample has the highest mean offer. followed by the Sanqttianga 
from Colombia, who are renowned for their prosociality (Kraul 
2001!). The U.S. offers are nearly douhle that of the Had7.-l, for
a~crs from Tanzania, and the Tsimane, forager-horticultural
isis from the Bolivian Amazon .... [F)or Ultimatum Game 
oners, the Unitl:'d States has the second highest mean offer, 
behind tlw Sursnnmga from Papua New Guinea. (target 
artie!!', sect. 3.2, para. 5) 

How is this lnmping the small-scale societies togetl1er? 
Figure 4 f'rom our target atticles clisplays the available 
data !'rom nine non-VVestern and seven \Vestern societies 
for both the punishment of free-riding and for antiso
cial punishment. The reader can sec the interesting vari
ation \vithin both \Vcstcm and non-\Vestern societies, 
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and can even apply his or her ovm categorization schemes. 
In Figure 5, we show the percentage difference between 
analytic and holistic judgments for six different samples, 
which we compiled ourselves from different sources in 
order to illustrate the variation as accurately as possible. 

Astuti & Bloch e>..-press forceful charges against our 
eff01ts, wllile agreeing with our main point. Given this, 
we believe it would have been more constructive to have 
ex-plained how they would have presented the data and 
made the case more effectively. 

R7. Explaining the variation: Why are WEIRD 
samples so unusual? 

For the purposes of our target article we remained large ly 
agnostic regarding explanations for the peculiar nature of 
\IVEIRD psychology, although we did point out that this 
should not be unexpected, given the rather odd ways of 
life of most WEIRD people, especially compared to 
those of small -scale societies and tl1e environments of 
ancestral humans. Contra Danks & Rose, we did not 
mean to suggest that this variation is li.mdamentally inex
plicable, or tbitt we should not try to explain it. In fact, 
all three of us (Hemich, Heine, and Norenzayan) have 
been engaged in trying to explain various elements of it 
for much of our caree rs. 

Seve ral commentaries, whe n viewed together, suggest 
t\vo proximate ex-planations for why ·wEIRD subjects are 
often unusual. First, following Majid & Levinson, tlle 
English language apparently occupies an obscure comer 
of the design space of possible languages, potentially 
giving theorists misleading points of departure or 
unusual folk intuitions. Majid & Levinson wony that this 
"English-bias" may he impacting theorizing in the cogni
tive sciences, while Machery and Stich show that it has 
impacted philosophical inquiry. By citations, tl1e top four 
sources of research in psychology are all from English
speaking countries (see May 1997): (1) the United 
States, (2) the United Kingdom, (3) Canada, and (4) Aus
tralia (for compa1ison, the top sources of research in 
physics are [1] the United States, [2] Germany, [3] 
Japan, and [4) France). 

The second explanation combines arguments and evi
de nce o frered by Laney, Fernald, and Karasik e t a l., 
suggesting at lea5t the proximate end of a tl1emy that 
may illuminate a wide range of cognitive difference 
between WEIRD populations and others. Laney lays the 
groundwork by h ighlighting the relative strangeness, in a 
broad global and historical context, of modern middle
and uppe r-class Ame rican be lie fs, values, cultural 
models, and practices vis-a-vis childreming. Fernald and 
Karasik et al. review evidence that is beginning to docu
ment how these practices impact cognitive, linguistic, 
and motor development, including long-term cognitive 
outcomes. 

At a more ultimate level, we speculate that in the 
context o r mobile, meritocratic societies like those of the 
United States, Western Emope, and Australia, cultural 
evolutionmy processes rooted in our evolved tendencies 
to imitate successful and prestigious individuals (H enlich 
& Gil-White 2001) will favor the spread of cllild-rearing 
traits that speed up and e nhance the development of 
those particular cognitive and social skills that eventually 
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translate into social and economic success in these popu
lations. This kind of cultural evolutional)' process may be 
part of what is driving the dramatic increases in IQ 
observed in many industlialized nations over the last 
centmy (F lynn 2007), along with increases in biases 
toward analytical reasoning and individualism. It would 
also e>..-plain the obsession with active instruction of all 
kll1ds shown by middle- and upper-class Americans 
(Laney 2008). 

In our targe t article we wanted to avoid making any 
tl1eoretical claims regarding the migins of the psychologi
cal differences we highlighted. We suggested that WEIRD 
psychology probably mises from a myriad of different 
proximate causal somces that, at best, have been aggre
gated in ·wEI RD populations. The two hypotheses me n
boned above illustrate this. It is likely a coincide nce that 
tl1e first population to seriously engage in tl1e systematic 
study of psychology and decision-making happened to 
speak English. H owever, it is probably not a coincidence 
that the economic system of tl1is population happened to 
favor ce rtain child-rearing practices and ways of reasoning. 
Overall, we suspect that many of the phenomena lor which 
\"v'EIRD samples occupy extreme positions do so for quite 
distinct causal reasons, including some resem·cher-created 
biases. Once the behavioral sciences accept the existence -
or potential existence- of broad-ranging va1iation among 
populations, we can commence with the more interesting 
endeavor of ex'Plaining tlmt variation at hoth proximate 
and ultimate leve ls or inquiry. 

R8. Closing words 

We have a vision for the future or scie ntific efforts to 
understand the foundations of human psychology and be
havior. Research programs need to increasingly emphasize 
hu·ge-scale, highly interdisciplinmy, fully intemational 
research ne tworks that maintain long-term, ongoing, 
research projects among dive rse populations that collect 
data ove r the rulllife cycle using an integrated se t or meth
odological tools, including \vide-ranging ex11erimental 
techniques, qu<mtitative and qualitative ethnography, 
surveys, brain imaging, and biomarkers. Questions and 
methods are best devised and designed at collaborative 
meetings of these inte rnational research networks. 

NOTES 
1. Data from http:/ j www.internetworldstats.com. 
2. Machery asks, "Why m·e most ex:tmples in l-Jentich et al. 's 

article dnm~t from social psychology? .. . vVould we find the same 
cross-cultural variation if we focused on the phenomena dis
cussed in perceptual and cognitive psychology textbooks?" Our 
target article reviews findings from fom visual iUnsions, induc
tion, categorization, memory, attention, spatial cognition, pro
spect theory, decision biases, perceptual biases, IQ, and spatial 
abilities. These are all foci in cognitive psychology texis. 
Several commentaries and onr response review evidence/find
ings on underwater vision, motor development (Km·asik 
e l a l.), cognitive development (Fernald), and-neural activation 
in the amygdala (Chiao & C heon). These are not domains of 
social psychology. 

3. Headers interested in the controversy can see Brown and 
Kobayashi (2002), Heine (200.'5). Ileine andllamamura (2007), 
Heine e t a!. (2007a; 2007h), and Sedikides e t a!. (2005; 2007a; 
2007h). 
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4. As luti & Bloch suggest that "small-scale"" is a euphemism 
f(Jr '"ptimitive."· The discrete label small-scale societies is a 
descriptive term, meant to tlistinguis!t social groups liviug in 
small, geographically distinct populations (e.g .• villages) that 
range in size from a handful to a few thousand. Prototypically, 
the social organization of these groups is local, and often 
kin-based. The dh~sion of labor is not ex-tensive, and households 
typically produce a substantial frac:tion of their own food. 
Interactions are mostly face-to-fitce. Of comse, all these dimen
sions are continuous, so this label, like many, is meant to 
roughly distinguish one region of an n-tlimensional space. The 
term is regularly used by anthropologists in the 21st centlll)' 
(Borgerhoff Mulder et al. 2009; Walker et al. 2006) \vithout 
cmt)'ing any sense of mental or physical "primitiveness."' 
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